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ABSTRACT
MATHEMATICS AND SOCIO CULTURAL BEHAVIOR
A CASE STUDY OF THE ENCULTURATION OF A NEW MATHEMATICIAN
by
Timothy Byron Gutmann
University of New Hampshire, December 2000

Research has shown that mathematics as we know it is a product of the
socio-cultural climate in which it was developed. This research attempts to address
the related question of how being involved in mathematics influences the socio
cultural lives of mathematicians. A new Ph.D. mathematician hired in his first faculty
position was observed for a period of 13 weeks, most during his first semester.
Analysis of this long-term, in depth case study followed ethnographic methods and
drew on theories of rites of passage, organizational socialization, self-identity, and
evolution. The role of mathematics in the departmental culture and in the newcomer’s
enculturation is investigated. Societal prejudice in favor of innumeracy as well as the
newcomer’s personal struggle with finding a balance between his own sense of the
importance of academic freedom and a perceived expectation of uniformity strongly
influenced enculturation process.

This process is described as an instance of

punctuated equilibrium. Implications for the academy and for mathematics education
research are discussed.

x
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CONFUSION
It is February 16, 2000, the middle o f the semester following my semester
of observing a new faculty member in a mathematics department.

I just got the

following e-mail message from him.
Hi Tim,
Hope all is g o o d by You.
No problem in d e f e r r i n g your v i s i t -- again the more time
I have alone w / o You, the more I can give You a b e t t e r
idea of my s t a n d a r d reality.
I've been spending a fair
a mount
of
time
in
Chris's
office,
talking
my
math
questions (teaching, largely; o c c a s i o n a l l y a little real
m a t h too -- w i t h D a vid H there too one day the issue came
up of me g iving a d e ptl seminar, & I said it might likely
be in category t h e o r y if there is interest. Chris & D avid
said there c o u l d indeed be interest, so I look forward to
that
(except for the hrs p r e p a r i n g when
I should be
g r a d i n g ) . A l s o c o m i n g up on the K M E 1 Inauguration that I
w ill present the lecture for (March 12 evening, likely) - this one w i l l b e challenging to m a k e it interesting &
accessible to s t u d e n t s & parents both; I w a n t to develop
o n e of the talks I gave on the i n t e rviewing circuit on
" M a t h :R e p r e s e n t a t i o n :Language"
[which is almost the s a m e
theme
that
I'd
present
to
our
MT S U
sponsored
Math
S y m p o s i u m (early May?), if G r e g & He m a n t use me].

I've been r a t h e r successful in p u t t i n g out M207 project
revisions thus far: recall it's me, Luke, & Ethan, w i t h
Luke being k n i g h t e d by Ted to c o o r d i n a t e u s .
Luke has
g i ven me the s o u r c e files
(in EXP,
w/ w h i c h he al s o
p rovided me a copy), & I've put in s i g n i f i c a n t revisions
of our first two projects.
Luke & Ethan finished the 1st
proj in about a week, it took m e 2 1/2 w eeks (so mi n e
turn in their f i rst proj on Thurs -- y i k e s !).
It's fun to be t e a c h i n g again ( p a rticularly M120 PreCalc;
b u t also mor e than before in M207/6) AND I've mentioned
this fun to Ted, Chris, m a ybe a n o t h e r or 2.

1 KME is a student mathematics honor society.
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GOT TO RUN N O W . .. M O R E LATER,

TIM.

Rick2

Rick’s excitement about his work, his teaching, and his future at Mountain
Town State University came as a shock to me. When I left before Christmas, Rick had
been overwhelmed by work and feelings of academic claustrophobia in his new job. I
wrote back:
Are you the s a m e Rick Kaminski
that I o b s e r v e d last
semester?
or have you just s w i t c h e d to a new d e p a r t m e n t ?
Thanks.
Tim.

In this document I try to get at the feelings underlying my response and
explain the enculturation process Rick went through during his first semester as a
faculty member in a mathematics department. The striking difference between first
semester Rick and second semester Rick was a conundrum I had to explain.

2 All names are pseudonyms. E-mail messages, interview transcripts, and field notes
included in this document have been edited to remove identifying information and to
replace names with pseudonyms.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Newly minted Ph.D.s in academia often have good training as researchers,
yet they meet the other demands of their new jobs—being teachers, committee
members, university officials, and colleagues— with little preparation. This work is an
attempt to understand the first semester socialization and enculturation process for a
new faculty member in a mathematics department with a focus on the role of
mathematics in a) determining the cultural norms and expectations of the department
and b) mediating the learning process for the newcomer.
During Fall Semester, 1999, I spent eleven weeks observing Rick
Kaminski as he coped with the challenges of his first semester as a faculty member in
the mathematics department at Mountain Town State University, a small state
university in the Appalachian Mountains. I observed his classes, followed him in the
hallways and sat with him at department meetings, always taking notes. These notes,
combined with extensive interview data collected from interviews with Rick and with
his new colleagues, capture how the department functions, what it does, what
newcomers need to learn about, and what Rick went through in his first semester.
The most basic questions driving this research are "what happens in a
mathematics department?” and "how does a newcomer leam what it means to be a
member of a mathematics department?” These questions highlight two important
facts: first, prior to this work there has been no careful, analytic documentation of the
work-lives of mathematicians in institutions of higher learning; second, the social
learning process by which a newcomer to a mathematics department leams what his or
her role will be and how to balance the demands of teaching, research, and service to

3
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the academy has not yet been explored. Answering these two questions, documenting
the activity in a mathematics department and the experiences o f a newcomer, and
attempting to provide meaning for my observations are the goals o f this study.
In addition to these goals, I came to the fieldwork with questions
generated during a pilot study and from my own experience in three institutions of
higher learning. The pilot study, a survey of the experiences of first year faculty in
mathematics department who were members of Project NExT (New Experiences in
Teaching), and my interest in the problem of balancing research and teaching
expectations led to the following research questions.

These questions have been

adapted in form for presentation here, but are substantially unchanged from the way
they appeared in the proposal for this research and in the report of the pilot study
(Gutmann, 1998). They represent questions I hoped to answer, aspects of life in
mathematics departments I had witnessed and hoped to understand more deeply, and
conclusive observations from the pilot study that seemed to call for explanation.
While the results presented here address many aspects of these questions, new,
compelling considerations arose during fieldwork.

As a result this study does not

provide simple, direct answers to these questions. Nevertheless, they appear here as
indicators of the types of ideas this study pursues. The first three questions below
represent primary research questions as determined by the pilot study; the remaining
questions are secondary.
1. Formal structures (the promotion and tenure process, yearly reviews,
student evaluations, observations by senior faculty) and informal
structures

(casual

conversations,

spontaneous

“thank-yous”,

enrollment by students in future courses) each have a part to play in

4
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passing on local values about teaching to newcomers. When does one
form o f communication take precedence over another? How well are
the meanings of formal structures understood?

How are these

meanings communicated?
2. How well can people really know in advance that they are going to “fit
in”? A department’s reputation proceeds it, but one should ask what
actually drives that reputation. Once a newcomer arrives “knowing”
what things will be like, how does this affect the ways his or her ideas
develop?
3. A division between senior and junior faculty has been observed
(Gutmann, 1998) and should be investigated for several reasons.
Firstly, as far as the cultural sharing process is considered, it suggests
that there may be dysfunction in the mathematical family.

It may

mean that newcomers experience a socialization to individuality
(Lortie, 1975) as far as their ideas about teaching are concerned, even
though they spend a considerable amount of time working with
colleagues (unlike secondary teachers).

Secondly, the division

between junior and senior faculty may impact how the department
copes with the rapid changes in computing technology and these
changes’ impact on how mathematics is defined. Newcomers may be
being asked to bring ideas about teaching to the department, rather
than to leam what the department values. Moreover, senior faculty
may find that their advice is not looked for, since it is seen as coming
from an outdated source. Can this be described more richly?

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

4. The climate of support in mathematics departments seems to be
characterized by a group of a few individuals (the same individuals
time after time) being supportive of the newcomer. Given this, is it
correct to describe the socialization process as one carried on by the
department? Perhaps the department is just a loose association of
cliques, each of which socializes its members in its own way. Since
mathematicians often work in bounded area o f mathematics this
might end up as a distinction between mathematics departments and
other academic departments. It might equally represent a social
difference between mathematics teaching at the university and
secondary levels.
5. As one thinks about how this study fits into the field of Mathematics
Education, one must certainly ask how a

newcomer’s own

mathematics impacts his or her ideas about teaching. There were two
types of responses to this question that pilot study participants made:
first, it helps professors remember what it is like to study something
one does not understand; second, professors try to bring the big
picture of mathematics— discovering, trying, thinking— into what
they do in the classroom. It would be valuable to understand these
two effects more deeply.

For this study I wished to document and explain how the work of doing
mathematics influenced the social norms in the department. Further, I was interested
in how Rick’s mathematical biography and his mathematics might play a role in his

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

enculturation process. Beginning in the first week of observations new questions arose
and I found there was a basic question about what it means to be a mathematics
department, in particular a mathematics department focused on teaching, that needed
to be addressed.
Mountain Town State’s mathematics department is a mathematics
department.

Faculty members focus their efforts on teaching; they do not do

mathematics.3 I had to reconcile these two statements. What does it mean to be a
mathematics department that teaches mathematics? What is the role of mathematics in
this setting? What things besides mathematics play a role in the social being of the
department and in a newcomer’s teaming process? How important are these other
things compared to mathematics? Why?
Answers to these questions are presented early in the results as they form
the definition of mathematics active on site. Since this study attempts to describe the
impact of being involved in mathematics on socio-cultural behavior, defining and
describing the mathematical activity ongoing in the department is necessary to set the
stage for later results.

This research attempts to understand the cultural processes at work in the
mathematics department at Mountain Town. Thus it has ethnographic features and
much of the reading in preparation for field studies related to understanding group
social interactions.

In addition, it was necessary to think about many of Rick’s

experiences from a very personal perspective. Thus, the concept of a personal coping

3 See section “Doing Mathematics” beginning on page 72 for a more extensive
description of “doing mathematics”.
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strategy was a useful analytical tool, despite the fact that it does not have the cultural
connections that are central to ethnographic work. Just as the basic structure and
overarching questions for this study provided a starting point and were followed by
new questions which arose in the field, the literature review and theoretical framework
presented in Chapter II reflect a basic division between preliminary reading providing
a setting and structure for the fieldwork, and secondary reading supporting my
responses to onsite phenomena.

In the document that follows data, analysis, and interpretation are
presented simultaneously. Thus there is no section entitled "results”. After reviewing
literature that influenced my thinking about these issues and providing descriptions of
the methodology, setting, and my informant Rick, the remaining text presents the
results. The thinking behind these results is presented simultaneously.
Finally, the chapter of conclusions serves two purposes. It summarizes the
ways in which mathematics played a role in department socio-cultural behavior and in
Rick’s enculturation process and it presents an important theoretical result— that social
learning is a process of punctuated equilibrium.
Punctuated equilibrium is a theory of rate of change first proposed by
Steven J. Gould and Niles Eldridge in 1971 to explain the absence intermediate forms
in the fossil record, forms predicted by Darwin’s theory of evolution. The theory is
explained in depth beginning on page 193.

It should be noted here that evidence

supporting the conclusion that social learning is a process of punctuated equilibrium
comes from the overall pattern of learning observed during the semester, not from
specific, sporadic observations. Thus the result cannot be understood until the track of

8
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the entire semester is laid out before the reader.

An important implication for

mathematics education research is that a conclusion such as this one would not be
possible without the continuous observations conducted in this study.

9
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CHAPTER n
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This literature review is divided into two sections: literature related to
ethnography, socialization, and rites o f passage that provided the initial context for the
work and guided the development, methodology, and on-site data collection for the
study, and literature related to self-esteem and societal attitudes toward mathematics
that informed later analysis of the data. It makes sense to divide the review in this
manner, as a significant reason for including a literature review is to set out the ideas
that guided the research process.

Since the literature on self-esteem and societal

attitudes toward mathematics was only read during the final stages of analysis, indeed,
was only read because ideas arose during analysis that called for comparison with
existing results, this material can not be seen as influencing the main body of the
research.

Rather, it is placed second in the text as it occurred second in thought,

prompted by ongoing work.
Theoretical Framework— Background for the Research
Three areas of study inform this framework: the ethnographic perspective
on cultural inquiry, the study of socialization and enculturation in a variety of settings
including professional communities and schools, and the rite of passage model.
Recent literature includes examples of these approaches being applied in educational
settings, though this combination is new. Moreover, applying these perspectives to the
study of a university or college level mathematics department is new.

I present

reviews of the literature in these three areas separately, then describe how the
perspectives can be cogently combined.

10
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The Ethnographic Perspective
Ethnography is not a collection of methodologies and data gathering
techniques. Rather, it is research guided by a holistic perspective in which subjects are
seen as informants asked to explain the meanings they have for the social system in
which they function, instead of as individuals whose actions can be described using
simple local cause and effect relationships. Informants are understood to take actions
that make sense to them. It is the job of the ethnographer, looking through a cultural
lens, to answer research questions by understanding the large society and the ways in
which being a part of it play into the informant’s reasons for doing things.
The researcher’s words may not be exactly those of informants, but the
conclusions reached should make sense to informants and others in the setting, at least
on a level of "Oh, yes. Now that I think about it, that’s a good description of what was
going on.”
While traditional mathematics education research has goals that are
"descriptive and prescriptive”, having the goals of identifying factors that affect
mathematics learning and designing treatments to achieve better results,
research questions posed by educational anthropologists interested in
mathematics tend to take the general form: Why is mathematics
teaching and learning occurring in this way in this setting? The goals
are descriptive and theoretical: to identify the socio-cultural processes
that constitute mathematics education in a particular setting and to
make sense of this configuration through the development,
modification, or adoption of theories of cultural and social relations
(Eisenhart, 1988, 100).
This has implications for how reliability and validity are understood.

Rather than

applying the traditional measure of reproducibility as a test, reliability must be
measured in terms of the depth and richness of description and the reasonableness of
conclusions. The primary research instrument is the researcher and it is his or her

11
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carefulness and thoroughness that must be questioned in relation to validity
(Eisenhart, 1988; Wolcott, 1994).
Reconsidering our local settings through a cultural lens requires mastering
one’s insider understandings.

It is often difficult to do work in familiar settings

because familiarity masks or obscures when behaviors require explanation. They seem
so natural, so commonplace, that one forgets this naturalness only seems so to the
researcher because o f his or her status as an insider. Erickson (1984) writes:
Especially in doing ethnography in our own society it is important to
keep in mind the oddness and arbitrary nature o f the ordinary everyday
behavior that we, as members, take for granted.
This is the
philosopher’s technique of deliberately making the familiar strange.
Upon entering a non-westem society the fieldworker doesn’t have to do
this. Everything is unfamiliar and much is strange. But when
describing institutions of his or her own society, the ethnographer must
adopt the critical stance of the philosopher, continually questioning the
grounds of the conventional, examining the obvious, that is so takenfor-granted by cultural insiders that it becomes invisible to them. (p.
62)
The circumstances under which this work was conducted made taking this
critical stance essential, for not only did the research take place in a setting largely
familiar to the researcher—a mathematics department— the key informant and the
researcher had many similar experiences prior to the start of the study.

Both had

advanced degrees in mathematics and both had taught mathematics as graduate
teaching assistants.
In

order

to

identify

"taken-for-granted”

meanings

and

cultural

understanding, writers using ethnographic techniques in school settings (e.g., Kuzmic
(1994), Bruckerhoff (1991), Wolcott (1973)) use systematic methodologies for
collecting and analyzing data.

These include a variety of interviev/ techniques,

12
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identifying key informants, and methods for categorizing and organizing field notes.
A key component, made more important by the familiarity c f the setting, is the
researcher's articulation and understanding of his or her own subjectivity (Peshkin,
1988). This must be not only acknowledged, but also employed consciously to guide
the inquiry process. In this study a journaling process was employed to help make
subjective feelings and their role in the research explicit. This is discussed under the
heading of Data Collection beginning on page 85.
Socialization and Encultu ration
For the past 100 years sociologists have studied socialization, in particular
educational psychologists and sociologists applied the study o f occupational
socialization in general to the study of the socialization of teachers. But since 1970
these research studies have undergone dramatic changes in theoretical underpinning as
qualitative methods and other new perspectives have entered the research literature.
As a consequence the kind of information they yield to help us understand teaching
has also changed.
In order to understand and define socialization for the purposes of this
research it is useful to trace some aspects of the development of the term. Further, it is
useful to describe approaches taken by Lacey (1977) to describing how socialization
can be interpreted as a response to the environment, and by Lortie (1975), whose
concepts of anticipatory socialization and socialization to individuality speak directly
to the issue of what factors have impact on an individual’s development of ideas.
History and definition. A simple definition of socialization for teachers
might be that it is what happens to newcomers in schools as demands are placed upon
them and they leam what is expected of them. This definition fails to capture the full

13
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sense of current definitions, because many details about what socialization is, where it
occurs, and when it occurs are left out. These details have been brought forward as
researchers considered socialization in a variety of settings. Thus one can hardly begin
to define how authors conceptualize and define "socialization” in the context of
teachers and teaching without understanding the way the field of socialization research
developed.
Present work on teacher socialization grew from work on "occupational
socialization.” Manzo (1990) writes:
One of the goals of graduate professional education is the development
of professional identity, by instilling the profession’s relevant value
system in each student, (p. 2)
This comment highlights a number of points to be taken into consideration in defining
socialization, specifically: the importance of a profession as the context for
socialization, the question of timing and when socialization occurs, and the issue of
whether socialization is a passive or an active process. These issues are discussed
below .

Importance of the profession. Socialization is a process that occurs when
people enter an organized, pre-existing group.

Historically, this has meant a

profession, e.g. Nursing (Becker, et. al., 1961; Cohen, 1981; Darby, 1996). Because
teaching is sometimes termed a profession, sometimes a para-profession, sometimes
only an occupation, Lortie (1975) had to address the issue of how much of a profession
it was in his thoughts about what it means to be socialized.

The important

consideration is that a group or organization has an existing set of morals, values, and
goals—a culture— that they or it wish to continue.
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For example, in education, the norms and values of a professional
community will describe the preferred educational goals of teachers as
well as methods of teaching assumed to lead to the achievement of
these goals (Rowan, 1990). In addition, these “norms of rationality”
will be related to other technical beliefs held by teachers, for example,
beliefs about the nature of knowledge and how it can be taught, about
the nature of students and how they leam, and about the nature of
teachers and how they work. (Rowan, 1991, 2)
Thus it is the profession that defines what the cultural setting for socialization will be,
and thus a profession, or an established group, is necessary for socialization to occur.
Timing. Manzo’s words suggest that socialization is a process that occurs
in graduate school or at least while a person is preparing to enter a profession. This is
perhaps too restrictive a definition. Britzman (1986), Lortie (1975), Nimmo, et. al.
(1994). Tierney and Rhoads (1994), and Zeichner (1983; 1986), among others, all
make reference to two important components of socialization: biography and
continuing socialization.
The term biography refers to a person’s experiences before entering the
profession or before beginning formal preparation for the profession.

Thus a

consideration of biography means understanding socialization as a process that may
begin long before professional education does.
Continuing socialization is simply a time frame of socialization developed
to talk about socialization that occurs after someone has been accepted into the
professional community (for example, after a doctor has completed residency and is a
member of a practice or after a professor has earned tenure). These authors describe
socialization influences as acting differently at this time, so they separate the time off,
but they also agree that socialization as a process continues.
While for research purposes it may be relevant to limit the time frame
during which we consider the influences of socialization, it is not realistic to imagine
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that all socialization, all formation of professional identity, occurs at that time. Thus
Manzo could be considered to be talking about only those socialization experiences
that occur during graduate training, while authors interested in the first year of
teaching (e.g., Brown, 1985; Goodman, 1988; Kuzmic, 1994) may limit their scope to
the first 6 months in the classroom.
Is |t passive or active or both?

This is perhaps the most problematic

aspect of M anzo’s statement. Prior to 1970 much socialization research seemed to be
concerned with finding ways to socialize people; i.e., “socialization was seen as a
passive process that newcomers experienced: it was something that organizations
"did” to new employees” (Katz, 1995, 3). This explains the interest these authors had
in socialization occurring during graduate training, or in preservice programs, since
improving these programs could be seen as finding more effective ways to create new
professionals ready made to fit into the firm or school setting.
Seen as a tool of professions to "establish a base of shared attitudes,
habits, and values that foster cooperation, integrity, and communication (Pascale,
1984)” (cited in Katz, 1995), socialization as experienced by the newcomer is entirely
passive. Thus some (e.g., Perry and Rog, 1989; Shimahara and Sakai, 1995) discuss
how special training sessions or buddy systems have been seen as specific methods
applied to socialize newcomers.
Katz continues: "However, over the past decade there has been an
increasing interest in the active participation of newcomers in their socialization to the
organization’s values, norms, behaviors, and goals, (p. 3)” Since this seems to imply
that employees will be deliberate in their attempts to use socialization to develop their
understanding of the organization or to change it to fit their ideas, this only partially
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captures the notion of socialization employed by Lortie (1975), Shimahara and Sakai
(1995), Tierney and Rhodes (1994), Su (1992), Zeichner (1986; 1993), and others. For
these authors socialization is bi-directional. Tierney and Rhodes (1994) write:
Socialization’s purpose is twofold. On one hand, "One of the important
functions of organizational socialization is to build commitment and
loyalty to the organization” (Schein, 1968, 7). Individuals leam about
the organization’s culture. On the other hand, since an organization's
culture is interpretive and dynamic, as new members enter the
institution it is resocialized, [emphasis added] (p. 22)
A bi-directional view of socialization accepts that newcomers will be changed and
suggests that they will in turn change the organization, but this change is not
necessarily a deliberate one. It does not require that the individual set about taking
actions to make a change. Rather it is a natural response by the organization to the
newcomer.
Socialization: A definition.

Individual authors are likely to write their

own definitions; this definition is my own and is meant to capture the flavor and scope
of other definitions in use.
Socialization is a process by which an individual learns what it means
to be a member of a profession— an organized body with pre-existing
structure, norms, and culture; e.g., teaching or nursing. In short, the
individual develops a professional identity. The process involves
learning the values, goals, and norms of the profession and is bi
directional in the sense that not only are newcomers affected, but their
presence affects the organization. It is a process influenced by the
individual’s biography—all prior experiences— and it begins formally
in graduate or professional school (though it may begin informally
much earlier4) and continues through a transitional phase of actual
joining of the organization (e.g., the first year of teaching) to a
sustaining level when the individual, now recognized as a full member

4 See material on anticipatory socialization below.
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of the organization, is an agent of socialization for newcomers and of
stabilization of the organization.5
The bi-directional nature of socialization has been an important
consideration in this study as Rick often chaffed against the practices of his new
department. Though he arrived intending to allow himself to be enculturated, he found
he soon wanted to be innovative, to introduce his own pedagogical ideas to the
classroom. Also important to this study has been the role of biography. Beginning on
page 78 it is argues that Rick’s biography as a mathematician provided a shared
context and was the initial basis for friendships and collegial relations.
Lacey—Symbolic Interactionism. Lacey’s The Socialization o f Teachers
(1977) relies on survey data and is primarily an example of quantitative research. As a
sociologist, he described socialization in terms of behaviors (by newcomers) in
reaction to influences in the environment (established teachers, administrators, and
pupils, among others). Lacey saw socialization not so much as passive or active, but
as inevitable, since all newcomers' behaviors can be seen as a response to the
environment.
Lacey classified these behaviors in terms of perspectives. These identified
the attitude that the behavior represented towards the environment, whether it was an
attitude of defiance, acceptance, or some stage in between. The behaviors are thought
of as "social strategies” for coping with others and are organized into internalized
adjustment, strategic compliance, and strategic redefinition

(Lacey, 1977, 72-73).

5 The issue of stabilization is not one that was discussed above, but Lortie (1975) and
Tiemey and Rhoads (1994) both use the idea in connection with employees who have
been accepted into the organization.
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For Lacey, the type of response made was understood to be selected purposefully (p.
67).
The key distinguishing characteristic of the perspectives Lacey outlines is
the degree to which outward behavior reflects internal values. Internalized adjustment
is the type of response made when a new teacher feels the advice received is good and
changes his or her actions and thinking about a situation accordingly. By contrast,
strategic compliance occurs when an individual disagrees with a situation, but takes
advice, or adjusts behavior, in order to maintain other values. Strategic redefinition is
the only perspective Lacey describes in which changes to the organization may occur.
In Lacey's work these changes are local, so strategic redefinition might be thought of
as an individual deliberately interpreting a rule or norm, in his or her own way to
satisfy personal motives, in a setting where others are not concerned or do not have
knowledge of the resulting behavior.
Lacey’s version of strategic redefinition is focused on the individual
internally. The individual restructures instructions to fit his or her opinions about what
would be the right thing to do.

As an aftereffect, by doing this restructuring, the

individual tends to influence group behavior. For the purposes of this study I wish to
expand on Lacey’s term and include the possibility that the individual may take an
action specifically intended to change group behavior. For example, a teacher who
does not approve of using calculators in mathematics, might remove all calculators
from the classroom to deny students access to them.
A task for this study is to determine when learning is taking place.
Lacey’s three perspectives provide a valuable tool here, as they are possible to detect.
While the informant’s state of knowledge is often elusive, his attitudes towards
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departmental behaviors and his responses to new ideas can often be categorized using
these perspectives. Thus important learning events {pivotal moments, see page 27 ff.)
can be identified as times when perspectives change.
Lortie—Socialization to

individuality.

Lortie’s

Schoolteacher: A

Sociological Study (1975) provides a theoretical framework in which socialization is
described as an ongoing process newcomers and accepted professionals engage in. To
organize research questions Lortie separates this process into a series of stages and
describes the different factors to be considered at each stage while working in an
educational setting.

For a variety of reasons, the first period—anticipatory

socialization— is the most influential. And despite the apparent contradictions, Lortie
ultimately describes socialization as occurring largely in isolation, thus socialization
for teachers is not so much learning how to be a member of a group, but learning who
you are as a teaching individual.

This is important here as Rick’s enculturation

process was strongly influenced by the way in which he attempted to weigh the value
of his own academic freedom, including the freedom to teach in innovative ways,
against the norms of the department.
Anticipatory socialization.

“Ease of entry” and conservatism in the

profession create an atmosphere in which initial impressions and views of the
profession are extremely important in the socialization process. This is particularly
important in the case of teaching, since mandatory schooling means that all beginning
preservice students have observed teaching for 12 years.

Students of less visible

professions (e.g., law enforcement, engineering, nursing) have most likely had only
brief contacts with professionals before beginning their studies, thus one is not
surprised that preservice teachers already “know what teaching is,” while this is not
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the case elsewhere. It is during school that children form the ideas about what it
means to be a teacher that will be most influential in their ultimate professional
identity.
Lortie explains how children engage in this

“apprenticeship of

observation” and goes on to express the problems with this kind of training.
The interaction [the student with the classroom teacher], moreover, is
not passive observation— it is usually a relationship which has
consequences for the students and thus is invested with affect.
Teachers possess [s/c.] power over their charges; for those who aspire
merely to “survive” school, the teacher must at least be placated. But
for persons with higher aspirations (e.g., the hope to attend college), the
stakes are higher, they leam the significance of good grades and the
value of teacher favor. In the terminology of symbolic interaction
theory, the student leams to "take the role” of the classroom teacher, to
engage in at least enough empathy to anticipate the teacher’s probable
reaction to his behavior. This requires that the student project himself
into the teacher’s position and imagine how he feels about various
student actions.
But there are important limits to the extent to which being a student is
like serving an apprenticeship for teaching. There are two major
restrictions. First, the student sees the teacher from a specific vantage
point; second, the student’s participation is usually imaginary rather
than real. ... Students do not receive invitations to watch the teacher’s
performance from the wings; they are not privy to the teacher’s private
intentions and personal reflections on classroom events. (Lortie, 1975,
62)
Summarizing: students who are vested in education are those who leam
what the teacher wants. In doing this they empathize with the teacher to the extent that
they project themselves into the teacher’s position that they observe. This observation
is limited and does not include reflective aspects of a teacher’s work.
Under the circumstances the idea that "anyone can teach” is relatively easy
to accept. Every successful student can mimic the visible actions of a teacher. What
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students do not understand prior to formal training is the thought that goes into
teaching.

Lortie cites survey data to support this in which nine times as many

respondents said that teaching was more difficult than expected than said the opposite.
They had not understood the demands made on their time and energy, even when they
were not surprised by the nature of their tasks (Lortie, 1975, 65).
That students believe they understand teaching is all the more relevant in a
profession where change occurs slowly.

Individuals are unlikely to enter the

profession and work hard to change it, partially because of its conservative nature, and
partially because of the fact that the impression they have of the profession is likely to
be at least superficially correct. While there may be unforeseen aspects to the work,
the basic idea of what it means to be a teacher begins developing long before they
enter the profession and is not greatly challenged when they do enter it.
This may be less true of entering university mathematicians. While they
have had contact with professors as teachers as undergraduate students, they may have
had little opportunity to observe their professors doing work-related to research and
university service. Thus the period of anticipatory socialization, during which students
have a reasonably complete picture of what a professor's work entails, can not begin
until they as graduate students become intimate members of a mathematics
department.
The first year and continuing employment. Teaching is described as a sink
or swim occupation. Thus after years of special schooling and mini-apprenticeship, it
is during the first year that teachers must adapt their notions of the profession formed
during anticipatory socialization to the real world. Unlike other professions that start
newcomers with reduced workloads and gradually increase their demands as
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newcomers settle in, teaching requires new teachers to perform all the tasks veteran
teachers do. Thus newcomers must rely heavily on training and must work quickly to
adapt to new settings. It is now that Lortie invokes an interesting contradiction: since
teachers spend almost the entire day working on their own in private classrooms,
beginners may have less contact with teachers now than at any other time in the past.
Teachers spend most of the work day in classrooms isolated from
colleagues.

While teachers report informal communication as one of the most

important methods by which they “leam the ropes” (Lortie, 1975, 76), most have only
limited and brief opportunities to talk about their experiences with others; their
schedules force them apart.

In the absence of other information one would expect

teaching to be done in widely varying ways by different teachers, yet this contradicts
the observed conservancy o f schools and teaching.
Lottie’s interview data explains how isolation and previously developed
ideas about teaching work to define the ultimate form o f teacher socialization: self
socialization.
Five Towns’ teachers insisted that they adopted the ideas of peers on a
highly selective basis. They qualified statements on what they had
learned from other teachers and were clearly reluctant to present
themselves as imitating colleagues. Their tale underlines the idea of
adapting others’ practices to their personal styles and situations, (p. 77)
The adaptation process Lortie outlined has two important qualities: for a
practice to be adopted it must be seen as consistent with the new teacher’s personality
and "way of doing things” and the criterion of suitability is highly personal— the
practice must work “for m e,” and the teacher is the judge of what works (p. 77-78).
Both of these qualities lend great strength to the impact of a newcomer’s ideas about
teaching. Thus the anticipatory period of socialization is paramount in defining a
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teachers’ ultimate professional identity. Once in the classroom the teacher learns to
share information and techniques with others, but to adapt what he or she is learning to
his or her own classroom, style, and understanding of what it means to be a teacher.
"From this perspective, socialization into teaching is largely self-socialization; one’s
personal predispositions are not only relevant but, in fact, stand at the core of
becoming a teacher” (Lortie, 1975, 79).
Socialization versus enculturation.

Socialization and enculturation

describe the significance of the same social actions from differing viewpoints.
Socialization addresses these actions as done to an individual by a group, or (in the
sense of bi-directional socialization) to a group by an individual.

Enculturation

addresses these actions by considering how an individual reacts internally to what is
being done by the group. Of the socialization work described above, Lacey’s social
interactionism perspectives (internalized adjustment, strategic compliance, and
strategic redefinition) are perhaps more descriptors of enculturation behaviors than
socialization behaviors. These perspectives provide a means of talking about what the
newcomer’s beliefs are and how well they align with the newcomer’s actions. Going
further, one may ask how the newcomer changes beliefs.
In the review of literature on socialization and enculturation above, the
term "enculturation” is mentioned only once, yet because this research must focus on
the development of an individual it is perhaps the more important term.

For the

purposes of this research, reviewing the socialization literature is relevant. It provides
the richer source of information about how to think about newcomers being initiated
into a group. Attending to enculturation over socialization is, like the ethnographic
focus on the informant’s understanding, a guiding principal to be kept in mind.
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Rites of Passage
In looking for a way to discuss those happenings that affect a beginning
professor's developing understanding of teaching and the department’s role in that
development, it is important to give larger contextual significance to events that may
be ephemeral, unplanned, and that may seem locally insignificant.

Thus, while

planned initiations or orientation activities the department provides are not to be
ignored, this framework stresses the significance of chance encounters with peers,
students’ comments during class, and similar occurrences. Van Gennep’s The Rites o f
Passage (1960) provides a basis for understanding formal and planned events and
giving them cultural significance. His language can be adapted to be useful here.
Van Gennep was primarily concerned with the interaction of the sacred
and profane6 spheres in "semicivilized” cultures. In those settings the sacred plays an
important role in all aspects of a person’s life, so that crossing even profane
boundaries (e.g., national borders) involves the mediation of sacred powers. Because
these interactions are formalized in rituals (following sacred laws) van Gennep’s work
dealt with the analysis of formal, planned rites of passage. He devoted a great deal of
his analysis to social puberty7 rites and to describing the roles different rites play in the
transition between social groups that young people make at this time.
Van Gennep divided rites of passage into three broad categories: rites of
separation (pre-liminal rites), rites of transition (liminal rites), and rites of

^ o d a y we would probably say secular. For van Gennep, writing in 1908, "profane”
was less charged.
7Van Gennep distinguished between social and physical puberty since the ceremonies
through which a child becomes an adult do not always coincide with the onset of
sexual maturity.
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incorporation (post-liminal rites). As an individual moves from one place or social
group to another, the first rites encountered are rites of separation. These place a
sacred boundary between the place being left and the individual and include
preparations for the journey. Sometimes these rites are literally separations, as in the
case of certain pregnancy rites where the pregnant woman is separated from the rest of
the village at some time. Rites of separation may include cutting, as in the first hair
cut, as an instantiation of the separation being observed. At other times, these rites are
more symbolic; for example, a returning traveler must first undergo purification rites
as a preparation for reentry into the community and as a formal end to the journey.
Rites of transition are rites invoked to mark the moment of change. A child begins the
rite; an adult completes it. A sign on the main door of a house marks the point where
one moves from the outside to the inside. These rites can also be extended into a
series of rites that together make up a process of change, a primary example of this
being the entire set of rites that are linked to betrothal and marriage. More recently
Berman (1994), Head (1992), and White (1989) have considered the teaching
internship as a whole as a transitional rite in the process of becoming a teacher.
Finally, rites of incorporation are those cementing the presence of the individual in a
new setting. Generally speaking, these are what one would expect under the heading
of initiation rites and may include some outward marking of the individual to show
membership.
This discussion of van Gennep’s classification of rites is deliberately
vague. It should be noted that more detail does not necessarily lead to more distinction
between categories, indeed van Gennep used his scheme to classify a host of specific
rites in specific cultures (which he described for the reader) and most of these rites
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include aspects of more than one classification. Thus rites of transition frequently
begin with a separation and end with an incorporation. For example, circumcision,
performed as part of an incorporation into the adult community, is also a physical
instantiation of a symbolic separation. These classifications are used as much as
descriptors as methods of grouping.
The authors cited above and a study of corporate training films by Thralls
(1992) share the characteristic that rites o f passage are considered as formal events.
Indeed, Thralls happens upon the framework for precisely the reason that the viewing
of training videos is a "ceremonial” that can be precisely located in time and that the
event is elaborate and planned (see Thralls, 1992, p. 384 ff. for a list of criteria
common to "ceremonials”).

The commonality of being planned is central to the

literature and represents a limitation to be addressed before using this theory here.
Adapting van Gennep’s ideas. Let’s move away from the term rites o f
passage which are formal rites and consider a larger group of experiences, one
encompassing both formal rites and chance happenings important to the development
of an individual’s world view. Here I introduce the term pivotal moments to place
stress on both the importance and the ephemeralness of these events. To address the
question of how van Gennep’s descriptors can provide a useful framework for the
analysis of pivotal moments, it is useful to develop the idea within the context of the
experiences of a beginning teacher.
A beginning teacher brings beliefs about students, teaching, and the
material to be taught to the first day on the job. Whatever the origin of these beliefs,
over the ensuing months they will be tested, enriched, developed, and changed in
response to the beginner’s experiences. It seems reasonable to assume that a beginner
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who eventually becomes a successful member of the department will demonstrate an
g

adjustment to the prevailing belief system present there .

Thus the period of

adjustment until full membership is confirmed is a transitional period, and those
occurrences that guide this transition {pivotal moments) can be analyzed in their effect
just as formal rites of passage might be.
Perhaps the easiest type of pivotal moment to identify is one of separation.
When a beginning teacher encounters opposition to a belief or practice he or she
learned as a student and is forced, through this opposition, to give up this belief or
practice, then a separation has occurred. The statement, “this is the way we did it
at...” loses its value as a justification and the pivotal moment serves to wall off the
experiences of the past and mark them as being part of an understanding that no longer
applies.
Incorporation occurs at pivotal moments that serve to convince the
beginner that the way things are done here is good or right. Observing a student’s
success in response to an older faculty member’s techniques might be an example of
this. Strike and Posner (1985) describe necessary conditions for the adoption of new
beliefs.

An important one is that the new belief must be seen to fit with new

observations. In other words, a belief must develop to a point at which it becomes a
good description of or explanation for experience. Thus incorporation is that final, key
moment when the ideas of the pre-existing departmental culture have been considered
and are now finally understood as worthy of adoption.

8Of course, this is likely to be a two-way adjustment, with some of the beginner’s
ideas being adopted by other department members. (See Tierney and Rhoads (1994)
and Zeichner (1986).)
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Transitional moments are the hardest to classify.

Here I return to van

Gennep’s example o f the sign at the doorway of a house as a marker of the point of
transition.

Since we are talking about changes in beliefs here, we are looking for

markers that indicate that a change is taking place. Thus we are looking for moments
when the beginner is either challenged to question a belief, or is able to state that his or
her belief is currently in flux. These are more pivotal times than moments, in the sense
that we’re looking for periods during which the beginner is weighing options and
considering meanings, times when he or she might well say, "I’m not sure any more.”
Congealing Ideas
In order to organize these three research areas—socialization and
enculturation. rites o f passage, and the ethnographic perspective—and explain how
they guided the research process it seems most useful to recount chronologically my
own interests and forays into the literature. What emerges is a set of questions guided
by an initial interest in socialization that might be investigated from a cultural
perspective using the language of rite of passage.
Several years ago I began looking for research related to understanding
teaching in higher education, especially descriptive inquiry into how teaching is valued
in a context where research and service to the academy are also components of the job
description. There seemed to be remarkably little material available. A seemingly
promising compilation o f several studies, You’re the professor, what next?: ideas and
resources fo r preparing college teachers (Case, 1994) proved to contain exclusively
anecdotal reports of projects to address graduate students’ preparation as teachers.
Questions about how beginning university mathematicians leam about teaching led to
a project examining the work of elementary school teachers’ classroom aids.
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My

informants, registered nurses working with a disabled child, came to their teaching
jobs with no formal training and were forced to leam that aspect of their work on the
job. Conducting this study required me to find a language and a framework within
which to discuss learning as part of a social discourse. This led me to the literature on
socialization and enculturation described above, the literature that has been most
useful in framing the current research.
Like the teacher’s aides, the beginning mathematics faculty member in this
study was placed in situations in which he needed to leam about the role of a teacher
from established department members. From his point of view the learning process
was one of mediating between, or working out a practical middle ground between
differing points of view— his own and that of the department. The department, on the
other hand, while it will inevitably be changed by the addition of a new member,
entered this process intent on initiating the new member by sharing its values and
perspectives and by communicating the importance of taking these on. (This model of
socialization as a balancing process is one model in the literature9; see Edgar and
Warren (1969), Rice (1991), Staton and Hunt (1992) and Vonk (1995).) Lurking in
the background of the research questions is the need to understand and give meaning
to interactions between the new faculty member and established department members.
Again, considering the newcomer’s point of view, if enculturation is a balancing act,
9A second model is that socialization is a process of moving through stages of
initiation (see Fuller and Brown (1975), Perry and Rog (1989), Tierney and Rhoads
(1994), Zeichner (1983; 1986), and Zeichner and Tabachnick (1985). This model is
unsatisfactory for two reasons: first, suggesting that there are different stages leads
logically to questioning whether or not the mechanism for moving between stages is
different depending on the level of initiation; second, the very nature of the model
draws attention away from the mechanism for moving between stages and it is this
mechanism that is investigated here.
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then social interactions can be given meaning in terms of how they tip the scale. Do
they make the newcomer feel more comfortable about holding on to old ideas or
encourage him or her to adopt new ones? Van Gennep’s descriptors, applied to pivotal
moments, fit in here.
By analyzing events in terms of how they function as separators,
incorporators, or markers of transition as the newcomer moves from being a true
newcomer to being a full member of the department, adjusting ideas and values along
the way, one has a way of organizing many different types of events into broad, simple
categories of meaning.

This makes it possible to relate such distinct types of

communication as comments made by the chair at a picnic and student comments
made on end of semester evaluation forms and helps maintain a focus on the goal of
identifying points where change occurs.
An important clue to identifying pivotal moments is observed change in an
individual’s perspectives. For example, a conversation which causes an individual to
move from strategic compliance (acting in accordance with new ideas but not
accepting their validity) to internalized adjustment (taking on new ideas as better than
old ones). One can imagine such a conversation in a case where a new middle school
teacher had been using calculators in class only because of a perceived requirement.
The teacher might in fact believe that middle school students will be harmed if they
are not required to do arithmetic in their heads or using pencil and paper. In this
setting, the another teacher taking time to explain how certain big ideas in
mathematics can be grasped when students are liberated from pencil and paper
algorithms could be pivotal for the new teacher.

He or she might leave the

conversation with a new perspective, one that included a belief in the value of using
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calculators to teach some ideas. The changes in the new teacher’s perspective would
likely be observable in her attitude in class, the kinds of comments made, and her
personal level of satisfaction.

Such was the case in this study.

Pivotal moments

identified for Rick were most often moments when his perspectives could be seen to
change.

In summary, an interest in questions of how one learns to teach led to
thinking about socialization and a need to talk about the mechanism involved led to
reading and ultimately reinterpreting Van Gennep’s work on rites of passage. There
remains the issue of why an ethnographic perspective should guide thinking about how
to approach research into these questions.
There is an assumption being made here: learning what it means to be a
teacher is essentially an enculturation process; how a new faculty member develops
depends not only on that individual’s biography but also on the values and views of
the department.

This statement may not be all that shocking, but it is extremely

significant when thinking about research methodologies: in order to answer questions
in this area, one must concentrate on the newcomer’s interactions with others, rather
than treat the individual as somehow separate from the department. Ultimately, the
answers to questions lie in the departmental being (using socialization as a means to
perpetuate itself).

The newcomer becomes a de facto informant about what is

happening. Taking an ethnographic perspective is part and parcel of doing this work.
Additional Literature Supporting Analysis
During analysis it became clear that an important factor related to
mathematics influencing group behavior is societal and student attitudes toward
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mathematics. Since these attitudes influence department members’ current behavior,
and since department members experienced these attitudes as youths, possibly feeling
outcast because of their interest in mathematics, it is further relevant to understand
something of the literature related to self-esteem and, for want of a more technical
sounding term, nerds.
Societal Prejudice in Favor o f Innumeracv
It’s the same old refrain: "Stop for heaven’s sake! I hate math.” "Pure
torture from the start of school. It’s a total mystery how I ever managed
to graduate.” “A nightmare for me—I have no talent for it, period!” ...
“Mathematical formulas are pure poison to me. They just turn me off.”
(Enzensberger, 1999, p. 9)
Thus begins Enzensberger’s essay Drawbridge Up: Mathematics - A
Cultural Anathema.

Enzensberger is referring to the kinds of statements about

mathematics that seem to characterize public feeling on the subject. He goes on to
state his amazement at how, among the disciplines, mathematics seems to be singled
out for this treatment. Using similar words to Enzensberger’s and expressing the same
sentiment, John Paulos is quoted in People Weekly saying:
W hat’s annoying to me is that while illiterates are ashamed of their
inability to read, innumerates often take a kind of pride in their
mathematical ignorance. People who would never admit to not
knowing anything about Shakespeare—even if that were the case— will
openly boast that they can’t balance their checkbooks. (Chu, 1989, 95)
Together these mathematicians are describing their anecdotal experience of and feeling
about the public’s view of mathematics and mathematicians. Enzensberger continues
to say the public finds mathematics unpleasant, wanting only to forget school
mathematics experiences.

He says mathematicians are seen as somehow different

from the rest of the population. They are either great brains, not approachable, or
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somehow foolish and eccentric. The symbol systems they use. systems they believe to
be elegant and transparent, are seen by the public as arcane, complex, and secretive.
My own experience as a mathematics major in college is that the most common thing
for someone to say in response to discovering that I studied mathematics was
something along the lines of "Oh, I started hating math in sixth grade.”
Damarin (2000) presents a careful analysis of culturally "marked groups”.
In her paper, The Mathematically Able as a Marked Category, she outlines important
characteristics of marked groups, including the facts that members are generally
ridiculed and maligned, that members are feared as powerful despite being marked as
powerless, that marked groups are frequently societal minorities, and that "marked
categories come to function as communities in their own right (p. 73)”. She then goes
on to demonstrate how the popular portrayal of mathematicians in the media has led to
them fulfilling exactly the general criteria for a marked group. Thus, researchers who
have assumed the presence of a stereotype about mathematicians and have considered
questions about the impact of that stereotype on young peoples’ career choices (see for
example, Krippner, 1963, and Boylan, 1992) are likely justified in their assumption.
Although further study may be necessary to fully describe and document this public
prejudice in favor of innumeracy, anecdotal sources (for example, Enzensberger’s
essay, comments by Paulos, and this researcher’s own experiences) and Damarin’s
contributions combine to support the conclusion that this prejudice is real.
This prejudice is important to this research because of the role is plays in
defining the climate in which mathematicians work, especially those mathematicians
who spend a significant amount of time teaching non-mathematics majors.

In this

prejudicial climate mathematicians are constantly confronted with the sentiment that
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their interest in mathematics is somehow perverse or abnormal. Whether or not they
fit the stereotypical description of a "nerd”—a socially inept, physically clumsy
individual who is only interested in abstract intellectual pursuits, not in the world
around him or herself—they share an important characteristic with nerds: their self
esteem is constantly under attack.
Self-esteem and Nerd Literature
Osborne defines a nerd as “anyone who looks at him or herself and
struggles to be like someone else” (personal communication, March 10, 2000). In his
non-research work, A Word From the Nerd (1993), he goes on to describe the
experiences of a nerd as an outsider, someone who is clumsy and socially inept. The
message in A Word From the Nerd is that self-acceptance (as a nerd) is the first step,
the vital step, to overcoming the status as outsider. Thus, at the core of Osborne’s
work (and driving the related literature) is the issue of self-esteem.
Self-esteem is that aspect of self that is concerned with protecting the
identity (Osborne, 1996). Important for this study is the idea that self-esteem is often
established through comparison with others. Under normal conditions, it is sufficient
to find an individual similar to one’s self. In this case, self-esteem is generated by
social comparison along the lines of "You’re okay; So, I’m okay.” By contrast, in
cases where the self is under attack or self-esteem is low, individuals may engage in
downward social comparisons, establishing self-esteem by observing the shortcomings
or tragedies of others.
These researchers [Wills, 1981; Luhtanen & Crocker, 1991] further
suggest that individuals with chronically low self-esteem may be most
likely to engage in downward social comparisons due to the chronic
threat to their self-concept. They also suggest that “chronically low
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self-esteem individuals who have further received a situational threat to
their self-esteem should be the most in need of self-enhancement, and
thus the most likely to compare downward by, for example, derogating
members of outgroups” (Luhtanen & Crocker, 1991, p. 241). In this
manner, self-esteem threats may not only motivate the individual to
engage in social comparisons, but may also motivate a particular style
of social comparison toward a particular type of comparison other that
is meant to bolster self-esteem through derogation o f those less
fortunate. (Osborne, 1996, p. 68)
Gibbons and McCoy (1991) and Crocker, et. al. (1987) find further (and somewhat in
opposition to Osborne’s claim above) that individuals will engage in downward social
comparison whenever self-concept is under attack. Low self-esteem is not required for
this behavior to be observed. Rather, the level of self-esteem seems to regulate the
type of downward comparison.

Persons of high self-esteem perform active

comparisons and derogate the outgroup, while persons of low self-esteem use passive
comparisons that do not derogate.
Mathematicians working in an environment full of messages that their
interest in mathematics is abnormal need coping strategies to bolster self-esteem on a
regular basis. This statement provides a lens through which to view social behavior
within a mathematics department.

Damarin (2000) observed that marked groups

"come to function as communities in their own right” and went on writing:
Citing earlier work by turn of the century sociologist Emile Durkheim,
Erickson (1986, p. 4) states that ‘[t]he deviant act, then, creates a sense
of mutuality among the people of a community by supplying a focus for
group feeling.... [it] makes people more alert to interests they share in
common and draws attention to those values which constitute the
"collective conscience” of the community’, (p. 73)
For mathematicians, the deviant act is to have interest or ability in mathematics. Thus
the value of a community of mathematicians may be to cope with assaults on selfconcept presented by society and it makes sense then to think of the mathematics
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department in this study as an entity with a self-identity engaged in coping behaviors
related to bolstering self-esteem.

These coping behaviors are likely to relate to

department members’ interest and ability in mathematics.
*

*

*

The first section of this literature review provides a setting for this
research and describes the stance
ethnographic tradition

with which the study was designed.

The

requires in depth observations of the newcomer and

conversations with department members to build an understanding of what they found
important, what defined their work-lives.

The adaptation of "rites of passage” as

"pivotal moments” sets out a framework in which many different types of
enculturation experiences can be linked and interpreted.
As with many studies o f this kind, behaviors observed on site suggested
new questions and approaches.

The second section o f the review presents the

literature whose relevance became clear only after the study was underway.

An

important factor driving department social interaction was a reaction to a public
prejudice in favor of innumeracy. In the text that follows related coping behaviors will
be described in terms of their value in building department self-esteem.
The resultschapters o f this document draw on ideas presented in each
section of the review.

For example, points when

Rick’s approach to departmental

norms changes from strategic compliance to strategic redefinition are identified as
pivotal moments. Many of these moments are part of Rick’s own response to the
societal prejudice in favor of innumeracy. Departmental behaviors are described in
terms of cultural significance and in terms of self-esteem theory. Thus, while the ideas
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presented in the two sections of the review were developed separately, they are drawn
upon in tandem to inform and structure analysis.
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CHAPTER IH
METHODOLOGY
There are three aspects of the work for this study to be discussed here: the
identification of the informant; the collection of data; and the methods used during
analysis of the data. The three aspects are discussed separately below, although there
is significant overlap between the last two aspects, as analysis and interpretation
occurred during data collection as well as afterwards.
Identifying the Informant
In most ethnographic field work the mode o f approach is to identify an
individual who can provide access to the setting and then, once there, to find someone
in position to
students,

be the true guide. For example, if one were interested in high school

one might first contact the principal

to be allowed access to theschool

buildings and classes. Once on site and after meeting several students, one would then
be in a position to identify specific students who seem both willing and able to guide
the ethnographer in learning about their world. Because this study focused on the
experiences of an individual, and each possible informant is located alone at a site, this
approach was impossible. Instead, a primary informant needed to be selected based
upon his or her willingness to participate.

There was no opportunity to evaluate

several individuals on site and select an informant from them.
Although the primary interest was in the experiences of an individual,
someone

who had just completed a Ph.D. in mathematics, there was (and is) no

directory

that identifies these people.

Thus, the research paradigm was further
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impacted by the necessity of approaching possible research sites first (rather than
informants).
Beginning in October 1998 and continuing through the spring semester of
1999 e-mail messages were sent to the mathematics department chairs at 83
institutions of higher learning. Only departments of more than 10 individuals were
contacted, as unscientific observations suggested that subgroups or cliques related to
mathematical interests might form within larger departments and I hoped to document
this process. The initial mailing described general plans for the research and inquired
as to whether the chair expected to hire a new faculty member for the coming fall and,
in that case, whether the department would be comfortable having an observer on site.
Chairs were ensured that their institutions would not be identified and that the
intention was to study the newcomer’s experiences, not to expose departmental
shortcomings. Nevertheless, it was made clear that some attention would be focused
on the department as a whole, since it would be impossible to describe an
enculturation process without describing the socializing group. In the spring of 1999
Chairs were requested to forward information about the study to their new hires.
Ultimately, three individuals accepting their first mathematics faculty positions were
sent requests to participate in the study as the primary informant. O f these, only one,
Rick Kaminski hired at Mountain Town State University, agreed to participate. Rick
is described in detail in the section entitled “the informant” beginning on page 59.
Rick understood from the outset that there would be no monetary
compensation for his time. Moreover, since his identity and the identity of his hiring
institution would be disguised, he could not expect professional recognition for his
work. What I could offer was the encouragement to be more reflective about his first
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semester experiences.

I shared with him my experience from other studies that

informants report they enjoyed their participation, in particular because it helped them
to reflect on their situations and led to significant learning experiences.
Data Collection
Data for this study has been gathered from five sources. Interviews with
Rick and with faculty members at Mountain Town were tape recorded and transcribed.
I collected e-mail exchanged between Rick and myself.

Further, e-mail and paper

memos sent to Rick from the administration and faculty were collected. Extensive
field notes were taken while on site and daily journal entries were made both on and
off site throughout the period of data collection. The first three sources of data are
easily seen to represent primary source material and thus have an unquestionable
veracity and research value. The second two sources represent a different kind of
source material. Their inclusion as data must be carefully considered and justified.
The use of fie ld notes is common in qualitative research and their validity
lies at the center of the test of validity in the tradition. Indeed, it is because they are
perforce translations of the researcher’s impressions that validity in qualitative
research, which, as in all fields of research, rests on the instrument, lies squarely on the
shoulders of the researcher. The researcher is the instrument. It is via extensive field
notes, notes which record data far beyond direct answers to researchers' questions, that
researchers are able to demonstrate the validity of their claims. Validity lies not so
much in the redundancy of their data as in the fact that redundancy and different points
of view allowing triangulation all point to the conclusions the researcher draws. It is
presumed that if field notes are absolutely complete, recording all happenings without
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regard to importance, then facts that would contradict the researcher’s conclusions
have not been overlooked.
The use of journal entries as data is not part of the established tradition,
but perhaps it should be. Peshkin (1988) wrote about the importance of identifying
different "Is”, personal voices with different subjective bends— his way of dealing
with the difficult issue o f subjectivity and its impact on qualitative research. The
journal records subjective feelings about what was witnessed.

It further ties these

feelings into the research process by recording them as motivations that guide the path
and progress of the research. An example of how this works comes from the entry on
September 1, 1999.
The big project I did today was to interview Chris about the
department’s search for Rick. He said a number of things that surprised
me. ... One of the last things Chris told me was that no one here is
doing research. This bothers me. Apparently, everyone here interprets
professional development to mean doing things like going to
conferences or doing more course work. I got the sense that there
wouldn't be anyone to help Rick, if he wanted to deal with issues like
publication and getting grants.
I wonder how people in this department would react to the generally
quoted statement that people in higher education must do research to
keep current in the field?
The journaling process records concern about the lack of research taking place at
Mountain Town and then the point at which this concern was turned into a question
about keeping current.

In fact, five subsequent interviews with faculty members

focused on what it means to keep current and, as appears in the journal, the questions
in those interviews began on the topic of the assumption in higher education that doing
research is a necessary component o f this.
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The journal records several instances of new questions being developed or
plans for types of investigations to conduct. To the extent these plans were carried out
and these questions were asked, the feelings that led to new plans are data recording
how impressions of happenings at the research site affected the researcher.
One

should

ask

how

inquiries

affected

department

members’

understandings. Perhaps their understandings did not change or they were not led to
reflection about the concerns behind the questions.

However, if my presence and

research interests did influence the setting10, and respecting that enculturation is a bi
directional process we must assume they did, then the source of questions must have
some independent existence worth recording and reporting. WTiile it is not possible to
determine these changes, where there were specific, conscious motivations for actions,
the journal serves as a record explaining how motivations were translated into plans
and ultimately specific interactions with faculty members.
Another reason to include journal entries as data is that although I was
present as a researcher and not as a new faculty member, I was myself being
enculturated into the Mountain Town mathematics department. I took pains to keep
opinions to myself and tried deliberately not to make comments, whether evaluative,
suggestive, or otherwise, about teaching practices and other departmental norms.
Nevertheless, as I once remarked to Rick, I had perhaps a better opportunity than he to
leam about the department as I had hours each day during which it was my job to talk
to department members and ask tnem how things were done.

10 See discussion of how my presence as a researcher influenced the data in the section
"Influence of the Researcher” (page 52 ff.).
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It is appropriate to discuss the issue of whether my interactions with
mathematics faculty should be seen as significantly different from Rick’s. I had time
to interview and socialize with mathematics faculty members at Mountain Town,
indeed significantly more time than Rick had. Should conclusions about departmental
norms and behavioral meanings drawn from interactions to which Rick was not
witness represent something to be subjugated in this research?
For practical reasons the answer to this question must be "no”. Although
the purpose of this work was to document Rick’s enculturation process and he could
not be said to be experiencing enculturation when he was not present, there is too
much valuable material that relates to understanding the department and helps explain
Rick’s emerging understandings. I was a newcomer too and because my office was
adjacent to Rick’s, my contact with faculty followed similar patterns to his own. For
example, I had little contact with Alice or Beth as their offices are physically distant
from Rick’s and my own, and Rick rarely had occasion to work with them or to ask
them questions.

Stephen’s office is also distant, but Rick and Stephen were both

teaching Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers. Since I was able to observe many
of the interactions between Rick and Stephen related to the course my contact time
with Stephen is similar to Rick’s in this case as well. The faculty I saw most of, Greg,
Ethan, David, and Chris all occupied offices close to Rick’s.

He had casual

interactions with them, just as I did.
The journal serves to record the importance to me of the interactions I had
with Rick’s colleagues.

It serves as a tool to separate information about the

department I received during these interactions from my own feelings and their
influence on these interactions.
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Methods o f Analysis
Three different approaches were taken to the analysis of data for this work.
While onsite, descriptive and analytical pieces were written as seemingly important
events occurred or ideas surfaced. These fragments were at once part of the data and
of the analysis and were reconsidered later. All text data—field notes, transcriptions
of interviews, journal entries, e-mail messages— were read and coded.

Finally,

specific aspects of the data were analyzed graphically.
On-site Writing.
In addition to taking field notes that recorded occurrences in a
chronological fashion, time was spent onsite writing careful descriptions of specific
settings. These included descriptions of Rick’s College Algebra and Problem Solving
for Elementary Teachers courses as well as more general pictures of the town, the
university, and the physical layout of the department offices and classrooms. Certain
events such as Rick’s pursuit of a solution for a student failing one of his classes were
also written up in narrative format.
Most of these longer, descriptive or narrative pieces do not appear in this
text. Nevertheless, they represent analysis in the sense that the act of writing them
required picking and choosing what to highlight, what to focus on, what to ignore.
Descriptions of the settings in which Rick worked are important because later
discussions with Rick indicated we shared several observations about them.

(See

comments on Agreement with Conclusions below.) For example, both Rick and I
were struck by how distant the suite of offices shared by Beth, Alice, and Luke was
from the center of departmental activity—the chair’s office and the hallway on which
Rick's office was located. Two of these individuals remained comparative strangers to
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Rick for most of the first semester, in large part because of their remote office
locations.
Coding.
During the time on site several themes arose.

Episodes that related to

general examples of learning the ropes, references to Rick’s feelings about his
experiences, as well as to specific issues that helped define the mathematics
department were of interest. Indexed, among other topics, were "unspoken rules”,
"communication”, "statements about students”, "history of the department”, “Rick
being corrected or criticized”, "Rick being supported”, "Rick feeling swamped”,
"service courses”, "the burden of mathematics11", "mathematics different from ...”,
and "computers and College Algebra”. The field notes, journal entries, interview
transcripts, e-mail messages, and narrative pieces (see above) were read and indexed
for references to these themes.
After indexing, the raw data was reproduced and sorted into separate files
so that all data marked as related to "the burden of mathematics” (for example) could
be viewed apart from the larger collection. Seeing the data in this format simplified
the process of describing themes and understanding the larger picture of meaning
related to specific occurrences.

In the case of "the burden of mathematics”, the

process of at once separating the coded data from the larger collection and bringing
together data recorded in the journal, field notes, and from interviews made it
relatively easy to see that the data could be organized into three main categories:
comments about students, exasperation with faculty in other departments, and
11 See "The Burden of Mathematics” beginning on page 85 for a complete discussion
of this topic.
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complaints about the general public’s misuse of mathematics. For each code, smaller
collections of data served to isolate ideas from their contexts and the times during the
semester when they arose. This facilitated the process of generating and investigating
research hypotheses.
Observations were not initially coded in terms of being pivotal moments.
Rather, codes were chosen that might illuminate department values (for example, how
the department values student opinion or how the department sees itself as like or
unlike other departments on campus). The subsequent analysis of Rick’s enculturation
process in terms of pivotal moments is possible because coded/grouped data shows
changes in Rick’s perspectives on specific topics. Thus moments are identified as
pivotal because of changes in coded data, rather than because I simply sensed them to
be pivotal.
Graphical Analysis.
Graphical analysis was used twice while processing the data.

While

coding the data, and largely on a lark, instances of Rick posing questions to colleagues
were counted.

While onsite and attempting to quantify faculty members’ feelings

about teaching service courses, preference forms faculty members submitted to the
department chair were analyzed.
Question data. Coding qualitative data often serves to illuminate patterns
the onsite observer, continuously immersed in the source material, may overlook. For
this purpose it can be helpful to code data in ways that do not necessarily reflect
research hunches— ideas the researcher expects will become important based on his or
her experience in the field. In this case, I selected from the entire data set all those
instances of Rick asking questions, including field notes indicating “Rick asked...”
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and direct quotations from Rick in the form of questions.

The actual data is not

presented here as I determined part way into the coding process that the field notes
were often inadequate for this purpose. While I had attempted to transcribe Rick’s
conversations with colleagues verbatim, I was often unable to keep up and had to write
summary statements indicating what I missed. While coding questions, I came to feel
that these summary statements could often disguise questions, so the resulting data set
would be too noisy to work with.

Nevertheless, I extracted the question data and

found a striking result.
A frequency histogram was generated by counting the number of questions
Rick asked on each day of the semester. A mock up of this graph giving a sense of the
data appears as Figure 5 on page 144. The scarcity of questions throughout the
semester and their distribution in clumps suggested the important theoretical
conclusion of this work, that social learning is an instance of punctuated equilibrium.
The histogram suggested the result and prompted an examination of the data for better
evidence. The related observations are discussed in detail in the section “The Routine
Nature of the Semester" beginning on page 142.
Faculty course preference surveys.

Faculty members submit teaching

preferences for coming semesters and rate each course they might be asked to teach as
(1) preferred, (0) no preference, and (X) prefer not to teach.

Faculty requests for

Spring Semester 2000 (the semester following on site observations) were collected
and, by treating (X) as (-1), numerical data was created. A bar graph was used to
analyze this data and provide an additional format in which to interpret and answer the
question of which courses were preferred. Taken in the context of interview and field
note data, the graphic display provides compelling argument for which courses faculty
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prefer to teach and to what degree these courses are preferred. (The graph in question
appears as Figure 2 on page 109.)
Agreement with Conclusions
As a researcher it is my role to sift events and place meanings on them.
These meanings are not necessarily those mathematics department members at the site
might have suggested to me as ideas to investigate. That is, the meanings were not
there prior to my appearance on the scene. As a veracity check, I talked with my
informant and several department members about the broader conclusions arising in
my work to get their opinions.

Proposed interpretations were discussed with

department members. I was especially concerned about responses to my description of
"the burden of mathematics” and to my conclusions about what, aside from the
subjects taught in its courses, made this department a mathematics department.

In

talking to Rick, I was most concerned that the factors he saw as important were
similarly weighted in my own assessments.
Two Research Concerns
This research methodology differs from the scientific paradigms followed
by mathematicians and by investigative scientists such as chemists and physicists.
Because of the difference, the issues of how the results of this work may be
generalized and how the presence of an observer affects the observed are important to
discuss.
Generalizabilitv
Naturalistic research and case studies, which aim to give rich descriptions
of complex phenomena, should not be judged on the generalizability of findings
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(Eisenhart, 1988). Indeed, by their very nature, such studies are restricted to findings
that apply directly to the research site only. Nevertheless, there is a role for this kind
of basic research in the wider world of methodologies that can be used to establish
more general results: generation of questions.
In order to ask good questions, one must have good descriptions of what is
being studied. For example, a chemist studying the properties of water would need to
be aware that it has liquid, solid and gaseous phases in order to conceive the question:
"What are the boiling and freezing points of water?” Descriptive studies like this one
provide the community of researchers with the organized catalogue of observations
necessary to ask important questions.
While this need for good descriptions is clear in the sciences where new
substances and phenomena are discovered by observation, it may be unclear in social
settings. Thus the impact of Geertz’s (1973) “making the familiar strange”. (See also
Erickson (1984).) It is so easy to believe we know what is going on in social settings,
that without alienizing ourselves and taking the time to do careful descriptive work we
remain unable to see points of interest and ask important questions about them.
Just as the descriptions of cultural norms in the mathematics department
and of the enculturation process for the new faculty member observed for this study do
not represent findings one expects can be generalized to make statements about
cultural processes in all mathematics departments, Rick, the primary informant,
cautioned against concluding that what he learned about the department represented a
"correct” picture of departmental norms.

Indeed, Rick was often reluctant to say

decisively what he had learned, in part because he felt his impressions were likely
quite specific, tied to his personal experiences during the semester, and possibly quite
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different from what a different newcomer might experience.

Thus, generalizing

conclusions about Rick’s experience as a newcomer may be unwarranted, even to the
extent that these generalizations are made within the context of the mathematics
department where the study was conducted.
It does make sense to ask about what aspects of Rick’s enculturation
process are specific to this department.

One should ask further what conclusions

would be valid only for Rick himself. But beyond this, the more important questions
are questions about how one might explain and understand the processes observed on
site.

Researchers should consider how wide spread specific types of behavior are,

whether these behaviors are specific to mathematics departments (or to certain types of
mathematics departments), or whether they represent practices common to all
professional organizations.

Historical processes that might have led to observed

norms should be considered and the importance of these behaviors to the academy and
to the American system of higher education should be discussed.

Department

members should ask whether these processes appear to be at work in their own
departments. Graduate program chairs should ask about lessons to be learned from
Rick’s experiences that might benefit current graduate students. Without generalizing,
without claiming that Rick’s experiences and the cultural norms observed in this
mathematics department are standard for all new faculty members in all mathematics
departments, it is still possible to ask questions based on these findings.

Once

observations have been made it is possible to consider explanations, verifications, and
responses to them.
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Influence of the Researcher
In all observational studies there is an unavoidable concern: the presence
of the observer influences the observed.

While I cannot know how Rick’s first

semester as a mathematics department member might have been different without my
constant presence, how his enculturation process might have unfolded differently had I
not been there, I can address briefly the impacts of my presence of which I am aware.
I arrived on campus to begin my observations at the same time Rick began
working. There was no period at the start of the semester when he was on his own and
during which he might have begun developing relationships with colleagues in my
absence. As a consequence, department members had no opportunity to interact with
Rick without the presence of an observer for the first seven weeks of the semester.
While I believe them to have been open about their opinions and ideas when talking
with Rick, it was also clear they often directed their comments to the pair of us. They
did so as a polite acknowledgement of my presence, but in so doing changed what
would have been one-on-one interactions with Rick to group-oriented interactions.
When explaining university functions they may have added details for my benefit that
they would have expected Rick to be familiar with. When telling jokes their choices
of material may have been as much a response to my sense of humor as to Rick’s.
Thus my presence influenced the substance and nature of Rick's conversations with
colleagues.
As Rick’s shadow I also limited his interactions with his new colleagues.
Rick often spoke with me after his classes or when he first arrived in the morning. We
talked about how classes had gone and about interesting bits of mathematics that came
up. Until department members became comfortable with my role, they may have felt
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that visiting Rick’s office and starting a conversation might interrupt our work. And
Rick, having me there and interested in his ideas, shared ideas with me one might have
expected him to share with his new colleagues. Thus my presence shielded Rick from
the rest of the department and slowed the enculturation process.
Rick continued to report on his experiences while I was away from
campus during October.

He reported conversations with department members that

were different than what I had observed.

He spoke, for example, of speaking

frequently with one department member in the hall while his students were working
independently. They discussed such topics as differences in department members’
salaries.

These interactions represented substantially different and more extensive

conversations than I had observed. They took place at a time when it would have been
most common for Rick and I to have been sharing ideas. Thus there is direct evidence
that while I was away from campus the time Rick had been spending with me became
time for productive interactions with colleagues.
While the timing, nature, and substance of Rick’s individual interactions
with colleagues were affected by my presence, the structure of Rick’s enculturation
process was relatively unaffected. My analysis proceeds by dividing the semester into
wide bands representing distinct phases in the process (the first few weeks, the main
body of the semester, and the beginning of the spring semester). This division of the
semester (itself an observation) and the general conclusions of the study are based on
patterns of behavior that developed over time.

Thus, while individuals’ specific

actions may have provided pivotal moments and these may have been altered by my
presence, the overall process remained documentable.
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CHAPTER IV
THE SETTING, KEY PLAYERS, AND INFORMANT

Mountain Town Slate University
Mountain Town State University is a small, independent member
university in its state university system. Most of the 4000 students come from the
surrounding counties. Mountain Town was founded as a normal school over 150 years
ago and has expanded its mission to become a general purpose institution of higher
education, but has maintained a strong emphasis on quality teaching. By numbers,
elementary education remains one of the school’s most popular majors.

Business,

criminal justice, and computer science as new majors are similarly popular. Mountain
Town offers graduate masters degrees in biology, business administration, computer
science, education, humanities, psychology, and recreation and parks management.
All university students take mathematics classes as part of the General Education
Program12 and the mathematics department enrolls about 1100 students per semester.
In Fall 1999 only 43 of these students were departmental majors (34 in mathematics, 9
in actuarial science).
The Mountain Town campus sits at the base of an upland valley with the
town of 4000 arranged on the valley walls and the ridge above it. In this economically
depressed area the coal mining economy and the national road that ran through town
once supported large homes on brick paved streets. Now many storefronts are vacant.
Much of the residential area adjacent to campus is owned by landlords who live in the
12 The General Education Program is a collection of subject areas that all students
must take classes in before they graduate.
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closest large city, about 150 miles away, and is rented out as student housing. Thus it
is not surprising that one needs to walk through the older neighborhoods away from
the university to find homes that are well maintained and see signs of permanent
family occupation, such as children’s toys and pets in the yard.
In contrast to the town, the university campus is strikingly modem and
well kept. The original university buildings are now located on the far uphill end of
campus. The lower campus that houses the new library, new performing arts center,
new administration building, and new student center was founded in the mid I960’s.
The science building and Founder Hall, which houses the Mathematics Department,
were both early structures for the lower campus and sit across from the library on a
manicured courtyard.
The Mathematics Department Facilities
Founder Hall is a three story, almost cubic building. The Mathematics
Department occupies the second floor, while History, Philosophy, English, and
Geography share the remainder of the building. Classrooms and offices line the outer
walls and the interior corridors are all lit artificially. It often happened that I spent a
day of observation completely oblivious to changing conditions outside. Departing at
five I might be struck by the stunning fall sunshine that had replaced an overcast or
rainy morning.
With the exception of three classrooms (about 25% of the available space)
and a central lecture hall, the Mathematics Department occupies the whole second
floor of Founder. The chair’s office, attached to the department secretary’s, is located
at one comer of the square of corridor that surrounds the central hall. O f the twelve
department faculty members, nine have offices along the side of the building facing
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the courtyard. The offices of the remaining four are on the back side of the building
(for three of them) and on the side of the building where the chairs office is (for the
final member). (See Figure 1.)
Other important geographic features of the Mathematics Department
include two computer laboratories. One, housing modem equipment connected to the
campus network, consists of two classrooms joined to form one long room. This is the
room in which Rick taught College Algebra. The second computer room houses older
equipment (about eight years old) and was used infrequently by Luke and Alice to
introduce their Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers II to Logo and The
Geometer's Sketchpad.

The classroom in which Rick taught Problem Solving for

Elementary Teachers is specially outfitted for that purpose. Instead of rows of desks,
the room contains five round tables. There are also cabinets containing a variety of
manipulatives for use with the course. Finally, the department uses the room between
the main computer room and Alice, Beth, and Luke’s offices as a library and
conference room and controls one small room for use as a study for departmental
majors.
All faculty offices and at least one classroom are supplied with desktop
computers linked to the campus network.
Most mathematics classes are taught on the second floor of Founder Hall.
A third floor room is used occasionally and classrooms in the neighboring science
building may be employed.

In particular, when Rick needed a different room to

facilitate students having private space to take an exam, he ended up using rooms in
the science building and on the third floor of Founder.
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Figure 1 Floor plan of the second floor of Founder Hall. From the top left and
moving across and down, Faculty offices belong to: (A) Alice, (B) Beth,
(C) Luke, (D) Stephen, (E) Greg, (F) Lois (department secretary), (G)
Rick, (H) author, (I) Ethan, (J) David, (K) Chris, (L) Adam, and (M)
Hemant.
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The Mathematics Department Faculty
There are twelve faculty members in the mathematics department at
Mountain Town. With the exception of Luke who is a contractual hire in his second
year and Rick who was newly arrived, all of the department members are tenured and
have been at Mountain Town for at least six years, many considerably longer. The
four senior department members, Chris, Alice, Ted, and Greg, have all been at
Mountain Town more than 20 years. Indeed, Ted has been department chair for more
than 20 years. Six department members, Chris, David, Ethan, Rick, and Ted, hold
Ph.D. degrees in mathematics. Four, Alice, Stephen, Greg, and Adam, hold doctorates
in education. Beth is a member of the society of actuaries and was hired specifically to
bring the department's actuarial science program online ten years ago. Luke holds a
masters degree in mathematics and is considering returning to graduate school part
time in education.
The reader will note the identification of department members by first
names only. This is in keeping with the practice in the department and indicative of
the congenial nature o f the group. These people have worked together effectively for
many years and the tensions and factions that are present in some university
departments are not evident here. Rick remarked on this as one possible reason for the
fact that there are few discussions of teaching practice. He suggested that old hands
may have come to feel comfortable with the status quo and, more importantly, are
unwilling to introduce divisiveness into an atmosphere they value.
The mathematics department offers major programs in mathematics and
actuarial science. It supports the education department's secondary education major
and members spent some time this fall addressing issues related to maintaining
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National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) accreditation.
Discussions on the topic of offering a statistics major in the future are underway.
During

the

1999-2000 academic year there

were 34 registered

mathematics majors and nine actuarial science majors. In the spring semester there
were 1064 students registered in mathematics classes.

Thus, the bulk of the

department's teaching load can be characterized as service to the university in support
of other degree programs. Part of this load comes from Mountain Town’s General
Education Program (GEP) that requires students to take a variety of courses in
different subject areas for graduation in any major. The GEP requires three hours of
mathematics (Mountain Town State University Undergraduate Catalog, 1997-1999,
28) and the department offers seven courses fulfilling the mathematics portion of the
GEP.

(The English and Physical Education departments offer the remaining 10

courses from which eight further hours are required by the GEP.) Significant also at
the introductory mathematics level is College Algebra 102, a non-degree-credit course
for which there were nine sections of approximately 22 students each in the fall
semester.

Beginning in the fall semester this course was taught using a CD-ROM

presentation with students sitting at computers and the instructor acting primarily as a
tutor or resource. Rick taught three sections of this course.
The Informant
While many new faculty members in mathematics departments come to
academic mathematics as a first or second career, few come to it as a sixth career.
Rick holds a B.A. in chemistry and an M.S. in materials science and engineering. He
taught high school chemistry for a year over 20 years ago, but ceased maintaining his
certification while working in private industry after completing his second degree.
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Since earning his M.S., Rick has held several jobs. He has worked as an engineer, on
the night shift at K-mart, and tried his hand as an entrepreneur, creating start-up
company that manufactured equipment for use in high-tech manufacturing.

Rick

picked up an M.B.A. during this time and eventually returned to graduate school at a
large mid-western state university nine years ago where he began his current work in
theoretical statistics and earned his Ph.D.13 When this study began Rick was a new
faculty member at Mountain Town and was 46 years old.
Rick and his wife Susan met in graduate school and have two young
children. They spent the summer moving into a home in a nearby town. Susan had
returned to academics after raising a family with her first husband and was enrolled in
the same Ph.D. program as Rick. However, after they married she elected to complete
only her masters degree in mathematics and leave the program. Both she and Rick
wanted to start a family and felt that at their age the stress on Susan of qualifying
exams and a theses would delay this, possibly unwisely. Rick finds he needs to sneak
out of the house in the morning, lest his four-year-old get upset about his leaving for
school.
Susan says Rick’s hair is too unkempt. He looks a little like Einstein in
that regard, only his hair is black and there is less of it. Beyond the hair, Rick’s dress
has changed since we first met. In the first week of observations, the week before
classes began, Rick often wore shorts and T-shirts with mathematical themes. These
were mostly old clothes, fairly worn and faded. During the first week of school this
changed. By Wednesday he was wearing slacks and a collared shirt. Rick brought up

13 Rick defended during the summer and been told that he needed to make some
revisions, so he was A.B.D. when he began his work at Mountain Town.
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the issue of dress code the first time we talked and I asked him about “unwritten
rules". He said he had observed others’ dress and had adjusted to match. He went on
to point out additional aspects of his background and character.
But I’m aware that it is a fact that there exist unwritten rules and... 1
have an MBA ... and I took a couple of organizational behavior courses
in there. We talked about formal rules, line o f command, and then the
informal line of command and unwritten rules. So that perhaps made
me more aware of such issues, not having been raised to be somebody
who picks up some subtleties. By nature I’m blunt, crude, straight
forward. (September 2, 1999)
Thus, while Rick describes himself as blunt, crude, and straight-forward, he tempers
this description by saying he has had training in picking up on subtleties. My own
sense o f Rick does not confirm the blunt, crude, straight-forward nature. Rather, I
would say he was most often reserved in his opinions. While he did not obscure his
comments or temper his remarks with euphemism, he most frequently made no
remark, or took pains to explain his thinking process, weighing openly the possible
reasons for his thinking and the likely criticisms of his opinions. For example, rather
than saying Greg isn’t interested in discussing material for Problem Solving for
Elementary Teachers, Rick explained how interactions with Greg led him to believe
this and went on to offer reasons why Greg might not be interested, offering excuses
such as "he’s seen all this before”, defending Greg simultaneously to stating a
conclusion about him. This kind of extensive, both (or all) sides of the issue analysis
was common to Rick’s comments.

Field notes from March 2, 2000 record the

following:
Rick, “My personal history is tending to exhaust others’ energy for
discourse.”
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I had to ask Rick what this last one meant. He meant that when he gets
into discussions with others, he tends to be the one who wants to just
keep on going. “Others want a closer horizon for the conclusion.” He
enjoys continually looking at things from other angles.
Thus Rick was well suited, or possibly over suited as an informant. He was a careful
observer and had a good sense from the outset of the meaning generative importance
of subtle interactions. Yet, he was eternally analytical, often unwilling to commit to a
definite answer.

Perhaps I was one of those "wanting a closer horizon for the

conclusion”.
Rick's Ph.D. work is in theoretical statistics. To hear him talk about his
work, the category isn’t always clear, even to him. His thesis revolves around the
problem of extending the standard Wishart distribution used most frequently on the
positive real line or in the first quadrant for use on any cone. As such, the focus of the
work is often more algebraic in character than statistical and Rick has referred to his
work as "cone theory” and "algebraic statistics.”

His methods further employ

elementary graph theory, so that if one were to ignore the outcome of his work and
look only at the methodology, one might be hard pressed to characterize even that.
Rick's own sense of his degree and his qualifications is that he is a
theoretician, not an applied statistician. He has never taught a class in statistics at any
level and said he does not know much about what an undergraduate studying statistics
should leam. Rick felt compelled to reiterate this distinction between theoretical and
applied statisticians during a department meeting in September. The department was
discussing creating a statistics major. Rick was silent for most of the meeting, but
spoke up to remark that he should not be considered as a statistics faculty member for
purposes of counting who would be teaching new courses in statistics.

He was

concerned that his new colleagues not misunderstand his qualifications and told me
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afterwards, "If I have to be teaching those courses, it’s going to take me effort. I don’t
want to have total wrong impressions in the minds of my colleagues that I’m an
applied statistician" (September 21, 1999).
Observations of colleagues’ early interactions with Rick indicate many
department members were unfamiliar with the nature of his work. After the school
faculty meeting when Rick was introduced, Hemant said he had not known about
Rick's many degrees or the nature of his Ph.D. work. During the last week of August,
Rick gave a brief (less than 20 minutes) overview of his thesis to three others who
seemed uninformed about his research. (This was done informally in his office with
Chris, David, and Ethan standing at the door while Rick sketched out his ideas on the
chalk-board in his small office. The presentation began when Rick asked David if he
would be interested in hearing what his thesis had been about.) It is not clear why or if
Rick’s background and work were not discussed during his interview. Perhaps they
were and individual details were forgotten.

Certainly, my interviews with search

committee members make it clear that the most important criteria upon which Rick
was judged were his performance, experience, and ideas related to classroom teaching.
Thus, Rick’s concerns about being misunderstood as a mathematician may not have
been unfounded.
Although Rick does not think of himself as ready to teach classes in
statistics, he has given a great deal of thought to how he wants to teach mathematics.
His teaching statement, submitted with his application for the position at Mountain
Town, was 17 pages long and included a discussion of how language and symbol sense
should be considered in teaching.

He is particularly interested in teaching "math

appreciation” and believes it may be the most important thing for preservice
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elementary teachers to leam. The following excerpts from the introduction to his
teaching statement indicate some of his beliefs about teaching, students, and learning.
I consider it extremely important to take seriously the questions and
confusions o f my students. These provide me windows to students’
process and struggles (many struggles which I myself never
experienced at that content level), as well as challenge me to explicitly
articulate (first to myself) what we are really trying to do and why
(many items o f which I normally process subconsciously). I care about
my students and I care about mathematics. I challenge my students to
be excited by and to master a solid and aesthetic curriculum.
The learning experience is three-fold: learning how to leam and how to
address challenges; developing personal fibre and self-knowledge;
mastering the subject of study. Mastery of a field of study (math or
otherwise) has several aspects: proficiency in individual details;
developing intuitions; seeing the big pictures; static/mechanical
knowledge of content or procedure as well as dynamic/investigative
understanding o f reasons and foundations.
The field of mathematics is both highly aesthetic and broadly useful.
Perhaps mathematics’ most common utility is in personal finance and
economics. Beyond this, some metastructures of math are analogous to
aspects of other disciplines; e.g., languages, architecture, sports, art,
music. These analogies are beneficial to understanding and learning
both disciplines.
Individuals have different learning styles and communication styles.
College students’ learning successes are conditioned by past attitudes,
technical preparations, and learning skills. Yet I still believe that
almost everyone can master and enjoy mathematics.
In his teaching statement Rick goes on to explain and clarify his thinking on the ideas
presented above.

He demonstrates excitement about mathematics, especially the

connections between seemingly different ideas that the metastructures mentioned
above allow. He also writes more about his classroom practices and how he uses
different grading schemes to reward students for success whenever possible.
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Courses Rick Taught Fall Semester
Rick taught five classes first semester, two sections of a course entitled
Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers I and three sections of College Algebra.
The standard load is four courses per semester, but a faculty member resigned two
weeks prior to the beginning of the semester and Rick agreed to take on the third
section of College Algebra in return for a lighter load in the spring.14 Because these
courses had a significant impact on Rick's first semester experience, it is valuable to
describe them briefly here.
It is worth noting that Rick had experience teaching similar courses as a
graduate student. He taught College Algebra for five semesters, acting for one
semester as the course coordinator for several sections. He taught a course entitled
Math fo r Elementary Teachers for two semesters and indicated to me that he and a
colleague had designed materials for that course the they hoped to publish.
Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers I (Math 206). Beginning three
years ago, Alice, Greg, and Stephen redesigned this course, which serves as one of two
mathematics content courses for elementary education majors who also take
elementary methods courses through the education department. The redesign had two
significant components: first, class size was reduced to no more than 20 students and
all classes now meet in a room with five round tables so that students can work
collaboratively; second, rather than following a textbook presentation of material,

14 This is one of the first significant instances of Rick breaking away from department
practice. Ted explained he had never allowed a faculty member to teach a class for
"comp time”, always preferring to pay the small stipend. In this case, Rick expected to
need the extra time to finish work on his dissertation and Ted said that because there
was no time to find another faculty member to take the class, he was willing to go
along with Rick’s request. Ted added that he “would never do this again”.
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students work on faculty designed projects that combine a series of problems and take
several class days to complete. In the specially designed classroom there are several
steel cabinets holding classroom sets of manipulatives such as cuisenaire rods, poker
chips, and geoboards.
An average day began with the professor making some brief remarks
about current progress and then asking students to continue working on their
projects15.

The professor then moved about the room answering questions.

Occasionally, he or she might make a presentation at the board or otherwise clarify
something for the class. Days surrounding exams, or following the return of graded
material, were often given over to the professor explaining material and drawing
explicit connections for the class.
Students were assigned to peer groups with whom they completed their
projects.

Eight projects were assigned during fall semester including one on sets

(which included material on Pascal’s triangle), one on “figurate” numbers16, and one
on place value and different bases.
Working on this course influenced Rick’s feelings about the semester.
How and why will be discussed in detail later, but there are three important issues
worth listing here. Of all Rick’s responsibilities first semester, this course required by
far the most energy. The work was not only challenging, but time consuming. Student
projects, eight over the course of the semester, took hours per individual submission to

15 In addition to Rick’s sections, Stephen and Greg’s sections were observed briefly.
16 One example of figurate numbers is the sequence of integers obtained by forming
successively larger right isosceles triangles using poker chips and counting the number
of chips used (1, 3, 6, 10, ...).
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grade and Rick was so generally disheartened by students’ work that he spent further
time writing exemplars and trying to restructure future assignments to help students
improve. Most students in the class were vocal, complaining about the workload and
expressing the sentiment that they did not like mathematics. Finally, more so than
with college algebra, Rick chafed at the restrictions related to having to teach his
sections in parallel with other sections o f the course being offered by Greg and
Stephen.
College Algebra (Math 102). The material for this course included linear,
polynomial, and rational expressions and graphing, factoring quadratics, and a brief
introduction to the use of complex numbers. The course would be easily recognizable
as and similar to many “College Algebra” courses offered at institutions of higher
learning if not for the teaching methodology.

Beginning this fall, all sections of

College Algebra were taught using a CD-ROM presentation of material in place of
lecture. With grant money obtained for the purpose, the department outfitted a new
computer room with 28 networked computers. During class time each student sat at an
individual computer and wore headphones.

Students worked at their own paces

through the CD-ROM text that included short video presentations and animations of
processes such as factoring, separating into partial fractions, and synthetic division.
The format of the CD-ROM text is to give students pre-tests on the
material and then introduce concepts. Students work exercises on the system and the
software also assigns homework problems from a paper text. Each chapter includes an
introduction to the material, an explanation section, and an application section. At the
end of each section students work problems presented by the computer. They enter
their responses either by selecting from multiple choices, or by typing in algebraic
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expressions. The software has no facility for performing algebraic manipulations for
students (such as a program like Derive or Maple might have) and presents only
canned problems requiring solutions to be given in specific forms. This fall, the three
mid-term exams, while taken with paper and pencil and graded by humans, were
generated by the software. Occasionally Rick or another faculty member would make
a Freudian slip and term the course "Computer Algebra".
As the teacher, Rick’s job was to monitor the room, answer student
questions, and administer and grade exams. On some days Rick would stand at one
end of the room available to answer questions but end up doing other, non-College
Algebra related work with limited student interaction. (He might grade or otherwise
prepare for Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers, or explore mathematical ideas
recreationally on the board.) It was common for Rick to spend most of a class period
on his knees next to one student or another explaining a topic in depth. Only rarely did
he present material to the class. Rick commented early on that he felt he had little
opportunity to develop rapport with his students because of the computer-taught nature
of the course.
Over the course of the semester Rick discussed with colleagues his
concerns about the quality o f the CD-ROM presentation and about the possibility that,
for many students, being forced to leam from the computer could be a hardship. How
Rick felt about this course and his attempts to alter the setting or change department
policy related to the course are discussed in several contexts later.
*

3fC

*

The following chapters present first an analysis of social behavior within
the department, including a discussion of the forces driving this behavior, and second a
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description of Rick’s experience as a new faculty member in the setting. Chapter V
deals with the department as an enculturating entity, describing the general pattern of
social activity, the impact of outside influences on department members’ behavior, and
the identity-forming importance of the role of the department within the university as a
provider of service courses (for example, the two courses Rick taught fall semester).
The importance of cultural norms and the way they might influence any departmental
newcomer is discussed, using Rick's experience as the window into the process. The
specifics o f Rick’s experience, a personal struggle strongly influenced by Rick’s
background, personal approach to teaching and academics, and family life, are
discussed in Chapter VI. Pivotal moments in Rick’s experience and their role in his
enculturation process are central in this section to which the general cultural
description of the department serves as a backdrop.
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CHAPTER V
MATHEMATICS AND THE DEPARTMENTAL CULTURE
The purpose of this first of two chapters reporting results is to describe
activities and cultural processes in the mathematics department at Mountain Town
State University.

Rather than giving an account of the day-to-day activity in the

department, I have chosen to focus on specific, culturally meaningful activities or
topics that relate to the ways in which this university department is affected by its
status as a mathematics department. The material here responds to the question, "what
makes this a mathematics department?”
The following chapter focuses on Rick’s enculturation experiences as a
newcomer. However, the ways in which this is a mathematics department are, in part,
seen here through his eyes (or through my own, as another kind of newcomer in the
department). Thus the importance of departmental behaviors to Rick as a newcomer is
discussed here as well: the behaviors described below are presented because I
observed Rick responding to them.
An important hurdle to overcome for me as the researcher was my own
idea about what it means to do mathematics.

The working definition of doing

mathematics that I carried to Mountain Town State University proved unuseful for
describing what the department members there were doing and I struggled with the
question of how to pursue my original research questions in a setting in which, based
on my definition, mathematics was not being done. Since the focus of this work is
how mathematics influences social interaction, this chapter begins with an analysis of
the kind of mathematics that was going on in the department and how department
members describe themselves as mathematicians. As my analysis did, this section
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begins with an explanation of my preconceived notions of what it means to do
mathematics and moves on to the topic of department members’, especially Rick’s,
view on the subject.
Having described what mathematical activity is going on, one can begin to
investigate the impacts of that activity and the remainder of the chapter focuses on the
ways in which involvement in doing mathematics (in Mountain Town terms)
influenced department behavior. Four areas are examined. First, the importance of
having a mathematical biography is assessed.

Evidence indicates that at Mountain

Town mathematics provided only the starting point for relationship and other interests
were ultimately more important in cementing collegial bonds. Second, a series of
downward social comparison behaviors are linked to explain how skill in mathematics
is incorporated as part of the department self-identity. Third, the department’s role as
a provider of service courses is examined. In this area department members feel that
their department is unique among other departments at the university. Finally, minor
contextual issues, principally non-mathematics related, are discusses.
The importance of each of these areas, the ideas, meanings, and
opportunities they provided for Rick as a newcomer are presented separately in each
section. As one thinks about socialization versus enculturation, this chapter presents a
focus on socialization. Here, the climate of the department and its influences are the
centers of attention. The following chapter, Chapter VI, represents an opportunity to
examine the same data set from an enculturation perspective, a perspective that
focuses on Rick’s developing understandings and how they are built in response to his
experiences as a new faculty member.
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Doing Mathematics
Questions posed in preparation for this study were predicated on the belief
that department members would be "doing mathematics” (with that term defined in a
specific way). If I asked, "how do these people measure success?” I was really asking
"How do these people, who have a professional life built around doing mathematics,
measure success?” Thus, my definition for this phrase is important to understand as
part of what I was thinking about prior to arrival on site. More important, ultimately,
is the definition active at Mountain Town and the definition Rick worked from. These
definitions provide the context for the remainder of these results.
I began work at Mountain Town with the following definition: doing
mathematics is an action connected to a motivation. The action itself is the process of
solving mathematics problems that are challenging or interesting, or exploring
mathematical ideas. It can include working on problems representing the cutting edge
of discovering new mathematics or problems appropriate and accessible to school
children.

The level of difficulty or mathematical background needed to pursue

solutions is not the key.

More important than difficulty level is motivation. The

motivation must be that the individual mathematician either simply enjoys the process
or expects professional recognition from colleagues upon success. For this reason, the
definition specifically excludes working problems for the sake of preparing material
for a class to be taught, grading homework, or examining tests. These activities may
involve the processes of solving problems, applying formulae, and generating and
testing hypotheses— all central to doing mathematics— but because of their
motivation, they are classed as related to teaching mathematics rather than doing it;
they don’t count.
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Thus doing mathematics is engaging in mathematical activity for rewards
that are intrinsically mathematics related: either enjoyment of the process itself or
recognition as a mathematician. Mathematics can be done alone or with colleagues.
With colleagues it might take the form of solving a problem of common interest
together or presenting one's research ideas. Here the organization of thoughts for a
presentation represents doing mathematics, as does the engagement of colleagues who
make up the audience.

More important than presentations are exchanges in which

colleagues share ideas about how to approach a problem and make progress by
working together as equals.
Once onsite I found this definition either was not used or not valued by
department members. There are only three instances of doing mathematics recorded in
the field notes. Once Rick gave a brief overview of his thesis topic to David, Chris,
and Ethan. Rick and Hemant worked together for about an hour on the new evaluation
system for faculty. Hemant brought in an integration problem he was stuck on and
asked David, myself, and then Chris to look at it and help find his mistake. This last
example may have been related to something he was teaching, so it may not count.
However, the field notes do record numerous instances of mathematical
activity related to teaching.

It is in this area that the local definition of doing

mathematics finds its basis.
My initial definition of doing mathematics seemed remarkably close to
David's definition. In an interview on September 22. 1999 I asked "what does it mean
to you to be a mathematician?"
I have a pretty stringent definition. I suppose. I don’t know if I’d hardly
call myself a mathematician. I view mathematicians as research
mathematicians. So I guess I could say I’ve been a mathematician at a
lower level. To me a mathematician does mathematics, which is... I
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mean, I teach mathematics and Fm not doing it. So I really wouldn't
say... My definition is doing mathematics, which means expanding
what's known. So I wouldn't call myself a mathematician. I guess I'm a
math teacher.
The sense of David’s remarks is that doing mathematics is researching, solving, and
exploring problems at the frontiers of the discipline. One might further sense in his
remarks a disappointment at not being a mathematician.

He seems to place

mathematicians on a pedestal of sorts, somehow above the work he does now as a
"math teacher”.17 Yet other discussions with David indicate that he is comfortable
with his position. Indeed, David left a position at a research university to come to
Mountain Town precisely because he was dissatisfied with the "publish or perish” life
at the other institution and because he wanted to devote time to teaching.

The

quotation above is misleading in tone. David’s focus on and interest in upper level
mathematics not withstanding, he is a “math teacher” and proud of the title.
Stephen also identified himself as “probably a teacher, mathematics or
statistics teacher. I see my job being teaching that material to the students” (Interview,
September 24, 1999). Like David, he said that a mathematician (or a statistician) is
someone who does research (beyond just teaching). Also like David, Stephen was
happy with his position.
Others in the department identified themselves as teachers and, still
thinking about research myself, I asked about what is required to "keep current” at
Mountain Town. Chris’s response is recorded in the field notes of September 22,
1999.

17 This is similar to what Damarin (2000) is saying when she observes that
mathematician as a marked category are often exalted and feared as powerful.
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Chris does some things like reading for new examples of how
mathematics is used in business and trying to keep up with
developments in number theory- These are things that he can sort of
use with classes like 106 and number theory. But, Chris says this isn't
really research.
It’s the equivalent of reading mathematical
newspapers.
Chris mentions Alice and Stephen’s work revamping 104, but he
remarks that it seems foolish that you should have to do this every year
just to be rated as competent. (Here he’s really complaining about the
business in the evaluation system of having to do things like modify
your courses every year in order to be considered current.) He says that
under this system “You can’t get a course to a point where it is working
and leave it. You’re required to keep fiddling.”
Disregarding for the moment Chris’s concerns about the sensibility of the evaluation
system, it’s clear that keeping current at Mountain Town has to do with keeping
current as a teacher.

Ethan said roughly the same thing Chris did but gave more

examples when asked to describe what it means to “keep current”.
Staying current here means staying atop of what are the trends in
education, in teaching calculus for example, graphing calculators, the
use of computers, use of new teaching methodologies like small groups
versus lecture. (Interview, November 17, 1999)
He went on to talk about how teaching is central to professional development as well.
While his sabbatical was spent studying quaternions and their use in analyzing images
from the Pathfinder cameras on Mars, Ethan said he hoped even the non-technical
talks he would give, those for the mathematics honors society intended wet their
appetite for mathematics, would be counted as professional development. (November
17 . 1999 ).

At Mountain Town State University doing mathematics is most often
teaching mathematics. There is a subtle distinction to be made here: asked what it
means to “do mathematics” many faculty members gave a definition not unlike my
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own; here I’m defining what faculty members at Mountain Town do in the process of
"doing mathematics”. (So this is a definition I write to describe what I observed,
rather than a definition faculty members gave in response to direct inquiry.) While
faculty members often play with mathematics problems, field notes record that these
problems almost always arose in (or were planned for introduction into) the classroom.
For example, Chris often wrote short computer programs to display graphics for
Calculus or patterns for Number Theory. David and Greg might experiment on these
programs with him. My definition of doing mathematics would exclude this activity.
Though David and Stephen (and others) made somewhat the same distinction (calling
themselves mathematics teachers rather than mathematicians) this was the kind of
mathematics going on at Mountain Town.

Department members clearly valued

themselves as teachers and teaching mathematics and engaging in mathematics for the
purpose of teaching it were the main professional activities in the department. Some
higher mathematics went on, for example, Ethan’s sabbatical project, but most of the
mathematics explored grew directly out of mathematics for the undergraduate
classroom and the motivation for doing the mathematics was to become a better
teacher. In this setting, Rick’s definition of doing mathematics fit remarkably well.
R ick’s Definition for D oine Mathematics
Rick’s thinking about mathematics was both deep and passionate. He had
written extensively about how different areas of mathematics interrelate (including a
17 page document that he included with his employment application materials on his
philosophy of mathematics and teaching). He felt appreciation of mathematics was the
most important thing to teach students, especially those students preparing to be
teachers. His definition o f doing mathematics and being a mathematician was broader
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than my initial definitions. During a return visit to Mountain Town in February I
pressed him to define “mathematician”.
A mathematician is somebody who plays with math at any level. Well
in my mind I would think that that’s a necessary component to being a
university teacher... [tape skip] enthusiasm, self interest, exploration on
your own. You’re able to try to instill excitement in your students.
Playing with math is pretty open and broad. You can include pedagogy
issues, not just topical math issues. And some of the realities of life
come and visit us here in terms of everybody’s busy... (Rick, February
29, 2000)
Rick’s definition of a mathematician and what he does is tied up with the
university setting and teaching. He explicitly includes mathematics pedagogy as part
of what a mathematician might do. Part of the reason for this acceptance of working
on classroom mathematics as part of “doing mathematics” is Rick’s own feeling that
he continues to leam about the mathematics he teaches. Earlier in the conversation
excerpted above Rick said:
Well there’s a curiosity about math and I would think that... I don’t
know, not having taught for 20 years. For me, every time I teach even a
low level course, I’m still learning things about the subject matter.
Maybe after you teach five or ten, maybe even just five years, you
pretty much exhaust everything and you're just left with...
Without going into detail here, I’ll report that I observed Rick spend
several hours on mathematical explorations of topics he was teaching in College
Algebra and Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers I. His work went beyond the
scope of what he was teaching, but was grounded in very basic questions about the
material. “Why does this work this way?” "How would this look i f ...?”
Rick’s ideas about mathematics were strongly influenced by his enjoyment
of the subject.

He particularly felt preservice teachers should leam to “appreciate
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mathematics”.

Indeed, he suggested that he would teach a course with the title

"Mathematics Appreciation”. The reader should keep this in mind, as one struggle
Rick had during fall semester was to cope with students who did not share his
excitement for the subject.

In this way, and in others, Rick’s idea of doing

mathematics, in particular his evident enjoyment of mathematics, set him apart from
his new colleagues and affected his first semester experience.
For This Research
For this research doing mathematics means exploring ideas, solving
problems, and discussing what you have found. The motivation may be your own
enjoyment, but most often it is teaching. A necessary conclusion is that part of being
involved in doing mathematics means interacting with students and their ideas and
feelings about mathematics. Rick was more visibly excited about discovering new
mathematics for himself than many of his colleagues, but he was very like his
colleagues when it came to his interest in teaching mathematics.
The Importance of Biography
Everyone in the department had a past in mathematics. That shared past
became apparent in the language department members used with one another. They
invoked their similar pasts by rattling off the names of textbook authors and quizzing
each other about who they knew.

Below I begin by showing how similar training

experiences, although not literally shared, were still called upon to show departmental
legitimacy and cement membership.

In the following section it is pointed out that

while a mathematical biography was important in establishing legitimacy for
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membership, non-work-related (non-mathematics) issues were more important to Rick
as he thought about developing long-term social relationships with his new colleagues.
Bonding Rituais
Important first steps in developing relationships with new colleagues are
finding, sharing, and testing out common ground. In the mathematics department at
Mountain Town one aspect of department members’ past that might be expected to be
common ground was their personal biographies in mathematics.

Testing out this

background became the motivation behind early conversations between Rick, Luke,
David, and others. The conversation below is one example o f this testing. Here the
names of mathematicians and mathematics textbook authors are invoked, while their
specific contributions to the speakers’ backgrounds are left unspoken, apparently
understood.
"Royden.”
"Rudin.”
"He’s kind of a standard, isn’t he?”
"We used him as a reference.”
"There was a professor a t
who had written an analysis book, so
there really wasn’t any choice.”
"Hungerford.”
"Munkres.” 18

18 Royden, Rudin, Hungerford, and Munkres are authors o f commonly used graduate
texts in analysis, algebra, and topology respectively.
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The two speakers are Rick and Luke. The speakers’ names are omitted to
highlight the fact that in this conversation their roles are interchangeable.

This

exchange occurred on August 27 after Luke had drifted away from a conversation and
started looking through Rick’s books. To someone outside of mathematics, it might
not be clear that from their words that they were firing off names of textbook authors
whose books they had studied from. To someone inside mathematics these names
invoke memories of graduate school and studying from these texts. Rick and Luke
leave the associations with these names unspoken. For the purposes of comparing
their pasts it is enough to mention the names and know that the other understands their
significance.

They had much in common, these two fairly new mathematics

department members. That afternoon they were sharing a piece of their background
and discovering that they had a common (professional) childhood.
A similar exchange occurred between Rick and David. In this case, since
they had both been graduate students at the same institution, they also mentioned
professors they had known and their dialogue was full of incomplete references to
specific mathematicians, references that the other speaker was always able to mentally
fill in.
David, “Did you know Petree? He was my advisor.”
I can’t quite hear Rick. Sounds like he said that he never had a class
with him.
David, “Did you know Kzinski? Topology?”
Again, I can’t hear Rick's response.
David, "How about Hammer?”
David, “Yeah, I liked Steve.”
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Rick. "Chuck is a Holocaust survivor. He has a tattoo on his arm.”
Dick, "I may have been aware of that. I never had him in a course.”
The conversation continued like this.
David talking about someone he met just starting at [the graduate
institution] (78-82).
Rick, "I considered going to [the graduate institution] undergraduate.”
David, "Where did you go?”
Rick, "[another institution]”
I missed some more, but again, this is all Rick giving his personal
history of undergraduate and graduate school. Rick talking about
Rutgers. David knows people from there too. (Field notes, August 30,
1999)
Its worth observing that though these exchanges were made up almost
entirely of names of mathematicians or people involved in upper level mathematics,
they include almost no reference to actual mathematics.

David recalled that a

particular professor was a Holocaust survivor, not a specific piece of mathematics that
he did. Luke noted that a particular text had become a sort of standard. He did not
give his point of view about whether the mathematics in the text is well written or
particularly insightful.

Using mathematics or mathematical lore as a backdrop to

conversation without actually talking about mathematical ideas, discussing problems
or techniques, that is without actually using the mathematics, is typical of the way
department members mentioned the subject. This makes sense in the context of the
Mountain Town definition of mathematics as focused on teaching. Since graduate and
research level mathematics rarely had a bearing on current classroom work, they
became a context rather than topics for discussion.
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A case on point is Ethan's sabbatical work on the geometry of the Mars
Pathfinder cameras that involved quaternions.

Some of the first upper-level

mathematics mentioned at the start of the semester came from Ethan talking about this
project and his related trip to Ireland, where Hamilton developed the quaternions.
Partly in response to this, Rick dug out a set of posters about mathematicians that he
had discovered in the back of the department storeroom and passed the one about
Hamilton on to Ethan. Here the mathematics served as the impetus for what became a
purely friendly gesture and an excuse for Ethan and Rick to chat about their shared
interest in history.

It did not form the basis of extensive technical conversations.

Functioning this way, the mathematics of quaternions played little role in the process.
Ethan and Rick's discussions might well have sounded similar if Ethan had been
studying polynomial equations, had traveled to Italy, and Rick had found a poster
about Tortelli.

In other words, the most important aspect of Ethan and Rick’s

interaction was that Ethan had been on a trip related to his interest in the history of
mathematics. The specifics of the mathematics were not at issue. Had Ethan been
tracing Tortelli’s footsteps instead of Hamilton’s, the ensuing bonding between Rick
and Ethan would have been the same.
Rick's interaction with Ethan is an example of how mathematics provides
only an initial link between colleagues.

In this case upper level mathematics is

involved, so the topic is referred to without the substance being drawn into the
interaction. Furthermore, the ultimate bonding agent was a shared interest in history.
That non-mathematics interests were the real basis for lasting relationships was the
norm.
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Non-work (Non-mathematics) Interests are the Core o f Developing Relationships
In February I asked Rick what he had in common with other members of
his department.

I was expecting him to say something about shared interests in

teaching or mathematics, instead he started off by listing non-work-related topics.
What do I have in common with people here? Good question. I feel
comfortable. Let’s see. Stock market interests. Gardening interests.
Genealogy interests. These aren’t critical, but they are beneficial.
It’s hard to gauge the professional interests of the faculty. They seem
dedicated. I remarked to you over e-mail that it does not seem like
there’s any lackeys around.
Both Chris and Greg were gardeners. Since Rick and his family had moved into their
new home at the end of the summer, they were grateful for the generous donations of
produce Chris and Greg offered throughout the fall.

Rick learned about David’s

interest in genealogy while being interviewed for a biography to appear in the
department newsletter.

He and David found that they each had roots in Eastern

Europe. Investing had been an interest for Rick for many years. He found Ethan (with
whom he shared an interest in the history of mathematics) and Luke each followed the
stock market. Later in the fall semester and then in spring semester Luke came often
to Rick to ask about how different investment strategies work. How specific social
relationships developed and changed over the course of the semester is discussed in
Chapter IV.
Perhaps it is not surprising that Rick mentioned non-work-related topics
first.

Faculty members work fairly independently on their teaching and only

occasionally discuss mathematics outside the context of teaching related problems.
Thus many of Rick’s contacts with colleagues were focused on non-work topics.
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Rick’s statement about having trouble gauging faculty professional
interests is similarly reflective of the kinds of conversations held in the halls.
Although faculty members did attend conferences such as the regional National
Council of Teachers o f Mathematics Meeting, the field notes record no discussions
related to those conferences. As Rick considered his own professional development
and working for tenure, he had to ask others about attending conferences and
publishing material. Rick formed some opinions about who might be most interested
in mathematics research based on individuals' statements at meetings and their
reactions to his playing with mathematical ideas, but there was little visible evidence
of professional development activities taking place in the department.
The fact that professional topics were not part of the regular hallway
conversation corresponds to Lortie’s (1975) finding that teacher socialization is a self
socialization. Learning the ropes of teaching or attending conferences or publishing
was in many ways an individual process. Rick might ask others for advice, but the
ongoing conversations were not designed to pass on beliefs about classroom practice
or professional development.
group cohesion

Instead, these conversations functioned to strengthen

by emphasizing interests

beyond teaching

and

professional

development.
One important aspect of Lortie’s (1975) finding is that the teachers in his
study would listen to ideas from colleagues and then adjust them for use in their own
classrooms. Thus practices were never passed on unchanged from more experienced
teachers to junior teachers. There was no evidence of this happening here because
there were no observations of discussions of pedagogical techniques that subsequently
appeared in Rick’s classroom.

Rick did use materials prepared by others, most
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importantly the group projects for Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers.
However, my observations did not include him receiving instruction in the use of these
materials, so I cannot speak to how he might have made changes for his own
ciassroom.

Rick’s background of having studied mathematics, having been a graduate
student in mathematics, provided an initial connection between himself and his new
colleagues. However, in this setting where involvement in mathematics is intimately
tied with teaching undergraduate mathematics, Rick’s specific research area and skills
were not important in cementing collegial bonds.

Instead, the friendships Rick

developed with colleagues were based on non-mathematics interests. This may be
surprising, since all department members share an interest in teaching, so one might
expect pedagogical philosophies to be the basis of new friendships. However, like the
teachers in Lortie’s study, department members most often worked at their teaching
duties alone and built friendships based on outside interests.
The Burden of Mathematics
Tying together three disparate issues— faculty members’ joking about
student errors, faculty members’ thoughts about the new professional evaluation
system, and faculty members’ exasperation at mathematical errors and innumeracy in
the media— provides insight into a kind of social subtext to departmental
conversations. This subtext functioned to define boundaries between the department
and its students and between the department and other departments on campus.
Furthermore, it provided a valuable in to Rick as a newcomer. Though fictional, a
character created by Maine humorist Alan Bemis seems to behave in the same way the
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mathematics department at Mountain Town did. Bemis said of Emma Condon, a
hypochondriac, “She was always feeling poorly and enjoying that ill health” (Bemis,
1960, side B, track 9). At Mountain Town the mathematics faculty labored under a
burden of being mathematicians and they thoroughly enjoyed the stigma.
Department members at Mountain Town were in a position of
understanding a subject others— their students, colleagues in other departments, and
the public—do not.

Furthermore, there is a public prejudice in favor of not

understanding mathematics, thus department members enjoyed a kind o f burden of
being the ones who see errors of thought being committed, but being unable to
communicate this to others. Their interest in mathematics isolated them from the
population they serve and this led to a need to vent frustration with human behavior to
their small peer group. In response to this burden department members laughed at
student mistakes, rolled their eyes at decisions taken by the faculty senate, and ranted
about public innumeracy. These behaviors, all forms of downward social comparison,
are described separately below. Afterwards, the importance to the newcomer of this
burden is discussed.
Sassing 19 Students
Consider the following four episodes.
In the first department meeting on August 26, during a discussion of where
to put "problem solving” and "reasoning” in the curriculum for the purpose o f NCATE
accreditation, Chris asked, "How do you separate reasoning from problem solving?”
Then, after a dramatic pause, he added, "M y students have tried!” This brought

19 Sassing is Rick’s term.
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laughter or snickers from everyone in the room and it took several minutes for the
meeting to continue in an orderly fashion.
Early on September 7, Rick, Stephen, Greg, and I got onto the topic of
how some students do not know how many feet there are in a mile. This topic, or a
variation of it such as “how many inches in a foot”, came up again twice during the
semester and in each case the conversation proceeded by a kind of one-up-manship.
Rick would remark that he had a student who didn’t know how many feet there are in
a mile. Stephen would laugh and say that he was shocked when a student didn’t know
how many feet there are in a yard. Greg would say, “There are some students who
don’t know how many inches in a foot.” Rick counters, "The one that gets me is the
student who doesn’t know how many letters in the alphabet!”
On November 15 Rick talked to Chris about what he should think about
covering in Pre-Calculus Mathematics in the spring. Chris would like his Calculus
students to know more trigonometry. He said they do not know double angle formulae
and went on about other student weaknesses.

In particular, he did not think they

would cancel the c’s in
COS X

c
but he did think they might solve x = cos0 by writing

cos
There was some laughter about this, but much more when Chris regaled Rick with the
story of a student that asked if sin2 x + cos2 x = 1 is something he needed to know.
During the last week of classes on December 10 Ethan mentioned he was
thinking about a project for his mathematical modeling course in the spring that would
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involve students designing investment strategies for the market. Rick, Luke, Ethan,
and Chris had all spoken off and on about investment strategies, buying stocks online,
and financial planning. When Chris asked him if this were entirely altruistic on his
part, Ethan laughed and said that it wasn’t. **Any strategies that the students design, I
will be sure not to follow!”
*

*

*

These four episodes are entertaining at the expense of students. It is not
flattering to the participants to draw them together this way. Doing so without giving
them some culturally significant meaning and explanation would be unfair.
These episodes represent the most common type of student sassing
observed. Student sassing is downward social comparison on the part of the group.
The group laughs at students' failings and in doing so places itself on a level above the
students. Members are defined as people who solve problems by reasoning, who do
know how many feet there are in a mile, who have learned that sin2 .r + cos2 x = 1, and
who could devise reasonable investment strategies. In making these comparisons, the
group accomplishes two things. It establishes what skills and abilities will be valued
for group membership and communicates that information. It shores up and draws
explicit boundaries between itself and the student body.
It should be noted that student sassing is exclusively about ability in
mathematics and interest in learning mathematics. Sassing students about their choice
of clothing, immaturity, or general behavior did not occur. Thus this departmental
behavior is specific to mathematics.

Thus, the aspects of department identity

identified and protected by sassing students are mathematics related.
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Although actively pursuing research in mathematics is not a professionally
required activity at Mountain Town and is not required for social membership in the
department, the ability to do mathematics is required. The department establishes this
officially by requiring advanced degrees and evidence of success in mathematics for
new hires. It establishes it socially by defining itself as different from people who do
not know basic mathematical facts and do not apply techniques such as reasoning or
skilled modeling to solving problems. Someone who did not see the jokes as funny or
could not tell his or her own stories about student failings would have had trouble
fitting in with the group. It is permissible to be reserved, and Rick spoke about not
sassing students too much because one tends to start believing it (field notes,
September 24, 1999), but all faculty, even those who spoke most often about the
strengths of good students could participate in this act of cultural definition.
The definition established here is not so much a set of descriptors of the
mathematics department, as a set of distinctions between members of the department
and students. Recalling that most students are not mathematics majors, students are
generally described as poorly prepared and/or not interested in the material.
Mathematics department members are the opposite.

The implication is that

mathematics department members are interested in mathematics.
Many department members have educational backgrounds at universities
and colleges with more restrictive admissions policies. They were academically strong
students and in peer groups with others like themselves. Thus they have had less
interaction with weaker students of the type they now encounter.

However, the

extreme and derogatory nature of the comparisons being made is due more to
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exaggeration, purpose, and context, than to actual feelings that students here are
different than students in other locations.
The group is working to establish an identity and give that identity a
protective layer of self-esteem, thus extreme comparisons are the more valuable tool.
Minor differences might be misinterpreted and led to blurring group identity rather
than supporting it. The context itself further drives the nature of the comparisons.
Most of what I observed occurred amongst male members o f the department, and the
department consists mostly of men. (There are only two female faculty members.)
Work of Gilligan (1982) and Tannen (1993; 1994; 1998) indicates that male
conversation most frequently takes an argumentative form, the form of a battle with
each attempting to best the other. Thus, regaling the group with strong stories is to be
expected as part of the structure of communication.

Moreover, most of these

conversations served as a kind of venting, sharing with colleagues the stresses of the
job to make them manageable, and took the form of jokes, jokes requiring a strong
punch line. Together the joke and argument structures explain possible exaggerations
or events in which student failings are taken out of context and used in new stories.
In cases where the comments about student failures served a different
purpose, the extreme nature, the quality of the joke, was not present.

During an

Interview on November 11, Alice pointed out that it is important to distinguish
between events and comments that represent venting, and those reflecting genuine
attitudes about students. Rick himself used the term sassing in part to distinguish
between statements of genuine attitude and statements bom of frustration (sassing).
He said:
Just being a sassy remark about students, when I think I really do
respect students more than... Sometimes I sass them. That’s dangerous.
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You start to believe your sassing if you do it too readily. (September
24, 1999)
Two examples help illuminate the distinction between venting stress and expressing
real attitudes:
Chris and Ethan joke about this seeming like Monday. Chris says that
Ethan can go in and give his Monday lectures, the students won't know
the difference. (Field notes, September 7,1999)
*

*

*

Alice tells a longer story about one young man who didn’t want to sit
up in the front o f the room. She made him sit up there and then she was
able to see on his homework that he hadn’t finished filling out a chart
related to their project on figurate numbers. He said, “See, that’s why I
don’t like to sit in the front, then you can see everything I’ve done.”
She said, “That’s why you need to sit up front.” He complained that he
hadn’t finished the chart, because he needed the formula to fill it in.
She said, "No, you get the formula from the completed chart.” She
took him through it step by step. Look at this picture, how many dots
are there? There was one. Put it in the chart. Now look at this picture,
how many dots are there? Okay, put that in the chart. Pretty soon he
realized that he could have done this quite easily. Alice, "These people
do not have good backgrounds.” (Field notes, September 9, 1999)
The field notes go on and describe my thoughts about the second episode above:
I wish I got more of this. She is telling a story about a student, but
she’s not laughing at him. She’s using it as an example of how she
dealt with him as a teacher. She may have felt frustrated at times, but
none of what she says sounds sarcastic or nasty. (September 9, 1999)
The first episode is one of venting and fits into the scheme of downward comparison
described above. Chris and Ethan express their frustration at the fact that students do
not care what you lecture about by joking that the students wouldn’t notice if the
lecture were one intended for a different course.

By implication, the mathematics

department group is further defined as one that would care if the lecture was off topic.
As described in the field notes, the second episode is of a different nature.
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The second selection from the notes represents the tail end of a
conversation between Rick and Alice. Alice taught Problem Solving for Elementary
Teachers II in the fall. Rick came in while she was preparing her classroom and asked
her about the difference between the first and second semester courses in the sequence,
then asked her how she dealt with students who start packing up their materials ten
minutes before class should end. Alice said she would talk to them about starting
home work and about how they need to really learn from the homework, not just do it.
It was at this point that she began the story described in the notes above.
Unlike what Ethan and Chris were doing, Alice laughed about a humorous
event in which a student was forced to sit in the front of the room and she caught him
having not completed his homework.

In this case, however, her remarks did not

function to further define the mathematics department as a group of people who are
prepared for class. Rather, she took a tone that was genial not derisive and used the
episode to talk about how she dealt constructively with the problem of a student who
had not prepared for class.
The kind of remark—genial, constructive, and related to furthering
teaching goals, or derisive, sassing, related to further defining the social group— was
often context driven. Faculty members visiting in the halls or returning from classes
were more prone to venting, to telling the story of the most recent student debacle.
During department meetings, at the point when the tensions were running high, the
discussion was going nowhere, or the atmosphere felt close, a remark about student
foolishness produced general laughter and relief. By contrast, when Rick went to ask
someone for advice, or when faculty talked professionally and seriously about issues,
remarks made about students were more often realistic, non-viscous, even non-
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judgmental.

Two examples of Greg talking first about what he does in terms of

grading for students, and second about his concerns related to Rick’s expectations, are
good examples here:
Rick argues that (just talking through explanations of project problems]
doesn't give them any kind of hard copy response. Greg isn't sure that
they actually read these hard copy responses. He said that when he first
did this he used to photocopy students' projects so that every group
member could have a copy that he had graded. Now he just gives the
one copy back and reminds them to share the comments with their
group members, but he isn’t sure that they even do that. (Field notes,
November 9, 1999)
Greg then spoke up and said that he’d talked to Rick a couple times and
that there were some things that Rick just needed to work out. He said
that Rick just has some awfully high expectations of students and while
it’s okay to have these expectations, he’s worried that Rick will be
disappointed when exam time gets here. (Field notes, November 10,
1999)
The first example comes from notes taken during a conversation between Rick and
Greg about handing back material.

The second example comes from a lunchtime

conversation between myself, Greg, and Chris, when Rick was not present. In both
cases Greg alluded to students interests and skills. In the first case he suggested that
they do not even read the feedback they are given on their multi-page, multi-day, large
group projects. He effectively remarked that they are either lazy or uninterested in the
course. In the second case, Greg said that Rick's expectations for students were too
high.

In both cases, Greg was speaking from experience and making professional

judgements about the skill level and level of interest in mathematics of the students.
He was not deriding them on that basis, but saying he has made decisions on the basis
of these judgements and he is worried that Rick’s current estimation of students’
ability and interest could lead to inappropriate actions or decisions. One could easily
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imagine a similar set of remarks being made about students for whom Greg has
extremely high expectations. In that case he might have said that he writes extensive
comments because he knows students value them and might be concerned that Rick is
not challenging his students enough to keep their interest. There is no implication for
the mathematics department as a cultural group in this case.
Joking about students, venting, and participating in departmental identity
building in the ways described above are important cultural activities.

Their

importance to Rick as a newcomer is described in the section “Importance of the
Burden to a Newcomer” beginning on page 102.
The Faculty Evaluation System
Just as faculty joke about students and perform downward social
comparisons to them helping define departmental identity by distinguishing between
department members and students, mathematics faculty members rail against faculty
members in other departments and use downward social comparison to distinguish the
mathematics department from other departments on campus.

The most visible

examples of this relate to departmental discussions around a new, campus-wide system
for evaluating faculty members.
Mountain Town began using a new system for faculty evaluation in fall
1999.

It combines several scores by weighted average to assign to each faculty

member a rating between 1 and 5. Rolling their eyes, the mathematics department
faculty would emphasize that this is carried to one decimal place. The plan is to allow
the administration to compare faculty members across the University. On the basis of
this number merit pay and other performance recognitions are doled out.
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The department meeting on November 17 at which this system and the
mathematics department’s implementation of it was discussed was lively, though not
in a positive way. The main problem was that because of their training and their
understanding of numbers and rating systems department members felt this system
could not work, could not fulfill what the administration claims it will, and would lead
to unfair and meaningless comparisons being made between faculty in different
departments. Given this, the purpose of the meeting—to discuss how the mathematics
department would tweak the details in the system to apply it to their own members—
was frivolous. The prevailing attitude was that effort was being spent to work out the
details in a fundamentally flawed system.

As a result, discussions at the meeting

devolved again and again into joking about the predicament.
Someone observed that the current language relating to merit pay is
incorrect allowing merit pay for ratings above 3.0 only, yet indicating that there are 21
levels of pay (5.0, 4.9, 4.8, ...; if you count down to 3.1 you’ll get only 20 levels).
Alice reported on the discussions in the faculty affairs committee: "They’re changing
[the language] to allow merit pay for 3.0 and above.”
headache.”

Beth said, "I’m getting a

In the laughter and general hubbub that followed there arose some

question of how people in Music (suggested by Chris) or History (suggested by Alice)
will be able to handle these computations. Someone else suggested (tongue in cheek)
asking the art department faculty how they were going to deal with rounding.
(Condensed and interpreted from field notes, November 17, 1999.)
The downward social comparisons being made were to the faculty affairs
committee, or university committees in general, that would need to spend time on
changing language as described, and, more importantly, to faculty in other
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departments. The assumption the humorists highlight is that people in Music, History,
and Art are not able to do the calculations necessary to use the system. As with the
distinctions made between faculty members and students, group identity is defined
here by being able to work with numbers, to do calculations. Further, by distinction
with the faculty committee, it involves understanding that details are less important
than the larger system, hardly worth spending time on in this case.

As the

departmental discussion evolved, Rick became involved as he thought about one’s
duty, as someone who understands, to exploit the errors in the system.
Three weeks later (on December 7) departmental discussions about the
evaluation system were still going on.

Rick became interested in how one might

manipulate specific variables so as to maximize a faculty member’s overall score. He
and Hemant spent some time working on a table showing how different variables are
weighted and this sparked a lively discussion in the hall outside of Rick’s office:
At this point the hall suddenly became crowded as Ethan, David. Greg
and Adam showed up to listen in on Chris’s explanation and talk about
the system. Hemant said that he thinks that people in other departments
won’t be able to handle this system. Ethan said that he thinks they
don’t really know what they’re getting into. Chris then said that there is
a belief out there that “because it’s numbers, it’s more accurate.” He
said, “We’ve been fighting that for years, and now we've lost” (Field
notes, December 7, 1999).
Rick's approach to the problem is related to the discussion in the hall. His interest in
playing with the mathematics of the situation led to wondering if there would be a way
the department could predetermine what rating a faculty member would receive. If so,
then one might create scores in each component area that would appear random, but
would in fact be calculated to produce the desired result. He argued for pursuing this
by saying that if one feels, in one’s professional judgement, that the system is flawed.
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then one has an obligation to find a way to give the best possible ratings to department
members. If unfair comparisons between departments are to be made, then one should
use all methods available to be able to compare favorably.
Rick’s engagement with Hemant on the problem of figuring out how to (or
whether one can) cook the system to allow the department to rate faculty members as it
feels they should be rated could be seen as a pivotal moment of incorporation. Rick is
working as an insider at this point, thinking of himself as part of the department under
attack by the university.

He works with another department member to fight the

burden of mathematics, perhaps dishonestly (though Rick was rather tongue-in-cheek
about this issue). And his sentiments seem well in tune with those of his colleagues.
Chris, who didn’t seem convinced of the honorableness of this tactic,
summed up the departmental feeling (“now we’ve lost”) in a way that clearly
distinguishes mathematics department members from their peers in other departments.
Moreover, it indicates that this is an aspect of the distinction that department members
feel is unfortunate. It is an unfair burden on them to be working in an environment in
which they are the sole group that understands when numbers are meaningful and
when they are not, and now they have lost the battle to be given the respect due to this
status. Others, beguiled by the simplicity of the rating system and the ease with which
it will allow comparisons across the university, have not listened to the professionally
qualified group that knows the system will not work. Chris’s comment is like Beth’s
"I’m getting a headache”. Each was expressing the sentiment that they alone are sane
in the asylum populated by faculty in other departments that love this system, yet have
no understanding of how it will really work or what impacts it must have.
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A more humorous, less fatalistic, response to the situation is the many
jibes from Hemant, Ethan, Adam and others about how other departments (especially
art and philosophy) will be unable to deal with the numbers in the system. Stephen
pointed out during the department meeting that a spreadsheet was being provided. The
implication is that others will need it to be able to do the calculations at all. Thus the
downward comparison again indicates that membership in this group includes having a
skill that colleagues in other departments ought to have, but do not.
On my last evening at Mountain Town State University I talked with Beth
about what I was working on and my early thoughts about this product. I brought up
the new evaluation system as part of my thoughts about the “burden of mathematics”
and struggled to find the right word to describe it. As I did, I suggested “silly.” She
stopped me right there and summed things up, "That’s good. Silly is a good word for
it."
Public Errors
Downward social comparisons were used to differentiate the mathematics
department from the students and the faculty at the university. Another aspect of these
comparisons that make up the burden of mathematics is how they are used to
differentiate between the department as a social group and members of the public
outside the university, and to thus define the departmental identity. Below are three
examples of mathematical errors committed by the working public and science
professionals. They concern the Mars Climate Orbiter, the federal government's role
in pricing carpet, and the pricing of merchandise at K-mart.

In each case faculty

express a sense of disbelief that a basic error can be committed or, even worse, in the
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case of K-mart, allowed to be continued to be committed. Analysis of the examples
and how they reflect on departmental identity follows.
The Mars Climate Orbiter. Late in September the Mars Climate Orbiter
mission failed because of a programming oversight in which measurements were not
converted into metric. A few days later on October 1 Chris gave a quiz. Afterwards
he reported to Ethan that a student had asked if he could convert the velocity into feet
per second. Chris said yes, but the joke was that he should have said was, "Yes. but
NASA can't ...” Ethan and Chris were broken up about this as they had both spent
some time during the days before speculating about how NASA could have made such
a foolish error. Shaking their heads in disbelief at NASA went on well into next
semester when the following article appeared in the department newsletter sent to
majors and alumni.
How Many Inches in a Meter?
Perhaps the United States space program should have asked the above
question. The Mars Climate Orbiter (MCO) was lost last September.
An investigation has revealed that the "root cause for the loss of the
MCO spacecraft was the failure to use metric units in the coding of a
ground software file.” The output data from that file were calculated
using English units, then sent to another file which assumed that the
output data were in metric units.
During the MCO’s nine-month journey from Earth to Mars, trajectory
adjustments were required more often than was expected, due in part to
the English vs. metric mistake. When the MCO reached Mars, the
spacecraft trajectory was approximately 170 kilometers lower than
planned. As a result, the MCO either was destroyed in the atmosphere
or re-entered heliocentric space after leaving Mars’ atmosphere. The
spacecraft's carrier signal was last seen on September 23, 1999.
Buying carpet. While Chris, Greg, and I were having lunch in Chris’s
office on November 17, Alice came in to report that federal law would soon require
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carpeting be sold in square feet. Why should such legislation be necessary? Does the
general public need federal protection from having to convert between square yards
and square feet? What are we coming to when our legislators spend time on this?
These are the kinds of questions Chris, Greg, and Alice found exasperating to have to
ask.
K-mart. A story that I was told at least three times by different individuals
during my site visits is of a trip that Ted and his wife made to K-mart several years
ago.

K-mart often has bins of items marked with special sale prices and on this

occasion in one aisle the sale bins were marked with prices like 0.35 cents or even
0.03 cents. "Point oh three cents!” Ted filled up a shopping cart with merchandise
from the bins and took it to the checkout counter. "I was expecting that the whole cart
should cost less than a dollar.” Of course, the register ran up prices of 35 cents or 3
cents. Ted tied up the lines and shortened his wife's life expectancy by several years
trying to explain first to the checkout clerk, and then to the store manager, how the
decimal system works and what the actual marked prices meant. He was unsuccessful.
His wife no longer allows him to go to K-mart.
*

*

*

The three examples above represent three ways in which the mathematics
department as Mountain Town is frustrated with the general public. The story about
NASA and the Mars Climate Orbiter indicates science professionals make basic
mistakes in mathematics, mistakes any reasonable level of organized planning would
obviate; that a federal law is required to protect citizens from having to convert
between square feet and square yards indicates that rather than the public being willing
to learn the mathematics it needs to function, it would prefer to be protected from it;
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finally, the K-mart story demonstrates how it can be impossible to explain even the
most basic mathematical ideas (the meaning of decimal notation in this case) to
professionals who use these ideas daily. Group identity involves both understanding
these issues and laughing at outsiders’ lack of understanding.
The second paragraph in the newsletter article takes an informative tone
and lessens its overall criticizing impact. The point that Adam, the author, is making
and the reason this event is worth drawing attention to is that NASA lost an expensive
piece of equipment by making an error that a mathematics department member would
never make. Recalling the story by criticizing NASA for its error in the newsletter and
by joking to students functions to show what the group considers so far below it as to
be humorous. Making such a trivial error, or being unable to do the conversion as
Chris suggests, is something to laugh at.
The K-mart story was popular enough to be retold three times during the
semester, once by Ted himself. Part of the reason for this is the image one gets of Ted
holding up the checkout line to fight for a price that he knew from the start was not
intended.

Indeed, he went through the entire process to try and teach the K-mart

manager a lesson! So he was deliberately causing trouble. Still, the story is important
because it demonstrates the general level of understanding of mathematics to be found
outside the department. Thus, being part of the department means distancing oneself
from a general populous that is unable to understand the mathematics it uses. The
proper behavior for department members in response to this lack of understanding is to
be astounded, to be shocked, to consider (if not always to put into action as Ted did)
ways to combat or take advantage of this lack. Note Rick’s response to the new
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evaluation system: because it is silly, we should find a way to circumvent it and create
the ratings we feel are appropriate.
As well as being astounded, as a department member one is expected to
feel disturbed and burdened by the situation.

As a group of mathematicians, the

department might expect to be asked by the public for explanation or education. But
this seems unlikely, as the faculty have embraced an evaluation system that Beth feels
is well described by the term “silly”. The carpet selling legislation suggests the public
wants protection from having to learn the very mathematics it needs to understand.
Department members are thus outcasts, knowing either that things are not working or,
perhaps, how to make them better, and burdened by being unable to share that
knowledge. Their skills seem unwanted by their students, by their faculty peers in
other departments, and by the public at large.
Importance of the Burden to a Newcomer
The burden of being in mathematics is at once an acknowledgment that
members of the department have special skills, and a sometimes exasperated response
to the fact that others do not have these skills and do not seem to be interested in
obtaining them.

The downward social comparisons used to establish group self

esteem are an important aspect of daily interaction. For Rick, as a newcomer to the
department, they provided an essential “in”.
Rick was able on his first day at Mountain Town to understand the jokes
others were telling. He could laugh at those jokes and could add to them by talking
about his own experiences with students. By doing so he immediately established his
legitimacy as a candidate for membership in the group.
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It is important to note that participating in the burden of mathematics was
treated differently than having real mathematical skill was for these purposes. From
the point of view of the academy, membership in a department of mathematics
requires only skill in mathematics as demonstrated by advanced degrees. On its terms
the Ph.D. or Masters degree is an admission ticket. However, in order to become an
active member of the social group called the Mathematics Department at Mountain
Town another, more important admission ticket was required.

When it came to

evaluating whether Rick would fit in as a group member, no real test was given to see
if he had skill with mathematics. Indeed, during his interview, he taught a class, and
every search committee member indicated that the most important concern during the
hiring process was that he would be an effective classroom teacher. Once Rick arrived
on campus there was a need for the department as a social group to deal with a new
member.

Here department members gave even less attention to Rick's academic

record or actual abilities as a mathematician than they had during Rick’s interview
visit.
Recall that many department members knew little about Rick's research
interests.

Others further indicated they had not been aware of his extraordinary

employment background. Though several, most notably David, Chris, and Luke were
interested to know about Rick’s mathematics, even these department members did not
spend time first semester doing mathematics with Rick.

Rick himself remained

concerned for much of the semester that others misunderstood his statistics
background as being applied and appropriate for teaching undergraduate statistics
courses.
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The activity department members did share with Rick was talking about
the burden of mathematics. It was by showing early on that he understood this burden
and by continuing throughout the semester to add new stories to the burden, that Rick
became an active member of the department social life.

The stories he told, the

downward social comparisons he made helped define self-identity and to shore up self
esteem for the department.
Since venting was part of this process, most often venting frustrations
related to events happening in classes, sharing the burden of mathematics was also a
way in which department members related the day-to-day activities in the classroom
that made up the bulk o f their professional responsibilities to the process o f building a
cohesive social group. Furthermore, since the venting was about their mathematics
activities, venting emphasizes mathematics as the core of group identity.
Other than venting, there were few discussions about pedagogical theory,
few enough that Rick remarked about the lack of them. (Rick noted also that there
was no discussion of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and he did not
see copies of The Mathematics Teacher on desks.)

Unless Rick went to another

faculty member to ask for advice about his teaching, the only sense in which his work
as a teacher could be related to others’ work was via the burden of mathematics.
Service Courses
Of the 1065 students registered in mathematics classes in spring 2000
term, 43 were departmental majors (39 mathematics majors, 14 actuarial science
majors). Thus if one thinks of courses taught to students pursuing non-mathematics
majors as service to the university then the majority of the teaching load in the
department consists of “service courses.” Were this all there were to it, teaching
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service courses would hardly be worth a mention here. However, when the department
chair says “Yeah, but who wants to teach that?

I’d go back to high school!”

(September 22, 1999) in response to the secretary’s comment that if there were fewer
majors “we’d still have service”, and when another faculty member says, “I didn't get
a Ph.D. to teach that level of math” (David, September 22, 1999), it becomes clear that
there are deep feelings connected with these classes. These feelings relate to how
people in the department view themselves as professionals, how the department feels
itself to be different from other departments, and how students are perceived. The
requirement to staff these courses strongly influences the hiring process and directly
contributed to Rick’s appointment. Finally, and surprisingly, though there is a general
dislike of these classes, there is no corresponding lack of respect for those department
members who put effort into them.
What are Service Courses?
Stephen is one of the few faculty members who work primarily with lower
level mathematics courses20 such as Introduction to Mathematical Problem Solving,
Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers I and II, and Elements of Applied
Probability. I asked him to identify the service courses and he immediately listed the
four courses above as those he concentrates on as well as College Algebra. After some
consideration he decided that Algebra with Calculus for Business and Pre-Calculus
Mathematics are service courses as well. He made the distinction between courses

20 Alice, Greg, Adam, and Luke are the four others. The remaining department
members teach a range of courses and prefer upper level courses when they are
available. These four may teach upper level courses, but often opt to teach lower level
ones.
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offered as a service to other departments as part of their major programs and "higher
level courses for majors.” Thus service courses are lower level courses, not “higher
level” courses, offered to students who are not departmental majors.
David made a similar distinction between higher and lower level courses.
He further characterized the courses by describing the students in them. He said that
although they are “nice kids”, they are “generally lazy”. He said he has trouble getting
them to work. At the time that I interviewed him (September 22, 1999), David had
just completed grading a set of exams for Introduction to Problem Solving, so the topic
of student success was on his mind. He said, “You get students getting 20s and 30s
because they haven’t done a dam thing.” Using this as a criterion, David felt that
Elements of Applied Probability (Math 209) is different. “For some reason the 209 is
not as bad, the statistics. They generally have more luck getting them to work.”
Rick’s definition of service course focused on the issue of which major
program students were enrolled in. He defined them saying
Classes that don’t go into the math major, that’s a starting point.
Certainly not higher level classes. Calculus? Is that a service class?
To some extent, yes, in that it’s done for business majors or whatever,
or engineering, or other science majors. But it’s split also as being a
course for the math major. ... I don’t even know if the 206/207 is
regarded as a service course or not. I would sort of not regard it that
way. (September 24, 1999)
The explicit reference to Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers (Math 206/207) is
remarkable here, as it is a course taught exclusively to non-mathematics majors and
covers only low level topics. Thus, Rick’s questioning its status as a service course
separates his thoughts from those of his colleagues. Rick did not explain further why
he saw the course differently, but he frequently expressed the feeling that the work of
teaching elementary education students and developing in them an appreciation for
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mathematics is extremely important.

This suggests that the distinction he made

between service courses and other courses offered by the department was one of
whether it was in the interests of the department to offer the course. Most courses
enrolling non-majors are only important in the sense that the department is a part of
the university.

However, Rick saw major courses and Problem Solving for

Elementary Teachers as impacting the development of future mathematicians, thus
important to the department mission.
Feelings About Service Courses
Individuals at Mountain Town have strong feelings associated with
teaching service courses. Some of the variations between individuals’ opinions will be
discussed below, but it is valuable to begin by noting observations of the aggregate
group.

These observations, made during department meetings and by analyzing

department members’ course preferences, indicate a general dislike of service courses
and a concern that the department not become "a service department”.
The first two department meetings of the semester dealt at length, and via
different issues, with the broad topic of recruitment. At the first meeting Ted (the
chair) brought up the topic directly and asked faculty to think about their roles,
whether these included acting as recruiters. At the second meeting the topic was the
possibility of adding a major program in statistics. In both cases, a force driving the
discussion was recent declines in the number of mathematics majors. Ted was worried
that if the numbers drop lower, the department might “become a service department.
No more teaching of topology, abstract algebra,...” Others shared this concern. David
spoke up at the second meeting to say he felt there are some courses that should be
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offered if this is to be called a department of mathematics. These included both of
those courses that Ted suggested might be lost.
Beyond just losing the upper level courses, there was a clear sense that
many department members were not excited about teaching lower level courses. That
is not to say that they do not do well with them or do not take them seriously. Rather,
teaching service courses is a necessary component of the job and while they work hard
at them, they express greater interest in teaching major courses. Field notes from a
September 22 discussion with Adam relate to this topic:
I asked Adam about the whole issue of service courses and the
department’s feelings about them. He said that he’s not one of this
group, but he believes that for the rest of the department most faculty
feel like they have two jobs:
1) “Most of the time they teach lower level mathematics to
people who have been told to take it.”
2) “Once in a while they get [emphasis his] to teach a little more
upper level.”
To see the group reaction that Adam mentions, another section of field notes is useful.
During the second department meeting, Ted was asked what the motivation was for
creating a statistics major. Implicitly, Ted replied that it all has to do with recruitment,
attracting students. Explicitly, he made a joke that brought the room to tears.
Hemant, “W hat’s the bottom line? Why do we want to do this?”
Ted, “Attract students for what we enjoy doing.
teaching service courses, do wel [emphasis his]”

We don’t enjoy

[Laughter]-everyone, possibly Alice less than others. David made some
comment along the lines of “I certainly don’t.” Ethan made a comment
like, “I prefer teaching ...,” as though he was saying that he doesn’t
dislike the service classes, but he enjoys his upper level courses more. I
was surprised to see Greg and Stephen laughing at Ted's comment
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along with everyone else. Alice was sort o f smirking, but she has a
cold at the moment and I’m not sure if she would have laughed or been
more vocal if she were feeling healthy. (September 21, 1999)
A graphical analysis of which courses people request to teach summarizes
the sentiment behind Ted’s comment. Each semester faculty submit a form on which
they indicate for each lower level course (up to and including Calculus EH) whether
they prefer to teach the course, prefer not to teach the course, or have no preference
either way. Upper level courses are dealt with on the same form, but in a different
m anner faculty are asked to rank upper level courses in order of preference. Faculty
responses related to lower level course assignments for spring 2000 are summarized in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Summary of course preferences for Spring 2000. Numbers attached to each
bar indicate the number of non-neutral responses used in calculating the
preference summary for the score. See text for additional instructions
for interpreting the figure. See the appendix for a complete list of
courses offered by the department and the numbers associated to them.
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The summary scores displayed in Figure 2 were determined as follows: for
a given course, each faculty member’s preference to teach that course was awarded a
value of one (1) and each faculty member’s preference not to teach that course was
awarded a value o f negative one (-1). If no preference was expressed, then a value of
zero was awarded. The final summary score represents the sum of these values taken
over the preferences for the eleven faculty members who submitted forms. Ted (the
chair) did not submit a form. In addition to calculating a preference, a weight for the
score was calculated as the number of non-neutral preferences submitted. Thus, for
Calculus for Applications I (Math 220), five non-neutral preferences were indicated
and the sum of these (three for and two against) was one (1), indicated by the height of
the bar above the horizontal axis. It should be noted that in some cases department
members simply did not mark any preference for specific courses (not even
specifically indicating “no preference”). In particular, Alice indicated a preference for
teaching Introduction to Mathematical Problem Solving (Math 104), but made no
other marks on the form. Thus, the perception that “Ted will know what to do about
what I really want to teach” leads to further sparsity in this already small data set.
Some observations about service courses (as identified by Stephen,
courses numbered 209 and below on Figure 2) should be made. First, there is a good
deal of variation that one might not expect after hearing general departmental
conversation on the topic of service courses. Second, Problem Solving for Elementary
Teachers I and II (Math 206 and 207) are truly hated.
Variation |n opinion. Despite the fact that almost all conversation in the
halls and laughter at department meetings indicated a dislike of teaching service
courses, some courses were more popular than others. This may be explained in part
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by faculty realization that they are required to teach some lower level courses, so there
is a need to select one or more and be willing to teach it.

There seems to be a

preference for teaching low level courses that led to upper level courses over terminal
courses. Pre-Calculus Mathematics (Math 120), Introduction to Discrete Mathematics
(Math 200), and Elements of Applied Probability and Statistics (Math 209) are courses
attracting a large number of continuing students, be they mathematics majors, actuarial
science majors, or science majors who will continue and take Calculus and some upper
level courses. There is some debate about the computer-taught format of College
Algebra (Math 102) and several faculty members have expressed disinterest in
teaching the course in this format.
Whatever the reason for variation, it is significant that variation in
preference is not evident to the casual observer.

Instead, disliking service courses

seems to be the thing to do, so that although department members may feel more
comfortable with specific, low level courses, in casual conversation with one another
they give the impression that they are really only interested in upper level courses. In
fact, service courses are generally lumped together, so that, for example, instead of
David talking about being dissatisfied with his Introduction to Problem Solving
students’ work specifically, he might talk about the poor work of low level students as
a group, using his class only as an example. Thus Ted’s comment about not enjoying
teaching service courses fit the mold.

He did not say, "we don’t enjoy teaching

College Algebra (Math 102) or Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers (Math 206
and 207)”, because that would have been too specific. The running joke was that all
service courses are bad, even those that many department members might select to
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teach (for example, Pre-Calculus Mathematics (Math 120) and Introduction to Discrete
Mathematics (Math 200) as suggested by Figure 2).
In considering the cultural significance of these feelings, saying that it is a
running joke to disparage service is both apt and important.

As an aspect of the

burden of mathematics, part of the dialogue that department members engaged in was
disparaging service courses. Group identity was confirmed not by paying attention to
individual variations in terms of which service courses were better than others, but by
engaging in a ritualistic denial of liking service courses.

Even those department

members like Stephen and Greg who, if asked directly, would say they enjoy working
with students in lower level courses laughed at Ted’s joke in the department meeting.
By doing so they participated as members of the group.

Pointing out that Ted’s

statement really is too broad and unfair would have eliminated the identity forming
value of the action. All department members understood the joke for what it was and
knew- the real feelings of their colleagues. Stephen, Greg and others were not under
attack for liking service courses. Group cohesion as shown through shared laughter
was more valuable than individual differences at this time.
Hating 206 and 207. Figure 2 indicates a striking dislike for Problem
Solving for Elementary Teachers I and II. When I asked David to tell me about the
issues surrounding service courses in the department he went directly to talking about
these two courses.
Well I suppose what’s causing maybe the most concern would be the
206 and 7. I think it was revamped a couple years ago and made into a
very work intensive course for the instructor. You get these students
who put in a small fraction of the work that the instructor puts in. And
it’s project based. Maybe that’s the way it should be taught. I don’t
know, but there are some people teaching it that don’t want to be
teaching it. And so for instance in our new hires, well that was part of
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the job description, that we’ll try to bring some people in to do this.
(September 22, 1999)
David’s remarks reflect comments from Greg, Adam, and Ethan, all of whom
indicated that the changes in the way the course is taught have led to a significant
increase in the workload associated with it. Furthermore, the students who take the
course, all elementary education majors, whether or not they do. as David suggests,
"put in a small fraction of the work that the instructor puts in”, are fairly uniform in
their dislike o f the course and of mathematics in general. Thus there are two strong
motivations for individuals to dislike these courses: the fact that the workload is
extreme, and the fact that the students are unhappy participants. Rick taught the first
semester of this sequence during his first semester and encountered both o f these
problems.

Keeping up with the grading for the course proved to be a debilitating

burden and the one aspect of his work about which he frequently sought advice.
Students in his class were vocal, even explicit, about not liking mathematics.
Field observations included sitting in on one section of Problem Solving
for Elementary Teachers. Rick remarked often to me that his second section had a
different, much more positive personality, but the section I observed complained
frequently about the workload and about not understanding the material. The field
notes record an observation that I wished I might have had a video camera to capture
the expressions of sublime agony on students’ faces while Rick explained a problem
on the board. A student who came in for extra help seemed unhappy about actually
getting help. The field notes of September 21, 1999 record the following:
Rick is still talking to this same student. Right now' she’s whining
about never getting mathematics. She says that she has a learning
disability and mathematics has always been hard for her. She always
has to use her fingers, even for simple things.
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Rick goes on with the material and she's back on track after a minute or
so, but as soon as he gives her a partial answer she immediately wants
to speed through the next problem on the assignment. She doesn’t want
to spend any time on developing a solution.
The student, "Am I insulting you by bashing mathematics?”
Rick assured her that he was not insulted. Still I was struck by the student’s words, by
their similarity to those at the start of Enzensberger’s (1999) essay (see Literature
Review, page 33), and by the inappropriateness of them to the setting. Only after the
student finished explaining how much she dislikes mathematics did she realize she
was talking to a mathematician, one who might be expected to like mathematics. If
other faculty members encounter the same anguished faces and explicit negative
commentary about mathematics then it is not surprising if they find little reward to
compensate them for the additional work load associated with teaching the course in
its new format. That seven department members indicated a desire not to teach the
Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers I and H in the spring, and only two indicated
a desire to teach the courses is not surprising. (Rick and Greg were the two indicating
a preference for the courses in the spring.)
Service Courses Drive the Hiring Process
Following the second department meeting I talked to several faculty
members about the issues surrounding service courses. The following remarks relating
to my conversation with Alice are recorded in the field notes of September 28.
Alice said that service classes are a big part of what we do here.
They’re a big part of what all departments do. She defended this by
saying that one thing we preach is that mathematics is used everywhere.
In that case all students should learn some mathematics.
I told her that I had the sense that service courses are a sore subject for
some people. She responded that there are some that would prefer to
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teach upper level courses. “I like teaching 104. There are days when I
could wring their little necks.” Then she said that the reality of the
situation is that some o f us would be out of a job without the service
classes.
Service courses are what provide the numbers of students that justify hiring faculty.
Most o f these courses, though they deal with a lower level of mathematics, are
standard fare; faculty members prepare lectures and collect and grade homework and
exams.

However, changes in the structure of Problem Solving for Elementary

Teachers have had direct impacts on searches for new faculty.
The search committee that brought Rick to campus (Alice, Greg, and
Chris) initially hoped to hire two people, “a mathematician”, probably in applied
mathematics, and "an educator” (Alice, August 26, 1999). For funding reasons they
chose to hire an educator. Asked what she hoped Rick would contribute immediately
to the department, Alice said:
I would like him to critique the 206. I would assume that he’s going to
pretty much be following what Greg and Stephen do, within certain
constraints. But I would think he will have an opinion about whether
this makes sense to him or a better way of looking at this. So I’m
hoping for new and fresh ideas, a new set of eyes looking at what we’re
doing. And I would hope for some validation that what we’re doing is
good. But I also know that things can always be improved and I would
hope that Rick would feel free to share those ideas with us and say let’s
try this and let’s do that. And his experience at another institution,
what has worked there. (August 26, 1999)
The message that it would be useful to have outsider professional input
into Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers was not echoed in other conversations.
Rather, the overwhelming sense was that there was a need for a warm body to teach
those courses and take the load off of those faculty members who have been teaching
them for some time. This may be part of what led to a comment from Rick during an
interview on September 24: "It almost seems like I’m one more body to carry the
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course load of the department, rather than one more creative vision to join in with, mix
in with these other creative visions.”21
The need for instructors willing to take on these courses remained even
after hiring Rick. Faculty filled out a brief response card to indicate what they thought
the department’s most pressing need currently is in preparation for a search for another
new hire. The form read: “In your opinion, which of the interests/specialties below is
the most important to look for in applications for the current faculty vacancy?” and
offered check boxes for the following options "206/207”, "470”, “Internship”, and
“Other”. Eight slips were returned the next day and six of these indicated “206/207”
was the most important interest or specialty to look for in a new faculty member.
Greg, who has taught these courses for some time and worked on their redesign,
checked the "206/207” box and added the comment "for relief/substitution for the
current group”. Alice indicated to me that, based on national trends, she expects
increased enrollment in Elementary Education, but my impression from talking with
other faculty was that Greg’s comment captured the sentiment of department members.
In other words, even if there were not an expectation of increased enrollments in these
classes, the current group teaching the courses needs a break. Anyone being brought
in should be thought of as someone who would specialize in teaching in this area.
After all, there is at least one faculty member who flat out refuses to teach the courses,

21 The energies behind this statement are complex. Undoubtedly there is a connection
to others* thoughts about needing someone to carry the burden of Math 206 and 207.
However, more important at the time was Rick’s effort to determine how much he was
being asked to conform to established patterns and how much it was hoped he would
make innovative contributions.
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many who would rather not do so, and Greg, himself a member of the team who
redesigned the sequence, said he needs a break from it.
One should consider the message to department members here. Alice said
the department had hoped to hire in two positions in the previous year. They did hire
an "educator” (Rick), but did not receive funding for a "mathematician”. At the time,
and according to Chris "still”, the "mathematician” position was to have gone to an
applied mathematician, as that is an area in which department members feel there is a
need for more professional expertise to round out the department. Yet in the current
hiring process as in the previous one, the determining factor has not been the
mathematical needs of the department. Instead it has been the need to staff lower level
courses.
It is true that department members at Mountain Town State University are
comfortable with the fact that the institution concentrates on teaching and that many
see themselves as "teachers of mathematics” rather than "mathematicians”.
Nevertheless, in the past two years, the hiring process seems to have been sending the
message that specialties in mathematics are not terribly important.

This means

department members must do more than be satisfied with working in an institution
focused on teaching, they must build their self-esteem on their success as teachers. It
wouid be unwise, from a self-esteem building point of view, to measure success on the
basis of achievement as research mathematicians—solving problems successfully,
discovering theorems, publishing mathematics.

Measuring self-esteem in this way

would deny the primary function of the department: teaching. At Mountain Town
State University daily focus, merit awards, and the hiring process are all driven by
success in teaching. A faculty member must envision him or herself as a teacher and
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measure personal success on a teaching yardstick to prosper.

With the current

enrollment this means department members must feel successful teaching service
courses, even if they would prefer teaching upper level mathematics courses.
Given the importance of service courses in measuring personal success, it
is striking that department practice is to derogating them. This practice has a value to
the mathematician side of the “mathematics teacher” label used by the faculty
members at Mountain Town. By sharing rhetoric describing service courses as below
them, department members remind each other of their personal skill in mathematics.
They say, “service courses are below me; I should be teaching upper level
mathematics.”

They mean, “I’m better than you (any outsider); I have skill in

mathematics.” This is a downward social comparison and like other such comparisons
it defines departmental identity as involving skill in mathematics.
In this department the work of the department does not often require the
mathematical skills o f its faculty. Members must measure their success as teachers.
But they arrive with and have backgrounds as skilled mathematicians. This aspect of
their individual identities is one they have lived with, perhaps defined themselves by,
for years. So, to maintain it as valuable they use downward social comparison, saying
much of their work is below them, this not withstanding that they work hard and put
real care and thought into that work.
Service Courses Make Mathematics Unique
It is not the goal here to compare the mathematics department with other
departments at Mountain Town State University.

However, I asked questions like

"what makes mathematics special?”, "how this department is different from others?”,
and "what is happening in mathematics that isn’t happening elsewhere?” Asking these
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questions was a useful way to get at faculty members’ thoughts about the department.
I asked these questions in several ways.

As the department discussed the new

evaluation system for faculty I asked people to talk about how they thought the
department’s implementation of the new system would be unique. I asked if there was
some way that someone coming into a department meeting would be able to tell it was
a mathematics department meeting as opposed to a history department meeting. I also
asked directly: how is the mathematics department unique?
An especially useful way to think about the problem was presented to me
by Hemant. During the course of a long interview he provided the diagram in Figure
3.

In the diagram the functions of the mathematics department and two other

university functions (chosen at random) are represented. Hemant saw this as the best
way to identify the issue, that of characterizing the upper left portion of the diagram,
the part of the diagram that is the exclusive territory of the mathematics department.
His analysis was to ask, given any two other university functions, what portion of the
Venn Diagram is exclusively mathematics?
Hemant had trouble answering the question.

Like others in the

department, he found that many of the criteria he might apply to find aspects special to
mathematics had analogous expressions in other departments. He said:
Something fundamentally different in this department as a mathematics
department... I don’t know. Because if I say any answer, it’s going to
be tricky. If I say research paper in mathematics, that’s also true in
every other department. Or instructional development or develop the
math software. So similar activities exist in ail the departments, their
own discipline. They call it differently. They’re all important.
(December 7, 1999)
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Despite his difficulty in pinning down a description for the part o f the diagram
exclusive to mathematics, Hemant’s suggestion of the diagram was extremely helpful,
as it turned out to be a representation others in the department understood.

Mathematics
/

University Function 1
\

/

\

/
University Function 2

Figure 3.

Hemant’s Venn diagram for thinking about how the mathematics
department is unique among university functions. (Hemant, December
7, 1999)

Rick’s immediate reaction to the figure was “Mathematics is more of a
service department.” Chris and David agreed without argument.
Department members were not able to agree on other criteria that might
set the department apart.

They spoke about the importance of having a trained

mathematician to be able to answer students’ deeper mathematical questions, but they
saw this as just another aspect of the training required to teach the specific subject they
taught.

In other words, teachers of mathematics need special training, but so do

teachers of other subjects, so specialized training is not something unique to
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mathematics. Department members also talked about the rigor required to publish in
mathematics, but there was no agreement as to whether this rigor might be different
than what is required to publish in other areas. It was only in the observation that
much of what the department does is in service to other majors that there was
agreement.
Being a service department affects how department members feel about
their work and about how they think faculty in other departments and students view
them.

In particular, department members felt that they are often misunderstood,

because the majority of their clients are there to fulfill university requirements, rather
than for reasons of interest. The mathematics department most often compares itself to
the business department (Chris, February 29, 2000) in this case.

All business

department courses are elective. The students choose to take them.

Mathematics

department members’ interest in this comes from their knowledge that when it comes
time for evaluations, business department members are not being evaluated by students
who hate their courses. This was a significant concern of department members as they
discussed the new evaluation system.

The system uses student evaluations to

determine 20% of the final rating for faculty members. Department members were
concerned that their special status as a service department means that their evaluations
would be unfair.

Further, they believed that faculty in other departments do not

recognize the problem.
Mathematics status as a program of study that all institutions of higher
education require of all students means that mathematics departments are somewhat
special among university departments. Possibly with the exception of English, no
other department sees all students during their careers.

Unlike English (and the
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writing skills taught there), the utility or even aesthetic value of mathematics is often
unappreciated by students.

Indeed, many students are hostile toward the idea of

having to take mathematics at all. This says something about how these students
affect the climate in which their professors work. At Mountain Town this climate was
a significant part of "the burden of mathematics”. Mountain Town’s response to this
climate may be common or may be unique.

Nevertheless, the general status of

"service department” is one that mathematics departments throughout the academy
must come to terms with. This because of the special status of mathematics as one of
the three R ’s— reading, riting, and ’rithmetic.
Service Courses Affect Rick/ Respect Due to Teachers o f Service Courses
Alice indicated Rick was brought in specifically to work with Problem
Solving for Elementary Teachers. The other courses he taught during his first year
were College Algebra and Pre-Calculus Mathematics (taught in the spring)— service
courses.

Seeing that Rick and some others taught only service courses one might

wonder whether concentrating on service courses engenders a kind of lower class
status within the department. It would not be surprising to discover that those who
teach upper level courses looked down their noses at those who teach lower level
courses. Since Alice, Stephen, and Greg, the three full time department members who
concentrate on service courses all hold degrees in education rather than in
mathematics, there is further reason to suspect a departmental class structure
separating the “real mathematicians” from those who teach service courses.
There was no evidence to suggest that such a class structure exists. On the
contrary, there was explicit evidence that this class structure does not exist.
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David, the most extreme department member in terms of his unwillingness
to be involved with Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers and the most forthright
about being most interested in working with advanced topics courses spoke highly of
Alice for her work on service courses.
See. Alice’s real interest would be those kind of courses. She generally
does the 206/7 and the 104s and does a very good job with them. And
was brought in, I believe, to do that. ... You know, as I said, I didn't get
a Ph.D. to teach that level of math. I’m not going to become an expert
in teaching math 104. I have no interest in that. I will spend a lot of
time planning out new ideas for the Math-Physics class or other things
or Calculus. I’m not going to spend a terrible amount of time on 104.
Alice does an awful lot of good stuff with those classes and
generally she has two preparations, so she can focus on that and that’s
what she’s interested in. That’s good. (September 22, 1999)
On my final evening on site I mentioned to Beth that there seemed to be
no correspondence between individuals’ interests (in terms of teaching upper or lower
level courses), individuals’ degrees (whether in mathematics or education), and the
respect shown to individuals to colleagues. Field notes record her recollection of her
own practical inability to distinguish between degrees on this basis.
Since when Beth got here she has never known who has a Ph.D. and
who has an Ed. D. It’s never an issue in the department. In fact she
told a story about once introducing Alice at a conference and saying
something which indicated that Alice had a Ph.D. Alice corrected her,
but up until that point, Beth hadn’t known that Alice had an Ed. D. In
fact, she said that she had assumed when she came here that since this
is a university, everyone must have a Ph.D. She says that even today
she doesn’t really have any sense of who has what degree. (Field notes,
March 2, 2000)
Beth had been a faculty member at Mountain Town for 10 years. Her words
substantiate my own observation that there is no class system within the department
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based on department members' training (in mathematics or in education) or interest in
working with upper level or lower level service courses.
This corresponds with the role of derogating as a departmental identity
builder. This action is a cultural artifact intended to place value on department
members skill in mathematics, not intended to negatively label those department
members who especially enjoy teaching service courses. Thus, Alice may laugh at the
chair's comment "we don’t enjoy teaching service courses, do we?" and still not
implicate herself as a hypocrite. For the group, disliking teaching service courses is
"the thing to do”. But the group further understands that this is a group activity, so
that the feelings should never be applied to an individual and an individual is never
discounted for personally disagreeing with the policy.
Additional Contextual Issues
The physical layout and decorations in the hallways influenced Rick's
newcomer experience. Though mathematics plays little role here, these minor issues
did play a role in Rick’s enculturation process.
Hallway Decorations.
The hallways on the second floor of Founder were remarkable to me first
because of their lack of decoration, and then because Rick pointed out to me that they
are indeed exceptional in this way. On the first floor, where English and History are
housed, the hallways were so papered with cartoons from the New Yorker that entire
features of the wall disappeared. The third floor, home of Geography and Philosophy,
have corridors crowded with display cases and decorated with colorful posters. Back
on the second floor the white paint matched with the white tiled floor and ceiling and
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is interrupted by only a few orderly bulletin boards (kept by Stephen) and one sedate
display case containing busts of famous mathematicians, mathematical sculptures, and
a collection of calculating equipment.
There were three cartoons posted on the bulletin board directly across
from the door to R ick's office. I mention them for two reasons: 1) Rick pointed them
out to me himself, saying he felt their content wasn’t appropriate for a mathematics
department, and 2) inquiring into the source of the cartoons was one method Rick used
to start conversations with his new colleagues.
Rick initially remarked about the cartoon in Figure 4.

He felt that it

represented a negative attitude toward mathematics and found it odd that someone
would choose to post it in the department. The other two cartoons on the board,
penned by different cartoonists, had similar themes. One showed a classroom full of
students asking about the difference between astronomy and astrology.

All of the

students left after the professor said astronomy requires a lot of mathematics. The
other, a Peanut’s cartoon, showed Peppermint Patty saying, *“I know you want more
than just the answer, you want me to explain how I got it” and then "I copied it from
the kid sitting behind me.”
Rick did not tell his colleagues he found the content of the cartoons
disappointing, but he did take the opportunity to ask who had posted them. He learned
they had been posted by a department member who has since retired and that the
bulletin boards are kept (cleared off, new postings added, advertisements removed,
etc.) by Stephen. Rick’s conversation with Stephen about the boards turned into a
short tour of the department with Stephen pointing out where he posted advertisements
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Figure 4. One of three cartoons on the bulletin board facing Rick’s office. Artwork
used with permission.

from graduate programs. This was one of the longest conversations Rick had with
Stephen and it was not related to teaching Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers.
Later in the semester Rick posted some cartoons of his own outside his
office door. One poked fun at his own predicament, showing a professor who had
fallen asleep while grading. Another referred to Rick’s interest as mathematics as a
language. It depicted two cavemen talking about having mastered vocabulary and now
needing to invent syntax. Rick had added the word mathematics so that they were
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talking about mathematics vocabulary and syntax rather than just general language
vocabulary and syntax. Finally, a third cartoon was a quote from Winston Churchill:
“If you’re going through Hell, keep going!” When asked in mid November about this
one, Rick said that, what with having to leam to manage his time better and to balance
work and family life, this had been a hard semester. Thus, Rick’s choice of cartoons
communicated something about his experiences to his colleagues as well as displaying
his sense of humor.
Location of offices.
The location of faculty offices was important, both to me as an observer
and to Rick as a newcomer. Though Beth, Luke, and Alice do not necessarily dislike
being at a distance from their colleagues, their distance was real. It made a difference
in terms of how often they interacted with Rick and how well he felt he was able to get
to know them and to understand their positions in the department. Looking at my own
field notes, it is remarkable how little contact Rick or I, as a special kind of newcomer,
had with Beth and Alice. Rick worked a great deal with Luke, but Luke effectively
coordinated College Algebra and was in charge of making sure the computer software
system for the course worked, so Rick had early contact with him connected to
teaching and this overcame the influence of geographic distance. My own contact
with these three faculty members paralleled Rick’s. I saw a lot of Luke because of
being with Rick while working on College Algebra and I generally saw Alice or Beth
only during department meetings or when they came down to speak to someone in the
department office.
Rick remarked more than once that socializing and getting to know his
new colleagues was taking more time and energy than he had expected. It was one of
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the points he raised as standing out in his mind at the end of the semester. At that time
he had only reported a few contacts with Alice or Beth. Apparently their seldomness
made them reportable, since he did not report casual contacts with Ethan, Chris,
David, or others on the main office hallway that occurred while I was away, but he did
talk about even chance encounters with Beth or Alice. Since Alice and Beth were
physically distant from Rick, he had to make special efforts to build social or collegial
relationships with them. Rick observed that it would be nice if all the offices were
close together.
*

*

*

Mathematics department members at Mountain Town State University
define themselves as teachers. Their interest in teaching and their shared background
as students of mathematics provided an initial connection between them and Rick as a
newcomer. Also holding the department together and helping to define departmental
identity was the “burden of mathematics”. This self-esteem defense against a public
prejudice in favor of innumeracy and students’ unhappiness at being in their classes
provided a valuable in to Rick.
failings in mathematics.

He understood and could tell jokes about others

As a teacher of service courses in the fall, Rick was

especially close to the problems related to them. He experienced negative attitudes of
students who dislike mathematics.

He was also part of a department that, while

seeming to dislike all service courses, supports the professional work of teaching
them.
As a newcomer, Rick had to make sense o f his role in this department. He
came to Mountain Town with concerns about academic freedom and uniformity in
teaching classes. He further planned to be conscious of departmental norms and to
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stay within established patterns of behavior for the first year or two. The next chapter
addresses Rick’s personal, very personal, process of learning about departmental
norms.

Crises specific to Rick’s teaching responsibilities during the fall semester

represented some o f the pivotal moments leading to episodes of learning and decision
making.
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CHAPTER VI
THE NEWCOMER’S EXPERIENCE
It is useful to divide Rick’s first year at Mountain Town into three periods.
These occurred chronologically and represent different modes of learning or types of
enculturation experiences. The first two to three weeks of school (including one week
while Rick was on campus before classes started) were special because of the newness
of the setting and because the patterns of normal, day-to-day life at Mountain Town
were not yet established, neither for Rick as a newcomer nor for returning students and
faculty.

Once routine was established, the main body of the semester observed

through the end of September, the beginning of October, and at the middle of
November, represented "normal” behavior.

Rick settled into a schedule and only

when there was a crisis of some kind did he need to scramble to respond. These crises
were among the pivotal moments that served to clump learning experiences together.
Given this structure—a largely routine day-to-day semester, interrupted by periods of
rapid learning or decision making set off by pivotal moments—the social learning
process should be seen as an example of punctuated equilibrium. The conclusion can
be reached only with the benefit of knowledge of the full semester, so it is discussed in
detail in the conclusions to this work.

However, the reader will benefit by

remembering that the events described here in the section “The Routine Semester” are
exceptions, pivotal moments, not the norm. Finally, the start of the spring semester
was my final visit to Mountain Town and a time when it was possible for Rick to talk
about how his approach to the job had changed over the course of the first semester
and in preparation for the second.
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The First Few Weeks— Learn the Basics. Set Expectations
The week before classes began was Rick’s first real chance to look over
facilities and get up to speed on his teaching assignment for the semester. He went
through the cabinets of manipulatives in the Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers
classroom and Luke tutored him on the workings of the software used in teaching
College Algebra. As a new faculty member he took part in a day long orientation
session put on by the provost’s office and a workshop on sexual harassment. The first
mathematics department meeting o f the semester was on Friday before classes started
and lasted all day. In addition to school related commitments, Rick and Susan were
having some emergency repairs done to the gas lines in their new home. So, Rick was
busy on and off campus.
The first week of classes was equally hectic. Students, unsure of their
placements, needed advice about what classes they should be taking and showed up at
odd times to get drop/add slips signed. In College Algebra many of the newly installed
computers crashed or hung unexpectedly, so Rick was faced with troubleshooting as
well as introducing students to a computer software package and teaching
methodology for the semester he wasn’t familiar with. The first few days of class in
Problem Solving for Elementary teachers ran fairly smoothly, but time had to be set
aside for students to take a basic arithmetic skills test. This required moving the class
to another room where the students could sit at individual desks. Several students
needed counseling about the course. In order to prepare material for his first Problem
Solving for Elementary Teachers class, Rick started the week off with an all-nighter.
He beat me in on Monday morning by arriving at 1:00 PM on Sunday afternoon,
setting the pace for a long, busy week.
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At the beginning of the first week of classes Rick began a practice that he
continued throughout the semester and that affected his relations with colleagues.
While preparing for class on Monday morning, Rick closed his office door. Later he
took to closing his door when he needed quiet time to grade or prepare material. The
importance of closing the office door will be discussed in depth later, but it is worth
noting here that he began the practice before 7:55 AM on the first day of classes.
During the first class meeting in Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers
Rick introduced me to the class and explained that I was studying how a new faculty
member "learns the ropes”. I stopped Rick in the hall after class and told him he had
put his foot in it. Now I wanted to know “what are the ropes?” We sat down to talk
about his experiences during the first two weeks on Friday, September 2. Much of the
report that follows draws on Rick’s statements made during that interview.
What are the Ropes? How do you Learn Them?
Rick identified the ropes of the department as the many bits of information
you need to function effectively. He didn’t list the kinds of social rules of interaction I
expected: rules about whose statements may be taken with a grain of salt, about
processing instructions from the chair, or about how to tote the departmental line on
certain issues with parents and faculty in other departments. Instead, he concentrated
on mechanical issues related to the day-to-day process of teaching classes. Rick listed:
■ rules about using the photocopier and the Risograph;
■ where supplies are located;
■ information about how much one may ask Lois, the department
secretary, to do (for example, type or photocopy exams and
handouts);
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■ the dress code22; and
■ how and when to fill out timesheets.
One of Rick’s methodologies for learning these things was to rummage
around and investigate for himself. He spent the better part of an afternoon talcing
everything out of the manipulative cabinets. In the same way he went through the
supply room.

Rick also asked specific informational questions.

For example, he

asked Lois about duplicating and had her show him how to run the photocopying
machine and the Risograph. Rick talked to Alice about the procedures for adding and
dropping students. Should he sign the forms himself or have Lois sign them in the
office since she also kept records of changes on class rosters?
Rick’s search of the supply room yielded a collection of posters o f famous
mathematicians. The previous day, Ethan had shown Rick slides from his trip to
Ireland and talked with him about looking for the bridge where Hamilton scrawled the
defining equations for the quaternions.

Rick claimed the poster of Hamilton and

offered it to Ethan. In the conversation that followed, Rick and Ethan shared more of
their interest in history.
Such informal discussions were generally centered around shared, nonmathematical, interests.

However, they ranged over a number of topics, including

other department members’ understandings and opinions of university policies. They
offered opportunities for Rick to learn more about the ropes. From Chris, during a
conversation about gardening, the topic of relocating the coat rack in Rick’s office
came up. In reporting the conversation during the interview on September 2, Rick

22 This one example is more closely related to those rules of social interaction I
expected.
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recalled one bit of useful information from his first week was that he could ask the
physical plant to take care of minor modifications to his office. When conversations
with David about traveling in the East shifted to discussions of professional work,
Rick asked him about his publications and learned what kinds of publication work
might be expected. Rick also talked to David about whether instructors teaching the
same course always shared a single syllabus.
Finally, as Rick spoke about how he learned the ropes, he specifically
mentioned eavesdropping. Twice during the first week, Rick took five or ten minutes
to walk down the hall and stand just outside the door while Greg and Stephen taught
their own sections of Problem Solving for elementary teachers. Rick didn't say what
he learned from these sessions.
“The Number One Mentor for me has Been Luke.”
Luke had taught Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers before and was
currently teaching the second semester of the course. He was also teaching College
Algebra and as Ted put it, "had agreed to ride point” on computer hardware problems
for the semester. He had installed the software for the class and gave Rick his first
tutorial on how the system worked.

Luke has a welcoming, outgoing personality.

During the week before classes Rick spent a great deal of time in Luke’s office talking
about and planning College Algebra, talking about graduate studies (his, and Luke's
plans), talking about the vision for Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers, talking
about the logistics of working with the computers (students must provide headphones
and borrow but not keep the CD-ROMs), planning exam schedules and discussing the
computer generated exams (which Luke disliked), talking about the student body (who
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they are, where they come from, what their aspirations are), and generally getting to
know about Luke, the town, and the university.
'Of course, the number one mentor for me has been Luke. He’s given
me advice about 102 and 206. ... Which is to some extent curious
because he’s the most junior or least credentialed member of the
faculty. I suppose there’s two ways to think: it would be either the least
or the most, the one who has the most experience or the one who’s the
greenest that would help break you in. (Rick, September 2, 1999)
Rick’s remarks come from the interview done at the end of the first week of the
semester. At the time he mentioned other faculty whom he had talked to, but he
characterized his conversations with them as casual. "I spoke with Chris a bit. And I
spoke with Ethan a bit. But those weren’t so much in the way of how to do things.
They were more casual.” Thus, Rick's description of Luke as a mentor was based on
his sense that his extended conversations with Luke had provided him with a great
deal of information about "how to do things”.
The fact that Luke was the junior most faculty member in the department
interested me. However, the field journal for September 2, 1999 records that Rick
found the situation merely curious.
He didn’t seem either comfortable or uncomfortable about the fact that
Luke is the most junior faculty member. He said that it was curious,
but didn’t seem to think that it is a bad thing.
Rick may not have been aware that Mountain Town had begun a program
of pairing new faculty members

with experienced ones. Field notes from my

conversation with Ted on August 20 state:
Ted considers himself Rick’s mentor. He seems to have taken this
position by default.23 He’s always the one who deals with new faculty.
23 The notes say "he’s taken this position by default”. A reasonable interpretation and
my sense from the conversation is that Ted felt there wasn’t a real need for an official
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Since Rick did not know about the official plan, asking him what he might have
expected or thought would have been handled differently drew the following response:
“I would have expected a more formal sit down with Ted as [inaudible] he has an
agenda of things that you need to know.” Further, Rick indicated that he felt a little
unprepared for teaching Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers. He had hoped to
sit down and talk about the plans for the course with Greg, but Greg was delayed
returning to campus from California where his wife was in the hospital. At the end of
the semester, summing up as part of a written questionnaire, Rick again mentioned
mentoring. He wrote, "I might have expected more mentoring, particularly from Chris
and Alice.

Luke was a godsend— very helpful and someone with whom I felt

thoroughly at ease.”
Summarizing, the task of mentoring Rick fell to Luke somewhat by
accident. The combination of Luke’s welcoming personality and the fact that he was
coordinating College Algebra, initially the most confusing course for Rick because of
its computer-taught format, put Luke in a position of working closely with Rick from
the start of the semester. That Greg wasn’t available also contributed to Rick’s
spending time with Luke. Rick did make early social connections to David, Ethan,
and Chris (all having offices close to his own and all present on campus fairly
regularly from the start of the semester). However, although he picked up several
incidental pieces of information from them related to ''learning the ropes”, he spent

mentor. Since he has been working with the new faculty for many years, he never
gave much thought to finding someone else in the department to do the job. Rather, he
assumed that what he had done in the past would be sufficient and that this program
might be needed more in other departments, but in mathematics things have been and
continue to be under control.
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much more time with Luke during his first few weeks. He said, in fact, that he made
an effort to spend extra time with these colleagues and get to know them socially.
There was less need to make an effort of spending time with Luke. They had a lot of
work to complete together early on and this work time served both as a time for Rick
to leam about how the department and his courses worked and to get to know Luke
personally.
Early Questions and Impressions
As a researcher I was interested in how faculty members understood the
department mission, what they felt the purpose of their work was.

A topic that

concerned Rick was to what extent he was expected to teach in the same way as
others, especially as regards teaching a section of a course concurrently with faculty
teaching other sections of that same course. Both of these issues came up during the
September 2 interview.
Rick mentioned that he had been surprised during a conversation with
David.
I was a bit surprised yesterday to hear David tell me that his experience
is that different sections of the same course in the same semester don’t
need to have exactly the same syllabus. I had gotten the impression,
partly from Luke and partly from the fact that all three of us teaching
206 are using identical syllabi, that that was the norm. David says
otherwise. It’s not the norm. He says it’s unusual. Which makes me
feel better. I’m not traditional in many regards and I like to do things
my way. I would feel rather a severe bridle to be told, "No, this is the
way you have to do it.”
This excerpt is an early instance of Rick remarking that he likes to do things his way.
The conflict between his own ideas and what was possible in computer-taught College
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Algebra and using identical syllabi in Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers
developed and became a defining issue for the first semester.
At the end of the first week, Rick repeated a question he asked during a
telephone interview at mid-summer. He then added a conclusion that Mountain Town
is a teaching rather than a research institution.
One question I wonder about is whether technical publication will be
well received or ill received. And of course, the stronger emphasis here
is on teaching, pedagogy.
I immediately asked Rick to justify his assertion and he gave the following six
responses.
1) “My major course load will be in that realm, though I will occasionally
get higher level courses.”
2) “Most of the students, even the math majors, don’t go on to graduate
school in math. They go on to either actuarial or some other work
situation and I would anticipate that research in math is emphasized
much more in departments where the students at least go on to
graduate programs in some portion.”
3) “At the new faculty orientation there was that remark, 'Oh, we want
our teachers to be here every day of the week with accessible office
hours.’ There was the thing about having five hours spread over four
days a week and Ted himself said he’d prefer to have it one hour a
day.”
4) "A lot of the faculty have their degrees in math ed., rather than
mathematics.”
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5) "I didn't carry a tape recorder with me during my interview day, they
probably explicitly said that they were interested in pedagogy.”
6) "When I asked about what type of publications they were looking for, I
think they suggested things more like papers presented at conferences
or things submitted to something like The Intelligencer."
In the case of the question o f teaching from identical syllabi as in the case
of Rick's sense of Mountain Town as a teaching oriented institution, two sources of
information and evidence influenced Rick's developing understanding.

Informal

conversations with colleagues sometimes seem to answer Rick's questions directly, as
in the case with David’s comments about teaching.

Similarly, Ted backed up the

message Rick got from the new faculty orientation about being available to students
(number 3 above) and someone may have actually told Rick that there is an emphasis
on pedagogy during his interview (number 5 above). Actual practice observed by Rick
provided another source of data. That he was being asked to teach from a set syllabus
for Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers (and for College Algebra too, though he
did not mention it above) strongly supported the impression he got from Luke.
Similarly, knowing something about the career paths of graduates, Rick was able to
interpret or infer an emphasis on pedagogy.
Rick’s concern about the expectations for uniformity in teaching had a
significant impact on his first semester experience. Many o f the crises discussed in the
next section ("The Routine Semester”) caused Rick to reflect on his feelings about
uniformity and academic freedom, two concepts he felt were at odds with one another.
Finding a way to mediate between expectations for uniformity and his desires for
academic freedom (especially the freedom to teach the way he wants to teach) was the
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most important aspect of the enculturation process Rick went through during fall
semester. His resolution of the problem meant a new start and a very different spring
semester.
Rick’s impressions of the department as a teaching department were
important to his first semester learning experience. They influenced how he came to
understand different faculty members and how he sensed that his own creativity as a
teacher should be valued. They also meant that his personal mathematics interests
were not important, as he would be working exclusively with undergraduate
mathematics.
How the First Few Weeks Set the Stage
If we consider Eisenhart’s (1995) approach of analyzing behavior in terms
of the stories people tell about themselves, then Rick began the semester being up
front about asking questions (mainly mechanical ones; for example, questions about
how' to use the photocopying machine). He presented himself as interested in what
others had done in the past and open to suggestions for his own teaching. At the same
time, his initiative to "snoop around” in the supply room and in the manipulative
cabinets and his early developed habit of closing his office door to get work done
(done at the very start of the semester while he was working on first class day
handouts), all painted a professional picture of him as self sufficient. Rick made social
overtures to his new colleagues, but often these were via non-mathematical and nonpedagogical interests. He talked to David about traveling, to Ethan about history, and
to Chris about gardening.

Rick rarely went to others and began conversations by

asking direct questions about departmental policy, rather he asked these questions as
they occurred to him during conversations that had begun on non-work-related topics.
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Thus, early stories indicated he was a professional, capable in what he was hired to do,
concerned to know roughly what was expected of him, but otherwise able to work
alone and most interested in friendly conversations with colleagues, not in need of
hand-holding or even extensive advice.
Eisenhart suggests the organization responds to stories of self and they
become self-fulfilling prophesies of how a person's role in an organization will
develop.

Rick presented himself as a seasoned professional who wouldn't need a

mentor. Thus it made sense from the department's point of view for Ted to relax
about and indefinitely postpone any formal conversations with Rick at the start o f the
semester.

In this context, that Luke fell into the mentor position more or less by

accident also makes sense. Furthermore, as the semester progressed, Rick's ties with
department members continued to be built around non-departmental issues—Chris and
gardening and the stock market, David and traveling and genealogy, Ethan and history.
The departmental/pedagogical conversations that Rick was drawn into (he didn't begin
them) were with Luke, Greg, and Stephen, all teaching sections of courses that Rick
was teaching. Rick did talk to Chris, David, and others about syllabi, grading, and
teaching methods, but always at his own instigation; i.e., though they were willing to
make suggestions when asked, they did not on their own bring up these topics or
propose to give him unsolicited advice or guidance.
The Routine Semester
Although the semester and the learning process unfold in sequence, there
were significant themes that dominated the body of the semester.

Since these

mediated the enculturation process, it makes sense to focus analysis on them, rather
than proceed chronologically.

Two themes are strongly interrelated: first, Rick’s
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feeling of being swamped with work and his related need to learn to balance the many
home/personal and professional commitments are central to this part of the story,
second, Rick’s understanding of his role in the department at two times of crisis, one
for each of the courses he taught, led to significant learning experiences.
The overall record of the semester indicates there was a pattern to Rick’s
process. Most weeks progressed without incident. They were routine. Significant
learning experiences were bunched together, instigated by crises or extraordinary
problems that Rick needed to solve. This structure suggests that Rick’s learning about
Mountain Town and his role there progressed through a process of punctuated
equilibrium. As this pattern tends to be obscured by analysis of specific events, and as
the conclusion— social learning is a punctuated equilibrium process— has wideranging and theoretical implications, it will be discussed first below.
A minor, final subsection below deals with the friendly and collegial
relations Rick developed and how these grew and changed over the course o f the
semester. By in large, these relations continued as they had begun. Their intensity and
nature changed somewhat and it is hypothesized that department members’ individual
levels of interest in mathematics played a role in why these changes occurred. Beyond
interest in mathematics, non-mathematics, non-work interests were still central factors
in the relationship building process.

Office geography also played a role in

determining who Rick spent time with and got to know.
The Routine Nature o f the Semester
Most days in the semester Rick came in shortly before his first class,
copied materials, taught class, dealt with student questions or helped an individual
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student in office hours, read and responded to his mail, talked with colleagues24,
gathered his materials and left for the day. If a problem came up in class such as a
student questioning a grade or wanting advice about a project, if Rick arrived late and
needed help from Lois to get his materials ready, then Rick dealt with the minor
change using his own resources. He rarely had to turn to colleagues for advice. The
bulk of the semester can best be described as routine.
As one thinks about possible learning experiences, one might well imagine
that an individual needing to learn new information would ask questions. With this in
mind, the field notes were examined for instances of Rick asking questions.
Ultimately, the data set was determined to be too poor to provide trustworthy data,
(note that this coding was done after the on-site visits and the field notes were never
designed to stand up to this degree of scrutiny,) however a frequency histogram of the
question data was created. Figure 5 is a mock-up of this histogram.25 In the figure,
the height of each bar represents the number of questions asked on a single day of the
semester. The absence of a bar indicates that no questions were asked.
The general shape of the data shown in the mock-up reflects Rick asking
many questions over the first few days of the semester. Then, on most of the days in
the remainder of the semester he asked no questions at all. When he did ask questions,
there would be several, over a period of two or three days, followed by another
extended period with no questions being asked.

24 usually Luke, David, Chris, and Ethan
25 The real histogram would require several pages to display meaningfully. The mockup conveys the important general shape of the data and it is only that general shape
that I wish to refer to here.
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Seeing this pattern led me to reexamine the field notes as a whole. The
notes support the hypothesis that major learning events (or periods) were clumped
together. While Rick talked to colleagues almost every day, the times when changes
in his perspectives seem to be occurring, the pivotal moments, are separated by long
periods during which Rick seems to be simply collecting data, not processing it, not
actually learning.

It is when Rick begins really processing the information he has

gleaned from conversations with colleagues that he begins asking questions. As he
thinks about new ideas and determines how to respond (whether by internalized
adjustment, strategic compliance, or strategic redefinition) he has a need to turn to his
colleagues for advice or further information. Most often crises that Rick does not
know how to deal with (for example, a disastrous exam or a student needing special
accommodation in grading) trigger these learning events. Thus these crises are pivotal
moments.
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Figure 5. Mock up of frequency histogram compiled from questions Rick asked.
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The reader should keep this structure in mind as it is a structure in which
learning occurs in short bursts, and the state of knowledge is most often constant. The
sections below focus on pivotal moments for Rick and in so doing obscure this
structure. These were the times when short bursts of learning did occur. They are
exceptional periods in the semester, not the norm.
Feeling Swamped and Balancing Home and Professional Commitments
At the end of the day on October 5. Rick mentioned that he was feeling
swamped. This may not be unexpected for a new faculty member. The idea came up
during an interview with a new member of the geology department at Mountain Town
who said:
I had no idea what it was going to be like being a professor. You're
starting out at the ground level all over again and you’ve got no
experience, really, in terms of handling four classes every semester,
writing the labs, writing the exams, writing the lectures, grading the
tests, and all the other piddily paperwork that you've got to deal with on
a day-to-day basis, plus develop ail these interdepartmental
relationships and try to find internships for students, blah. blah. blah. I
guess the amount of work... I thought I worked hard on my Ph.D., but
that was a Sunday brunch compared to what this is. I worked ten to
twelve hours for my Ph.D. every day. Monday through Monday, but I
could easily work 24 hours a day here and still not really get caught up.
(November 12. 1999)
Evidence of a new professor’s heavy workload can also be seen in Edward
Aboufadel’s New Job Diary (I993a.b: 1994a.b). The writing suffers from long gaps
followed by statements of surprise at how much time has passed and how busy the
author has been. Rick’s experience was not unique. Nevertheless, documenting and
investigating Rick’s feeling of being swamped is important.

It dominated his first
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semester experience and led to the development of coping behaviors affecting his
enculturation experience.
Rick’s primary reason for becoming swamped was the work required to
grade student projects in Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers. Students handed
in write-ups for eight projects in the first semester, each written by a group of four
students and meant to summarize their work over a period of one to two weeks. (With
five groups in each of two classes, this is a total of 80 individual write-ups over the
course of the semester.) These write-ups included answers to specific questions posed
in the packets as well as summaries in which students were to synthesize the several
problems posed in the projects, make connections, and explain the big ideas. Rick was
often disappointed by students’ work.

Being conscientious, he read their work

thoroughly, very thoroughly, looking for what small pieces of understanding they did
exhibit. He wrote extensive comments on the work. Ultimately, he found it took a
minimum of two hours to grade one write-up from a single group of four students.
Rick struggled throughout the semester with his grading.

At times he

found grading actual student work so discouraging that, rather than write extensive
comments, he escaped by putting his grading aside and writing his own summaries of
the ideas in the project to hand out. These handouts could be several dense pages long
and often went beyond summarizing project contents to explore further related
possibilities suggested by the project.
experimenting with mathematics.

They were evidence that Rick enjoyed

However, his enjoyment of mathematics often

proved a too easy escape and contributed to his problem of being swamped with work.
Furthermore, Rick's interest in teaching appreciation of mathematics was rebuffed by
students, adding to feelings of frustration.
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Recalling his first semester experience in an e-mail message about his
second semester progress Rick wrote to me on March 26, ‘Tomorrow we start back &
I still have a mountain of grading -- due to my increasingly irresponsible/addicted/
devoted/sick/immoral/entertaining playing with math ideas relevant or tangential to
courses taught.”

It’s true that Rick got a great deal of pleasure out of exploring

figurate numbers, Pascal’s triangle, graphic representations of the quadratic formula,
and envelopes of families of lines, all topics that grew out of material in the courses he
taught. It is also true that when Rick came in on Monday, November 15 and handed
me a partial write-up of a problem we had worked on the afternoon before, he hadn’t
completed much grading Sunday evening.
As a coping strategy, avoidance didn’t serve Rick terribly well. It did give
him time to think about new ideas in mathematics and many of these made it into
handouts or classroom presentations.

But Rick suggested himself that he is easily

drawn off onto mathematical explorations even as he is aware he should be getting
other work done.

A friendly and professional conversation with Ethan about the

development of the quaternions (prompted by Rick loaning Ethan a book containing a
chapter on the subject) ended with Rick remarking he had already spent too much time
reading the book when he should have been grading (Field notes, October 4, 1999).
At the end of the fall semester Rick said he had been learning to balance
home and work life. Four important aspects of Rick’s family life drew heavily on his
time and might have contributed to his feeling swamped with commitments in general:
Rick’s family moved over the summer and their new home needed some early repairs;
Rick and Susan have two young children and the older one took a while to adjust to
Dad leaving for school for the whole day; Susan planned major surgery at the end of
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December, but Rick and Susan were both displeased with her doctor and the process of
finding a new one lasted all semester, and Rick’s mother passed away in October.
Without analyzing the impacts of Rick’s home life on his professional life in detail, it
should be clear that they represented significant demands on his time and energy. Rick
left campus for several days to be with his family following his mother’s death. He
asked advice about physicians from Alice, Beth, and Lois, and got suggestions about
contractors from Ted. But generally, Rick’s home life only came up as part of casual
conversation. Thus it is the energy drain associated with balancing home and work
life that is important in assessing why Rick felt swamped.
Effect on professional life.

Being swamped led to an increase in the

amount of time Rick spent with his door closed. By mid semester Rick often arrived
from home just in time to begin teaching, sometimes asking Lois to copy a handout for
him while he began in the classroom. On the days when he did arrive before class, he
most often closed his office door to work undisturbed.
Rick spent so much time with his door closed that he realized he needed to
put a sign on his door so that students would know he was in and not leave without
knocking. My observations were that other faculty members worked in their offices
with the doors open and were rarely interrupted.

Thus Rick was not following

common practice by closing his door. Faculty reaction was one of either assuming he
was not there or of being reluctant to disturb him. More than once Greg, Stephen, or
Hemant stopped at my office to ask me to give Rick a message. I told them he was
there. Just knock. Rick’s sign, intended to help students, also helped his colleagues.
Without it he would have shut them out entirely.
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Recalling Rick’s stories of self as he told them during the first weeks of
the semester, this behavior—cutting himself off—strengthened the impression Rick
gave of being one who looks after himself.

In response, while Rick might ask

colleagues for advice, his colleagues rarely inquired about his progress other than
briefly and casually to ask about how he was doing. For example, Greg might stop by
on his way out at the end of the afternoon and ask how Rick’s grading was going, but
he never initiated a long conversation about fitting in.
More than once Rick spoke of having to put conscious effort into
developing social ties with his new colleagues.

He reported having deliberately

engaged Alice in conversation because he saw little of her. One afternoon, after a long
discussion with another faculty member, Rick observed that he hadn’t really wanted to
have a long discussion with the faculty member, but he felt that since that faculty
member rarely came to talk about serious issues, he should make the time. While Rick
never seemed to have a strongly outgoing personality, one should wonder if some of
the extra effort he felt he needed to put into developing collegial relations was in part
due to the ways in which at other times he cut himself off. Had Rick kept his door
open and taken short breaks for banter with colleagues throughout the day, would he
have felt the need to set time aside in the afternoon to be congenial?
Finding the workload to be more than expected is not a remarkable
situation for a new faculty member. Further, it is normal for a young family and
moving into a new home to place demands on a person's time. What is important here
is to attend to the way in which Rick attempted to make more efficient use of his time
by closing himself off from his colleagues (either by closing his door or by working at
home) in order to work without distractions. There were two, inter-related effects of
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this behavior. First, Rick found that he had to consciously make time to build collegial
relationships with other department members. Second, Rick further defined himself as
someone who could look after himself and who would ask for advice when he needed
it.

He did not appear as someone who needed shepherding through all new

experiences.
Had Rick been in his late twenties, significantly younger than his new
colleagues, then presenting himself as self-reliant might have elicited a different
response. Department members might have felt he him to be unwisely self-assured
and offered advice despite his stories of self. In Rick's case, his age (46) may have
set-up his colleagues to expect a significant degree of self-reliance. The impact of his
stories of self would be greatly increased if they corroborated expectations.
In conclusion here it is important to note that Rick’s feelings of being
swamped were not explicitly mathematics related. These feelings, which dominated
the semester, could have been experienced in any field. Indeed, the new geography
professor at Mountain Town said “I could easily work 24 hours a day here and still not
really get caught up” (see page 145).

However, the public prejudice in favor of

innumeracy embodied in Rick’s Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers students’
dislike of mathematics and refusal to be thankful for his efforts exacerbated the
situation for Rick. He attempted to bypass grading (something that was taking him
much too much time) by sharing his ideas about the beauty and interconnectedness of
mathematics with his students in exemplars. They would have none of it. Thus Rick’s
feelings of being swamped were linked to difficulties which spring from trying to
share a subject one is passionate about with students who are disinterested.
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Computer Chafing in College Algebra
From the start of the semester when Rick first saw the software package to
be used in College Algebra he expressed misgivings. He felt that the treatment of
algebra was "not rich” and he worried that this mode of teaching might pose a barrier
to learning for some students. Although day-to-day work in the classroom quickly fell
into a routine in which students worked alone, occasionally asking Rick for some oneon-one tutoring, Rick was not satisfied and talked off and on during the first month of
classes about trying to introduce lecture into the class format. The first exam was a
pivotal moment for Rick as its results confirmed his beliefs about the curriculum and
led to his trying out his lecture ideas.
Thinking about lecturing. On September 2, 1999 Rick spoke to Chris
about his concerns about the computer-taught nature of College Algebra. Chris had
had little experience with the class having not taught it himself and having substituted
in class for a colleague only once. He told Rick he had not answered a single question
on that day and Rick responded he felt he was not building rapport with his students.
Rick then brought up his concern about whether all students are equally able to learn
from the computer presentation. He recounted that one student put his head down on a
desk and said he "can’t learn from a computer”. Chris said he thought it would be the
weaker students who would select a traditional (lecture) format class. Chris did not go
further to speak strongly in favor of or against the computer-taught format. He said he
was reluctant to do so, as he had never taught the course in the computer format.
Rick continued to talk to colleagues about College Algebra as the semester
progressed and moved in these conversations more and more in the direction of doing
some lecturing himself. On September 9 he told Luke he felt “the system leaves a lot
to be desired” and “I’m old fashioned. I’d rather lecture and say that you can go to the
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computer as a resource.”

Luke suggested he might lecture if he wanted to.

On

September 14 Rick told Ted that he and Luke had been discussing the merits of
spending some class time in College Algebra lecturing.

As chair, Ted had no

objections and said that some other schools using the software “mix things up”. Ted
went further and suggested Rick may want to revisit the curriculum and rethink some
of it. He did, however, indicate that really changing the program could be problematic
as the school had invested a lot of money in getting the computer labs up and running.
Moreover, the provost and other administrators like to be able to say, "w e’re teaching
using computers.” Rick countered with a comment from the new dean to the effect
that computers should be an adjunct to the instructor, but only that.
On September 27 Rick was talking about College Algebra again, this time
with David. David, like Chris and Adam, had brought up the subject of the class with
Rick because he hadn't taught it in the computer-taught format and wondered about
what it was like.

Rick’s thinking about lecturing had advanced to the point of

analyzing the floor plan of the room and trying to figure out how to use it for lecture.
He had also refined his ideas about the text that accompanies the CD-ROM software
used for the course. The field notes from Rick’s conversation with David in which
Rick shared his assessment of the text record the following:
Rick talks about the mathematical exposition in the software, says it’s
not rich. It’s just enough detail for functional survival. There’s no
conceptual coverage. He thinks that he could make the experience
richer with lectures. (Field notes, September 27, 1999)
Field notes from September 9 offer an example of the kind of material that Rick would
like to add to the syllabus, material that would make the class richer. Rick had come
across a factoring method he had all but forgotten since high school. He looked it up
and worked out how the method worked.

As an addition to the course he would
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include this method and talk about how it worked and why it might be more or less
useful in specific circumstances than the single method presented in the text.
Rick’s discussions with colleagues about College Algebra and whether he
should interrupt the established routine and introduce lecture into the classroom did
not end with a great deal of vocal support for his ideas. On the other hand, there was
general support for him as a professional and the suggestion that there would not be
great opposition to his making some changes. For the first month of the semester Rick
maintained his perspective of strategic compliance. However, the results of the first
exam convinced Rick to move forward and try lecturing.
Problems come to a head at the first exam. Although College Algebra was
designed to be a self-paced course, students took exams at pre-scheduled dates. Ted
and Luke had suggested this scheduling based on their experience that students easily
get behind if they do not have strict deadlines to meet. In the past spring semester
Luke and Ted had students who tried to complete significant fractions of the course
material in the last week of classes. This plan was intended to help students stay on
track throughout the semester. A schedule of exam dates and coverage was posted in
the classroom and students were told they would be required to take the exam on the
scheduled date regardless of whether or not they had completed the sections of course
material covered on the exam.
The results of the first exam were poor. Field notes indicate that for the
two sections that met on Tuesdays and Thursdays (a total of 43 students) there were
two scores in the 90s, two in 80s, two in the 70s, and the rest below70. (Field notes do
not record the grades from the Monday/Wednesday/Friday section.) Several students
had not completed the material before taking the exam. Two students walking to the
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exam warned Rick that they would fail saying, "There’s so much stuff to memorize!
It's hard to learn from the computer.” The problem of students not being through the
required material for the exam was serious. The following incident recorded in the
field notes of October 4 indicates the feelings related to this phenomenon.
(2:18 PM) A student came up to talk to Rick and pulled him out into
the hall. She started with 'T’m unaware of any of this” (indicating the
last three pages of the exam). I didn’t know that the exam would be up
to this. I thought it would just be the first chapter. I’m not up to that
point. Rick is taking several minutes to talk to her. I can’t tell if or
how he might decide to let her off.
Rick is sitting at the computer table in the comer and writing something
on the exam. (I asked him later and he told me that he told her what
domain and range are.) The student looks like she’s holding back tears.
She’s standing quietly watching. He finally gives it back to her to work
on and "try the best she can.”
Following the first exam Rick went to Luke’s office to ask about what could be done
for students who aren’t ready for the exam. Luke told him that they had never made
allowances in the past. He went on to say that his own exam results had been terrible
and that he thinks that the problem is retention. He blamed the lack of retention on the
fact that students use their notes at all times, even when taking quizzes. Rick did not
respond to Luke’s statement.
An insight into how Rick felt about how the course was going came after
he proctored the second day of exams on October 526. Following the exam, Rick spent
40 minutes working one-on-one with a student on material the student did not cover in
time for the exam. After the tutoring session Rick was energized. Despite the fact that
this had been remedial work, Rick visibly enjoyed working through the material with
26 Rick taught three sections of College Algebra. One met (and took the first exam) on
Monday, October 4. The remaining two took the exam on October 5.
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the student, something he often did not get to do in the classroom. He remarked,
"With the computer program I never get a chance to teach!”
Rick began lecturing the next day.
Rick’s success as a lecturer was short lived. After two weeks he decided
lecturing was not working and allowed the class to return to the computer-taught
format.
Rick introduced lecture as an option for students. He asked those who
wished to continue working with the software on their own to sit at one end of the
room, so he could use the other end of the room for students who wished to follow the
lecture. Since the computer lab consisted of two long classrooms with the dividing
wall removed (see Figure 1, page 57), this arrangement could have worked. There
were still problems because computer monitors on the table in the center of the room
made it difficult for students to see Rick’s notes on the overhead projector.
Nevertheless, the greatest obstacle to Rick’s lecturing was the established routine of
classroom practice and the structure of the course, not the physical setting.
Students had become accustomed to working with the software. Most had
established a routine in which they would come into class and take a quiz, take the
quiz again27, then start work on the next section. In the evening they might return to
one of the campus computer labs to make more progress, so that by the start of the
next class period they could begin again with a quiz.

This schedule is fairly

regimented, but it was necessary to keep up with the material. Rick had asked several
27 Each section of the text ended with a quiz and that quiz could be taken twice with
the best score being recorded. Prior to the start of lecturing, Rick required students to
take quizzes during class time. After he started lecturing, although he allowed quizzes
to be taken outside of class, few students adjusted.
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students whether they would like him to lecture and received enthusiastic, positive
responses.

Many others had spontaneously expressed a desire for him to lecture.

Nevertheless, when Rick did begin lecturing, most students continued to work with the
software. Indeed, many of the students who were behind at the time o f the exam,
those who might have benefited most from the lecture, opted to work alone to try and
catch up. During the first hour of lecture only four students attended to Rick. In the
next hour he attracted five students, but that was the highest number of students who
gave him their attention.
Having most of the class working with the software was distracting to
those students who did wish to listen to the lecture. Few students had headphones for
listening to the CD-ROM presentation, so even with the long room, there was a
constant background noise of computer voices explaining algebra.

Given the

disappointing response from the students and the difficulty of lecturing in the
environment, it was not surprising when Rick allowed the class to return to the
computer-taught format after only two weeks.
The role played by students in guiding Rick’s choice of actions is
important to note.

Rick had some support, and certainly little objection, from his

colleagues for changing the classroom format, but aside from his own feelings about
the course, the real energy for change had come from students.

It was students’

complaints about not being able to learn from the computer, and their subsequent
apparent proof of these claims provided on the first exam, that encouraged Rick to try
changing to lecture in the middle of the semester. Rick spoke informally with several
students and asked them how they felt about learning from the computer and whether
or not they would like him to lecture on material. He received very positive responses
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in favor of lecture. Later, however, it was students’ apathetic responses that made it
impossible for him to continue with a plan that excited and energized him.
The first exam in College Algebra was a pivotal moment. Prior to the
exam Rick had been worried about the progress of students and the impact of the
computer-taught format of the class. He had, however, stayed with the plan. He asked
others about their impressions, but he made no real plans to change his current or
future practice. Although Rick had considered doing some lecturing in class, it was
the startlingly poor performance of students, and the natural interruption in the
semester afforded by the exam, that convinced him to make the change.
While Rick’s attempt at lecturing was short lived, the exam marks a
moment when Rick’s mode of response to departmental norms began to change.
Described in greater detail below, Rick’s behavior, which had been characterized by
internalized adjustment and strategic compliance, began to take on aspects of strategic
redefinition. His conversations with colleagues started to look more like plans for how
to make changes in the future, than like questions about how to cope with the current
situation. In the sense that the first exam marked the end of Rick’s willingness to just
wait things out, the moment might be thought of as one of separation. Students’ poor
progress convinced Rick to make a break from established practice, both in the sense
of introducing lecture into a class of students already comfortable with the computertaught format and in the sense of replacing a classroom methodology provided to him
by the chair.
After the attempt at lecturing.

After Rick’s attempts at lecturing in

College Algebra came to an end, his conversations with colleagues about the course
took a different track. He began asking how College Algebra had become computer-
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taught and talking about how he might like to change things for the future. In the
context of Lacey’s (1977) classifications of coping strategies in terms of perspectives,
Rick begins plans for strategic redefinition at this point.
During a meeting with Greg and David on October 6, Rick asked what the
norm was in terms of how frequently texts are changed and how new books are
chosen.

He then turned this into a question about College Algebra and how the

decision had been made to use the computer in all sections. "Was it committee or
*fiat’ from Ted?” Rick had asked Luke a similar question on September 9, but at that
time it was in connection with discussing the quality of the computer presentation
itself. As before, Rick didn’t get much o f an answer to his question on October 6. But
he continued to think about how to change the class.
On November 11, after a student came to Rick asking for a grade of CS28
in the class, Rick talked to Adam, Chris, and David to get advice about grading and
expressing his concerns about using the computers in College Algebra. He said he had
been thinking about the possibility of offering the course as a large lecture with
students being required to put in time on the computer in place of homework. The
field notes below indicate that Chris thought this might be possible if one were to
think of the current (fall) semester—the first semester in which College Algebra had
been offered only in the computer-taught format—as a trial.
28 CS stands for "continued study”. This grade may be awarded in place of an F to
students in General Education Program courses. In principle, students are to take the
course again in the following semester. In mathematics, it is possible for students to
select a different course satisfying the General Education Program requirement.
Although a student receiving a CS does not get credit for the class, the grade is not
calculated into his or her grade point average, as an F would be. Rick had not
encountered this type of grade before.
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Rick goes and asks Chris about his idea and what the difference
between an incomplete and a CS would be.
Chris says that the cleanest thing would be to have [the student] come
in and continue his unfinished sections.

Rick again29 brings up this idea that the computer system may not be
entirely fair to all students. "You’re asking people with mathematics
learning disabilities to learn from a book.”
Chris agrees that he has reservations.
Rick explains his large lecture plan, but says that Ted is not receptive.
Chris suggests that maybe this year could be looked at like an
experiment since it’s the first year that it’s all been on the computer.
Chris basically agrees30, but has been reluctant to criticize because he
hasn’t taught it. He says that in other places where this software is
used, people have managed to lecture and have student contact.31
(November 11, 1999)
Rick talked with Adam on the afternoon of November 11 prior to his
discussion with Chris.

Adam ran into Rick in the mailroom after Rick’s College

Algebra class and asked him for his thoughts about the course as he was trying to
decide whether he should agree to teach it in the spring. When Adam asked, "What

29 Rick had outlined his concerns to Adam just before; see page 160.
30 Chris agreed with Rick’s basic criticism that the computer-taught format may be a
barrier to learning for some students.
31 "Having student contact” is a reference to Chris’s own experience the one time he
substituted for someone in College Algebra. On September 2 during a conversation
with Rick about building rapport with the students he reported "he never answered a
single question” (field notes).
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are the high and low points?” Rick listed his concerns related to the general structure
of the class:
The exposition on the computer is not very rich. Students would like
human teachers. Students fall behind at the beginning of the semester
and you have to put the fear of God into them to get them to work
outside of class. When they get to the scheduled exams they are
invariably behind. Very few students come to office hours. (Field
notes, November 11, 1999)
Rick went on to explain some detailed problems about how the software works:
When students mistranscribe their results while entering them on the
computer their work is marked as incorrect. When students press the
button to grade a quiz and move on all their work is deleted, so there is
no way for the instructor to go back over it with them. (Field notes,
November 11, 1999)
Rick termed these and similar complaints "imperfections in the instructional
environment.”
In the discussion with Chris, Rick said he felt Ted would not be receptive
to his large lecture plan.

However, Rick never talked to Ted about his plan for

lecturing, so Rick’s sense that Ted would not be receptive was an impression he
formed based on other information. An earlier incident explains part of why Rick felt
this way. Adam had suggested that Rick talk to Ted about the grading problem, but
Rick steered away from doing so saying he felt the computer system ought to be an
issue in this case and that Ted was sold on it already. (Ted had been instrumental in
getting the grant for the new computer lab and in setting up the program of using
software in College Algebra. He was vocal in support o f the program and also spoke
occasionally about trying to find similar software for use in the Elements of Applied
Probability and Statistics course.) Under the circumstances, he did not believe Ted
would be open to his point of view.

Rick said specifically that "for that reason
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[imperfections in the instructional environment] I’m inclined to be accommodating in
terms of the grade”, but said so in a way that suggested he would rather go ahead and
be accommodating instead of bringing the matter up with Ted, whom he expected
might not be.
Finally, returning to the conversation with Chris, there was a sense that
Chris generally agreed with Rick’s analysis of the situation with Ted. Chris had taught
College Algebra the previous spring.

His was the only section that ran in the

traditional lecture format without using the computer. He was reluctant to condemn
the new system without trying it out himself, but he seemed to agree Ted might not be
entirely impartial on the matter.
Rick continued to think about teaching College Algebra as a lecture course
using the computer to administer homework. At the end of the semester he gave some
thought to offering to teach College Algebra as an overload in the spring if he were
allowed to teach it in this format. This is remarkable as Rick specially arranged "comp
time” in the spring for teaching an overload during his first semester so he would have
extra time to finish his thesis. Nevertheless, he was sufficiently concerned about the
impacts on students of the current computer-taught format of the course that he wanted
to do something to make a change. He also felt this might be a "rare opportunity” to
get something past Ted, as the situation with overloads was severe this year. (Recall
that a faculty member had resigned two weeks prior to the start of the fall semester.)
Rick ultimately decided he was too swamped with work and would need
the comp time as planned in the spring. He did not pursue his proposal for lecturing in
College Algebra. It remains important to think of this episode as an example of Rick’s
chafing against established practice. His response was first to talk to his colleagues
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about his concerns and next to come up with an alternative practice and suggest it to
others. Although he ended up returning to the routine established during the first
month of the semester, a kind of strategic compliance on his part, his making of plans
and discussing these were the first steps toward strategic redefinition. Unable to make
changes in the fall Rick was testing the boundaries, determining how much change he
might be allowed to make in the future.
Positive reaction from Chris was a valuable indicator that his ideas would
be acceptable. But as Rick looked for such input, it is important to observe the way in
which he also avoided input or reactions from Ted that he expected would be
unfavorable.

By seeking input from Chris and avoiding feedback from Ted, Rick

subconsciously engineered an easier path to strategic redefinition. He was planning to
instigate a change and he’d prefer not to get any feedback that might lead him to give
up on his plans. Rick chose not to go further with his plans in the spring semester.
However, that he might have been willing to take on extra work in order to try his
alternative solution and he thought about a way to do this that might go against the
wishes of the chair suggests he won’t always back down and will soon make changes
in departmental practice.
The episode of the CS grade was a pivotal moment in the latter half of the
first semester. It is important as such for two reasons: first, it created an opportunity
for Rick to move further toward using strategic redefinition in his approach to the
department; second, in a kind of typical way (more detail below) it served to organize
learning events. The moment itself is best categorized as transitional. It does not
seem to mark a specific departure from old ideas as a separation would and it cannot
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be identified as an example of Rick taking part in cultural activities for the first time,
as in a moment of incorporation.
As a transitional moment the CS episode gave Rick an opportunity to ask
advice from several colleagues. Chris, Adam, Chris (again), and David were the first
that Rick turned to. While these conversations were in part about dealing with the
specific student, Rick also took them as an opportunity to share his thoughts about
how to improve College Algebra. Along the way, he asked more about how a change
could be effected and about how innovation would be received by the department.
These were topics Rick had been thinking about, but the CS episode provided the
impetus and opportunity to move things along. To the extent that the entire semester
can be seen as a transitional event, this moment was simply a high point along the
way. a prod to keep the learning process going.
In the way many conversations surrounded the CS episode, in the way
Rick suddenly had a chance to ask many questions, this pivotal moment was typical.
Recall that the main body of the semester has been described as being routine. Rick
can most often answer questions or solve problems that arise in the course of his
teaching.

He has no real need to process messages about departmental norms and

respond to them. He has no real need to ask colleagues for advice. His experience
generally suffices to solve routine problems. His heavy workload means that he must
put off the process of learning about the department until knowing how the department
will respond becomes necessary. Needs materialize and become urgent only when
Rick is placed in situations where he must make significant decisions, decisions he
feels must be supported by other department members.
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Pivotal moments like the CS episode interrupt routine. In the process of
dealing with situations and restoring routine, Rick learns about the department. It is at
pivotal moments that Rick processes the many messages (about uniformity, about
students, about the departmental chain of command) he has encountered from
colleagues in the past. (For example, Rick recalls discussions with Ted about College
Algebra.)

As he does, new questions arise.

So it is at these times that Rick's

conversations with colleagues, ostensibly intended to answer specific questions like
"what does the CS grade mean?”, turn into information gathering sessions. Rick is
suddenly aware of questions he has had no prior need to ask.
Expectations o f Students in Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers
In mid October the first exam in Problem Solving for Elementary teachers
provided a pivotal moment which prompted Rick to reanalyze his goals as a teacher
and to think about how they related to his practice at Mountain Town. Rick believed
innovation and appreciation are central to mathematics.

The learning experiences

grouped by and related to this pivotal moment relate to how Rick came to understand
other department members" ideas about teaching mathematics. Rick asked and learned
a great deal about how innovation would be welcomed by his colleagues.
Rick’s first exam in Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers covered the
material leading up to it in a format for which students were not prepared. Rather than
focusing on calculations or having students solve problems like those they had seen in
class, many exam questions were of the form "Here’s an interesting fact, Comment on
it.” Consider the first three problems on the exam below:
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I. Consider the following Pascal/Chinese Triangle. Alio observe its relation to the multiplied out expansion of
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1. Given a set with 7 elements (eg. the days of the week), how many subsets does it have?

How many 4 element subsets does it have?

2. Let the notation P*(S) denote the collection of all k-element subsets of some set S,
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The second question on the exam fits with student expectations. However, the first
problem, for which Rick gave additional verbal instructions to write down "whatever
you could to relate the two triangles”, and the third problem call for students to be
creative, something they did not expect and were not emotionally prepared to deal
with. The problems are open ended in the sense that there is no clear limitation on
what will suffice for a correct answer and no real algorithm to follow. Students might
write five or ten comments or one.
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The exam was an unmitigated disaster. Students complained first to Rick,
then to Ted. One student brought the exam home to her father who looked it over and
called Ted to voice his and his daughter’s concern. The immediate consequences of
the exam were a series of actions by Ted and remarks by David that helped Rick gage
how his work, his status as a professional, would be supported.
Rick went and talked to Ted on Monday morning, soon after handing back
the exam. He had had a sense on Friday afternoon that students were reacting badly
and felt it was better to let Ted know that he was on top of things, rather than wait for
Ted to have to call him in and ask him about the situation. Even so, the father of one
student called Ted before Rick came in on Monday and Rick’s initial information
about how Ted responded seemed vague. Rick sent me the following in an e-mail
message on October 18:
I went in to Ted's of fic e "first thing" M o n d a y (9:40),
and we ta lke d about things.
He had 20 m i n u t e s e a r li er
received a call from a c on cerned parent w h o had be e n here
for the Parents'
Day weekend,
Amanda W h i t e ' s dad
(an
engineer w h o sometimes teaches at [the main ca m p u s of the
state
university]).
Ted
didn't much
r ev ea l
h ow
he
responded to Mr. white (in fact he didn't g i v e the name
until
I later asked),
and
he said that
he's
a bit
surprised that Greg & Ste phe n & I didn't all us e the same
exam.
He als o discour ag ed m y giving out p r o j e c t answer
keys.

It was several days later that Rick told the full story to David.

David responded,

"Well, I’m sure Ted supported you well, when he talked to the parents.” Later, when a
group of students came to talk to Ted in person, Ted told Rick that with what he had
learned from their conversation on Monday he was able to tell right away that their
complaints were unreasonable. Thus, Rick heard twice, once from Ted himself, that
Ted was supportive of Rick when people complained.
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The conversation with Ted was pivotal for another reason: it reopened
Rick’s questioning of the department expectations of uniformity and interest in
innovation. The text below recounts Rick’s thoughts on these subjects.

It further

describes how conversations with colleagues provide information about department
expectations.
While the chair was supportive of Rick as a professional, his surprise that
Rick, Greg, and Stephen had not used the same exam made Rick uncomfortable. Rick
felt that academic freedom included the freedom to teach in his own way and as a
newcomer he was questioning how creative the department wanted him to be. Rick
had several opportunities to talk to Greg about material to cover in Problem Solving
for Elementary Teachers. He submitted material to be included on the review sheets
that he, Greg, and Stephen all used before the exams and he wrote additional material
to be included in student projects.

Throughout this process Rick interpreted the

feedback from Greg to help him understand how he was expected to contribute to the
department. The fact that Ted seemed to expect all three would use the same exam
suggested Rick should simply follow others’ leads.
Rick first discussed the topic of classroom independence with me on
September 24. He said:
That’s an issue I am still working though as to how much here in this
department do people run their own courses independently. How much
do they stick together?
These thoughts came up in connection with a discussion Rick had with Greg about
possibly postponing an exam.
Well, Greg said to me the other day that, when we were talking about
deferring the 206 exam date one class session in order to accommodate
this math major who’s been doing 206 review sessions... No, that
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wasn't the reason to defer, it was Greg thought the current project was
going sufficiently slow... But Greg remarked that, “Well, I don’t know
how that’s going to work with Stephen, because Stephen has a
reputation for just speeding through the course, demanding that stuff
happen at a quick pace.” So there’s a little bit of variance between
those two different faculty members who are on the same course.
There still is a level of trying to keep sync values to some extent. Part
of that, I imagine, is because for ease of use, we’re going to be using
the same projects. And if we get too far off base, then the answers to
his projects could come back and Filter into the write-ups of our
sections.
Rick had heard a conflicting view from David at the start of the semester, so part of
what Rick learned from this conversation was that different faculty have different
versions of standard practice. This is important. As Rick worked to learn the norms at
Mountain Town he found that some faculty members suggested standard practice that
he was uncomfortable with. For example, Ted, Luke, and Greg seemed to expect him
to use the same syllabi as others did.

When views expressed by colleagues are

contradictory they loose weight. Hearing conflicting views on uniformity meant Rick
did not get a strong, unilateral message that uniformity is required. This gave him
license to be less concerned about staying in sync with others and teaching exactly the
same course as others.
To Rick, academic freedom meant, at least in part, the opportunity to teach
courses in his own way and to be innovative. In the same interview he continued,
saying:
Oh, there was this rigor question too that we talked about a half hour
ago. When I taught at [my graduate institution] the one semester
equivalent of the two-semester 206/207 I had students try to deal with
sigma summation and pi product notation and I asked Greg if they did
so here. He said something to the effect that “well, he didn’t see a clear
need for it.” His inclination is not to introduce notation if there’s not a
recurring need for it. My inclination is that it’s valuable for students to
know sigma summation and pi product notations. Actually, I think one
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of the course goals listed in the student handbook is to become more
adept at mathematical notations. So one could include that item there
just for that purpose, even if you don’t end up using it. But I think it’s
an attractive and aesthetic notation. I would like to have it in there. So
is Greg not being rigorous? Or is he wiser to know that you’re going to
put off more students and create more confusion and anger by trying to
do too much? I generally try to do too much and confuse them, upset...
I think I’ll feel a lot happier after a couple years when I feel that I can
strike out more on my own and do things according to my own visions.
Whereas at the present I feel like, oh, first learn the established mode,
and try not to be too innovative from the start. Innovation has three
costs: one, it takes time to do; two, is whether it upsets, rocks the boat;
and I forget what three is. Well, there’s always the issue that it requires
smoothing the edges with successive approximations next time you do
it and over and over again. The first time you innovate, there’s always
something that doesn’t work so well as you wished it had.
Rick's real interest was in understanding how much he would be able to be the kind of
innovative teacher he wanted to be versus how much this department would expect
him to stay within established patterns. At this point in the semester his words at the
end of the first paragraph above indicate Rick was trying to determine how much
Greg’s disinterest in his idea for introducing summation notation was sending him a
message that change was not welcome and how much it was due to Greg’s greater
experience with the students. Rick assessed his own history as *T generally try to do
too much and confuse them”. Thus he seemed willing to respect Greg’s ideas and
assume he might be at fault by misjudging the students.
In the second paragraph above Rick vocalized his plan for the year: "'first
learn the established mode and try not to be too innovative from the start”, the
implication being that he would be innovative in the future. I asked Rick whether he
felt at this point that innovation would be welcome and he said:
I don’t feel like there’s been a whole lot of explicit leading of me to
say, "Oh, we’d really like you to do such and such” or “what are your
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ideas on this?” and “can you add a new spice to the department?”
(Interview, September 24, 1999)
He clarified his use o f the word “leading” further by explaining that no one had led
him to the areas in which his input was requested.
I meant to say something like they haven't led me to say this is what...
These are the general areas where we want you to contribute your own
approach or your own contribution to the department. Like we're
looking for somebody to develop these 206 materials and come up with
more projects. That hasn’t been said to me. I mean, Greg did say. as
we've worked on this semester, that it would be good if I could package
together some of the previous work I've done on this type of course so
that we can use it on the new project. But that seemed more like a
pragmatic this semester thing, rather than an overarching... (Interview,
September 24, 1999)
Rick's impression that Greg’s request to see Rick’s previous work was pragmatic is in
part reflective of the responses that Rick’s early suggestions had received. Rick had
suggested the unit on decimal expansions include material on "decimals” in other
bases. As with the suggestion about summation notation, this suggestion was met with
little interest. Indeed, Rick’s early impression of Greg was that he was not terribly
interested in discussing material.

Greg seemed to give Rick's input only cursory

review'. The field notes of October 5 record Rick mentioning two instances that
influenced his sense of Greg's interest in discussing new material: “ 1) Rick had
w ritten a set of extra questions to go with the first project32 and when he showed it to
Greg, Greg “barely glanced at it.’ 2) Rick had already duplicated two pages of review
material for 20633 and was surprised when Greg then produced an additional page
saying, “since you and Stephen didn’t add anything, I went ahead and added some.’”

32 Rick wrote these on the second day of classes.
33 This was review material for the first exam on October 6.
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Rick concluded his remarks about being led above with a striking
statement:
It almost seems like I’m one more body to carry the course load of the
department, rather than one more creative vision to join in with, mix in
with these other creative visions. (Interview, September 24, 1999)
This despondent criticism of his situation reflects Rick’s mood in the wake of the first
exam in Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers.

By interrupting the established

pattern of coming in, working with students in class, taking material home to grade,
and preparing for the next day, the exam provided a pivotal moment prompting Rick to
ask new of questions of himself and his colleagues, to think more about whether there
was an expectation for uniformity at Mountain Town State University, and to rethink
his own plans for teaching. One result was that the sentiment expressed above became
conscious and could be dealt with. Rick's attitude suggests that until this time he had
been operating under a system of strategic compliance, offering some suggestions, but
basically following the instructions he had been given without buying into the
philosophy behind them.

Since his own ideas about mathematics and teaching

mathematics conflicted with his practice, he was basically unhappy. The results of the
exam forced him to reflect on how this feeling developed and what was driving it.

Rick said he planned to spend the first year conforming to established
practice. To understand more about this topic and about what messages might be
coming from colleagues other than Greg, I pressed on. Rick’s sense of whether other
department members are innovative or would welcome him being so was the thrust of
this next question in that same interview on September 24.
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Gutmann: Do you have a sense of how you see other people working in
this department? About whether you feel that people tend to take
initiative or whether they tend to wait to be led34?
Rick: I don’t have a good sense. Like even these committees that are
meeting, I don’t know how much they meet and the nature of their
meetings. That whether it’s always a meeting that we have to get this
done, this is our task, our charge, versus hey it’s important to work on
this. Yeah, I don’t have a sense for how people feel about all this. My
smallest, initial impression is that it’s somewhere in the middle.
This response was fairly typical for Rick. He often said he did not have a good sense
of what the norms o f the department were or that he had not figured them out yet.
Note his confusion as he tries to determine whether Greg is not rigorous in his
approach to mathematics, or has a clearer, more experience-driven understanding of
the students (page 169). Messages from colleagues are difficult to decipher and many
messages conflict. One department member stresses uniformity. Another thinks it is
unnecessary or even unreasonable.

(David in particular felt that it would be

unprofessional to be required to teach using another colleague’s syllabus.) That there
are a variety of versions of “the department’s” view on issues became a vital
observation for Rick. Realizing this and taking it as an excuse, planning to "just plead
ignorance” if something he did turned out to be unacceptable, made it possible for him
to become an innovative, happy teacher second semester. This change is discussed in
detail in the section “Pleading Ignorance” beginning on page 188.

While the learning experiences related to the first exam were pivotal, this
moment did not have significant, immediate consequences for his practice. Unlink the
setting in college algebra, Rick was basically happy with the material and pedagogy in
34 Here I am back to the more usual sense of “being led”.
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Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers. He had concerns about his own role, but
he did not have serious criticisms to level at the program.

As a newcomer he

continued to employ strategic compliance with regards to Problem Solving for
Elementary Teachers.

In the classroom he dealt with the crisis by explaining to

students that this was his first semester at Mountain Town too. He and they were both
involved in a learning process. He promised not to grade their exams too harshly. He
further worked to make his second exam more like the kinds of exams they had taken
in the past by writing several problems requiring shorter, more calculation-intensive
solutions. Nevertheless, he continued to feel there was more he wanted to do with the
course.
Two of Rick’s goals for the course were that students should become more
appreciative of mathematics and that they should learn to become more creative with
mathematics. Creativity and enjoyment are key aspects of Rick’s own idea of what it
means to do mathematics (see pages 76 ff.). Innovation is also important to Rick.
Talking to David on October 6, Rick mentioned that one of the course goals was for
students to become more innovative. Again, defending the exam he had used, he said
he felt that as long as this goal (innovation) was listed in the syllabus his exam was fair
game.

He further argued his point in an e-mail message to a graduate school

colleague:
O t he r instructors see m to just test on the s ubject m att er
of the projects, bu t to me this is off target; it doesn't
really
at
all
test
p ro ble m-solving
or
investigative
curi os ity /
c o nj ec tur e- bu il din g
or
math
aesthetic
appreciation.
(Here they even title the class "Problem
S o l v i n g " .)

(E-mail sent by Rick to a colleague from graduate school, November 6,
1999)
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With these justifications Rick continued to create extra handouts for his students and,
though he did modify his second exam, he also discussed with students the importance
of being creative.
For the next several weeks work for Problem Solving for Elementary
Teachers returned to being routine. There had been adjustments after the first exam,
but Rick and the students soon returned to regular practice. Rick continued to use the
same in class group projects that Greg and Stephen were using, but he provided the
students with additional structure to assist them with their write-ups.

Students

adapted. It wasn’t until the second exam that Rick returned to trying to learn the
department’s position on uniformity.

Though Rick’s classroom practice had not changed greatly, he continued
to work on the issues of innovation and uniformity. As the second exam in Problem
Solving for Elementary Teachers approached Rick learned more about Greg’s
expectations. As part of the preparation for the second exam Greg asked Rick and
Stephen to provide supplemental material to be used on a review sheet. One problem
Rick provided dealt with expressing the fraction one half (1/2) in a place value system
using an odd base. Perhaps because this came prior to the exam, Greg responded to
Rick telling him that he felt his expectations were too high. The field notes from
November 8 and 9 record Rick’s report to me.
I asked Rick about the problem of 1/2 expressed in an odd base. He
said that he did cover this in the second section. Rick mentioned that
he put it on the review sheet and Greg said that it’s almost unfair to the
woman running the evening review sessions. (Field notes, November
8)
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Rick reported more to me about his conversations with Greg during my
absence. In one case, Rick had made up supplemental review problems
and given a copy of them to Mary (the student who does the review
sessions). Greg “felt compelled” to talk to Rick, in his office, i.e., in
private, about having unreasonable expectations of our students.
Furthermore, there is a constructivism tie-in. Greg said that the kinds
of things that Rick is asking require so much spoon-feeding for students
to be able to get it that the course constructivist philosophy is
jeopardized. (Field notes, November 9)
I talked to Greg about the incident and he said that he was worried that Rick’s high
expectations would lead to disappointments. He seemed sympathetic to the idea that
Rick was still getting to know the students and the school and didn’t condemn Rick as
unskilled or unprepared.
There are several brief, yet significant pivotal moments for Rick. This
conversation was one. It affected Rick’s working relationship with Greg in much the
same way the problems with lecturing in College Algebra affected Rick’s work with
Ted. Rick continued to work with Greg. In some ways his relationship with Greg
improved toward the end of the semester. (Rick came to accept Greg for who he was,
to respect his years of experience, and to believe that whether or not Greg was as
interested in new material as Rick was, Greg’s real motivation was student success.)
However, from this point Rick more often turned to others when it came to asking
advice about making changes for the future. This is the pattern of engineering a
positive climate for strategic redefinition Rick developed as he considered offering a
large lecture format College Algebra course in the spring.

Rick started turning to

Chris and David for positive feedback. He avoided bringing up his ideas for change
with Ted and Greg who seemed likely to give negative feedback.
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Social Relationships Grow and Develop
The social and collegial relationships that Rick began building in the first
weeks of the semester grew and changed as the semester progressed. The remainder of
this section is divided into three subsections discussing these relationships separately.
The first subsection recounts how Rick’s relationship with Luke, begun with Luke
acting as an unofficial mentor, developed away from this unequal status to a more
equal friendship based on their shared interests in mathematics and the stock market.
The second subsection addresses how Rick’s relationships with Greg, Chris, David,
and Ethan developed. These relationships are seen to wax or wane as Rick questions
others’ interest in mathematics and feelings about mathematical rigor.

The final

subsection discusses briefly Rick’s relationships with Alice, Beth, Hemant, and Adam.
Rick spent relatively less time with these individuals than he did with other
department members. This was largely due to schedule conflicts and office geography.
Rick's relationship with Luke. In the beginning of the semester Luke was
very much Rick’s mentor, guiding him through the software in College Algebra and
answering Rick’s questions about both College Algebra and Problem Solving for
Elementary Teachers. Rick also called on Luke’s services as the department computer
guru, even calling him into his College Algebra classroom when computers hung. But
after the initial bugs in the software were worked out and after Rick learned the routine
in College Algebra, Rick had less need for the kinds of knowledge that Luke provided.
Thus, as the semester progressed their relationship developed into one based more on
the friendship of colleagues than on Luke’s value as a mentor.
As colleagues Luke and Rick continued to discuss College Algebra. (Both
were teaching it.)

They talked about their students’ progress on exams.

Luke

complained to Rick about the quality of the computer-generated exams.

Rick
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complained to Luke about the computer-taught nature of the course. They discussed
students who were doing especially well or especially poorly. Occasionally, Rick had
a question about how to handle something that came up in class. For example, Rick
asked Luke for advice on dealing with a student who was not up to date on the
material at the time of the first exam. Luke was able to respond by telling Rick what
had been done in the past (no exceptions had been made), but he spoke then with the
authority of a colleague, rather than that of a mentor. Rick was not being instructed
how to deal with the student, but being told what had been done in the past. He was
free to proceed on the basis of his own judgement.
The tables changed as Luke began asking Rick questions about investing.
Here Rick was the expert, the mentor. His training (Rick had an MBA) and his own
experience with investing put him in place to be able to give advice and answer
questions about how the market or different investment schemes worked.
Geographically things changed too. Rick spent several hours in the first
two weeks of the semester in Luke’s office talking about College Algebra or preparing
for the course. The pattern that emerged for the main body o f the semester was that
Rick would go down to Luke’s office if he had a specific topic about College Algebra
to discuss, but most other contacts took place when Luke wandered over to Rick’s
office. Sometimes Luke stopped by just to visit. Other times he came in with topics to
discuss (e.g., computers and software, College Algebra, the stock market).

Rick’s relationships with Greg. Chris. David, and Ethan. Rick frequently
came in to campus just before his first class in the morning, so it was not until after his
teaching was finished for the day that he had a chance to socialize. After classes he
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would often walk down the hall outside his office and speak to David or Chris. These
conversations might begin with specific questions about the functioning of the
department or the university that Rick had been thinking about. For example, Rick
asked about the tenure process, about how much of the text is covered in Pre-Calculus
Mathematics, and whether a student who receives a grade of CS will be
administratively dropped from a class that she is signed up for next semester.
Frequently these discussions included or turned to non-work topics: How's your sore
throat? Where do you get your hair cut? How did you meet your wife? Rick’s short
biography in the mathematics department newsletter led to he and David discovering
they each had roots in Eastern Europe.
As Rick spent more time with David and Chris he came to turn to them
more often for information about the functioning of the department or as sounding
boards for his ideas. Chris was a senior member of the department and was well
respected by his colleagues, so it was not surprising when Rick came to see him as an
authority on issues of university and departmental policy.

Rick asked him about

assigning grades, the faculty senate, and the importance of different activities as he
pursued tenure among other things. Greg was equally senior and was looked to with a
similar level of respect by his colleagues. Yet Rick asked Greg relatively few of the
kinds of questions he posed to Chris. Understanding Rick’s interactions with David
may suggest why Rick more often turned to Chris for advice than to Greg.35

35 The following discussion not withstanding it should be noted that Rick and Greg's
schedules did not overlap well. Greg taught in the morning in the period when Rick
was preparing for class. Also, Greg occasionally left campus in the afternoon, so he
was not always available to meet with Rick then.
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Early in the semester Rick started to think of David and Chris as
comparatively more interested in mathematics than his other colleagues. David spoke
up at the department meeting on September 21 on the topic of what might happen if
certain classes had to be cut because of lack of demand were a new statistics major to
be created. He said, "Certain things should be there if it’s called a department of
mathematics.” Specifically David was referring to complex analysis and topology,
both courses that it had been suggested might have to be cut.

Reflecting on the

meeting to me afterwards Rick said, "it was interesting to hear David’s stance on
mathematical rigor in the department.” The ensuing discussion led to Rick explaining
why he saw David, Chris, and Hemant as the most mathematically rigorous members
of the department. During the discussion he added Ethan to the group. One reason
was that David and Chris tend to concentrate on upper level courses, with David
deliberately and vocally steering away from lower level course. Some of his other
reasons for identifying faculty members as rigorous are as follows:
Hemant, because, maybe going back to my interviewing days and the
first few days here, he started to discuss topics in statistics. David
currently is additionally in that category for being one who organizes
departmental seminars.
I guess I’d put Ethan in there too, somewhat because on that discussion
in the previous faculty meeting about whether we’re marketers or
mathematicians. Ethan, together with Adam, came down on the side of
"look I thought I was hired to be a mathematician or a teacher or
whatever, not a marketer.” Also because of the sabbatical that Ethan
just came back from, his interest in quaternions, etc. I would guess that
he’s more inclined to do mathematics rigorously.
Gutmann: What about Chris?
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Oh, number theory36. And his, ah, well those questions at the meeting
about implications, but that was more scheduling implications. He did
want the math ed conference to continue. But then that’s math ed. So
I’m not sure why.
(Interview, September 24, 1999)
Thus, Rick expands on David’s statement in the department meeting about needing
certain topics covered for this to be a department o f mathematics, a statement that
reflects a concern for rigor by indicating the necessity of certain conditions, to classify
faculty members as rigorous on the basis of whether they are actively involved in
doing types of mathematics that Rick considers rigorous. Ethan is labeled rigorous on
the basis of Rick’s sense that his sabbatical project required rigorous mathematics.
Chris is labeled rigorous because of his interest in number theory and in teaching
upper level classes, both activities that involve a rigorous approach to mathematics.
David’s label is explained similarly.
Why is this labeling significant?

Largely because these department

members (and Luke who was not mentioned) are the ones who also seem most
interested in mathematics. Chris, David, and Ethan were vocal in the hallway talking
about mathematical errors committed by the public as described in the previous
chapter.

Chris and David sometimes worked together using software to generate

graphics for one or the other's classes. While Rick had many interests, he enjoyed
playing with mathematical ideas that came up in his teaching. When I was on campus
he frequently shared these recreations with me. When I was away, he turned to David,
Chris, and Luke. For example, at the start of the second semester he, Chris, David,

36 Chris taught the number theory course that semester, but had also talked to Rick
about his interest in the topic in general.
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and Luke spent several days working on the problem of describing the envelope o f a
family of lines.
In contrast to Rick’s impressions of Chris and David, Rick thought o f
Greg as not terribly interested in discussing material. He based this belief on Greg’s
reactions to his suggestions for student projects that were often either negative or
apparently cursory. Further, he assumed (without evidence that I could detect) that
both Greg and Stephen had seen the material for Problem Solving for Elementary
Teachers for so long that they were tired of it. I asked Rick about sharing his work on
material from Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers with others and the field
notes of October 5 record the following:
Rick said that he expected that Greg and Stephen wouldn’t have been
interested in this mathematics, since they’ve used the project so much
that they’ve probably figured out everything there is to know about it
already.
The impression and the assumption guided him away from sharing mathematical
recreations with Greg. Thus, while Rick had many opportunities to work with Greg as
part of his collaboration on Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers, and while he
shared an interest in gardening with Greg as he did with Chris, he developed richer
relationships with Chris and David, with whom he shared his interest in mathematics.
Rick’s relationships with Alice. Beth. Adam, and Hemant. Rick had little
chance to work with or get to know Adam during the semester. Adam taught classes
in the morning, held office hours while Rick was in class, and often left for the day
before Rick finished teaching. Unless they met at a faculty or committee meeting, they
had little contact.
Conflicting schedules meant also that Rick and Hemant had infrequent
contact. In this case, however, their shared interest in statistics led to professionally
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oriented conversations. Hemant suggested they publish a short paper on one topic they
discussed. After the department meeting on the new evaluation system for faculty,
Rick and Hemant spent some time analyzing the new system. This collaboration gave
Rick a chance to ask Hemant how he felt about student evaluations and how highly
they should be weighted. Rick also talked to Hemant about Hemant's committee work
and publications, again learning more about expectations of faculty members.
Rick’s relationships with Alice and Beth did not change much during the
semester. Rick reported having made efforts to speak to each of them, but in practical
terms, their geographic distance from his office and their schedules meant that he
interacted with them only rarely. Here I would add the observation that geographic
distance is made a more important factor at Mountain Town by the practice of dividing
time between on- and off-task moments. A faculty member walking down the hall to
photocopy material for a class may pass you without smiling, nodding, or otherwise
acknowledging your presence. Stop by his or her office in off-task time and he or she
will be friendly, open, welcoming, not at all the apparently rude individual who passed
you in the hall. As a result, while Rick passed Alice and Beth in the halls frequently,
these meetings were hardly occasions to develop collegial social bonds. In order for
Rick to spend time with Alice or Beth he most often had to walk to their offices on the
other side of the building.
Summarizing the Semester
Rick’s semester got off to a strong start and he was successful in building
good working and friendly relationships with many of his colleagues, however the
descriptor he identified as being most important was "being swamped”. It was a
difficult semester. The workload associated to grading student projects in Problem
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Solving for Elementary Teachers led to Rick being and feeling more and more behind
as the semester progressed. Stresses related to his home life and his dissatisfaction
with the computer-taught nature of College Algebra didn’t help the situation.
Throughout this, Rick chafed against the limitation of feeling he should teach his
sections in parallel to those taught by other instructors, keeping them on the same
schedule and using roughly the same style of classroom presentation.
In the first weeks of the semester, Rick scurried to leam the ins and outs of
day-to-day practice, the tools he would need to do his work such as rules about using
the department secretary’s time for duplicating classroom handouts and details about
the software used in College Algebra. Luke, because of his personality and because of
the accident of his being the computer guru for College Algebra, became a mentor for
Rick. These weeks set the tone for much o f what was to follow as Rick established his
identity as a professional who would ask when he needed advice. As a day-to-day
routine for the semester fell into place, Rick developed working relationships with
other colleagues. These most often grew out of shared interests in non-work-related
topics such as genealogy and gardening, though interest in recreational mathematics
played a role also, as did office geography.
An important aspect of the semester was its routine nature. The analysis
presented here, focusing on pivotal moments—events surrounding lecturing in College
Algebra and upheaval in Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers— seems to deny a
routine. In fact, most weeks were largely predictable with Rick following patterns
established early in the semester. Even when things weren’t predictable, Rick was
almost always able to solve the problems that arose on his own. So Rick had only rare
occasion to turn to his colleagues for advice or to make significant progress in learning
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the ropes. Although he accumulated experience, it was at times of crisis such as those
analyzed in this chapter that he reflected most on these experiences. Crisis times,
pivotal moments, or times when there was a significant problem to be solved such as
poor student performance on an exam or a departmental decision about the new
evaluation system for faculty (see pages 94 ff.) upset the routine of the semester. The
crises introduced new requirements for learning.

They created a need for Rick to

interact with his colleagues and leam about his role as a faculty member in the
department. The nature of the semester as routine with learning experiences occurring
in clumps gathered around pivotal moments leads to the conclusion that social learning
is an instance of punctuated equilibrium. This is discussed in detail beginning on page
193.
Toward the end of the semester Rick was heartened when several of his
students told him they had signed up for classes with him in the coming semester. He
further felt supported by Ted. Rick’s colleagues told me they thought he was fitting in
well. Nevertheless, deadlines and stacks of projects to grade meant that by December,
Rick was exhausted and discouraged.
Looking Back and Forward. Second Semester
In February I received a startling e-mail message from Rick. The message,
appearing at the beginning of this document (page 1), painted a picture of Rick as
excited about his teaching and about sharing mathematics with his colleagues. I sent
the shocked reply: “Are you the same Rick Kaminski that I observed last semester? or
have you just switched to a new department?”
When I left Mountain Town State University before Christmas Rick had
been hurried, exhausted, and discouraged. He was concerned about spring semester in
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which he would teach Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers again. There was a
real danger of his falling terribly behind unless he could find some way to grade
projects more quickly. But the e-mail message Rick sent told a different story. When
I arrived on campus in February Rick was excited about his classes. He talked about
his teaching as being more successful than ever. He was working on two talks for the
department, one on mathematics and language to be delivered to the student
mathematics honors society and one on category theory for the department seminar.
While he was worried about the time needed to prepare for the talks, it was a much
more casual concern than the kind he expressed in the fall when faced with grading a
stack of student projects.
After discussions with Rick it became clear that the key to the change in
his success was in his approach to his role at Mountain Town. At the end of the first
week of classes Rick said:
Of course, my first year, particularly my first semester. I’m inclined
more to go with the flow and accept the norm and try to live with it, at
least for a semester or a year, before I go branch out more on my own.
(September 2, 1999)
This idea resurfaced during the interview on September 24 in which he talked about
innovation (see page 169).

Finally, Rick mentioned innovation again, this time

changing his plans when I talked to him in February. I asked why he thought things
were going so well this semester.
Rick said that he’d had enough supportive comments from people that
indicated that one should do as one wants that he now felt comfortable
doing so. He had planned that for the first two semesters he would try
and stick to the established practice here, but things were difficult last
semester and since he seems to have been given support to do things in
his own way, he’s branching out on his own now. (Field notes,
February 28)
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The freedom this approach afforded Rick lifted a great deal of the first semester stress.
But the field note summary that Rick “had enough supportive comments" is a
misleading explanation of the process that led Rick to his decision to “branch out on
his own". Rick was working with a different team of faculty on Problem Solving for
Elementary Teachers and on Pre-Calculus Mathematics spring semester. And he had
detected such varied points of view between department members that he felt it was
safe to “plead ignorance”37.
Team Dynamics
Greg, Stephen, and Rick made up the team working on Problem Solving
for Elementary Teachers in fall semester.

Greg and Stephen were senior faculty

members, with Greg especially being an individual with a commanding presence.
Never overbearing, Greg nevertheless naturally assumed

leadership

roles

in

discussions. In that setting, Rick’s stance of trying to leam the norms and postpone
innovation meant that he found himself immediately in the position of feeling he
should follow Greg’s lead. Within the confines of his own classroom, Rick added
material to the content coverage and created his own handouts, but wherever the group
process was concerned, Rick deferred to Greg and Stephen.

This meant he felt

compelled to give exams on the same days they did and he felt behind if he gave
students an extra day to work on a project. The interaction of strong personality and
deliberate (if temporary) subservience38 created situations in which Rick felt behind in
his work, swamped.
37 Rick’s words.
38 Deliberate in the sense that Rick felt inclined during his first year to “go with the
flow”. See quotation on page 185.
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Rick, Luke, and Ethan were the team working on Problem Solving for
Elementary Teachers II in the spring. By this time, Luke’s relationship with Rick that
started as one of mentorship had altered so that they remained friends, but in several
areas Rick became the authority.

Luke was now asking Rick’s advice on topics

ranging from investing to higher mathematics to graduate school. Ethan, though lively
and passionate when joking about public mathematical errors and always willing to
talk about the history of mathematics, was generally quiet during department meetings,
apparently reticent about or disinterested in decision making. Furthermore, he had
taught Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers only once before, so he took advice
more often than he gave it. Field notes record the following about a conversation on
February 28:
I asked Rick if the group of people he’s working with on 207 this
semester is different and if that has affected his willingness to be out
there on his own. He said yes. Last semester Greg was the clear,
undisputed leader. This semester, because Ethan has only taught 206
before, he’s standing back and taking advice. For some reason Luke is
not really being very strong.
Rick noted that Luke is sort of the anointed coordinator for 207, though
he learned this somewhat haphazardly. He and Luke were walking
down the hall and Ted passed them and made a remark to Luke about
“Now you're in charge of 207.” I asked if this was meant to certify
Luke as the coordinator or to indicate that because of his superior
experience, he would likely be someone that others would be coming to
for advice. Rick said it was clearly the former. On the other hand,
there doesn’t seem to have been any practical follow-up related to this.
Thus spring semester group dynamics were exactly opposite to those of the fall
semester. Rick had stepped into a leadership role and had given up his plan for trying
to follow established practice. He made changes he believed would reduce the amount
of grading he would be required to do. He added some his own ideas to upcoming
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projects. And he set his own schedule for exams, one he felt entirely at ease with
changing if he found students needed more time on a project than planned.
Pleading Ignorance
One of the pieces of information about the department Rick picked up first
semester is that it is often difficult to determine "the department’s” view on anything.
(See, for example, page 172 ff.) From the start o f the semester he had wondered about
uniformity— whether faculty members teaching different sections o f the same class
were expected to do so in parallel. Comments from Ted (see page 166) indicated he
expected faculty to use the same exams for different sections. Indeed, this was the
practice in College Algebra in the fall. It was not the practice in Problem Solving for
Elementary Teachers. Rick felt Adam also believed running sections in parallel was
preferable. On the other hand, David was surprised to hear there was a shared syllabus
in Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers. He had always thought that it was the
norm to have each instructor use his or her own syllabus. Rick reported the following
further data and then his conclusions:
Rick has asked "bluntly” at the 207 meeting a few weeks ago about
uniformity. Ethan thought there was some expectation for it. Luke
didn’t say much. Rick didn’t like this and felt that there were enough
conflicting responses that he could risk going his own way and claim
ignorance if someone complained. "I don’t know where the truth is in
the department.”
Rick does think that this idea of academic freedom requires professors
be free to teach how and what they want to.
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I mentioned the quote at the top o f this page of notes about carrying the
load versus being a creative vision39 to Rick and suggested that this
might be related to his questions about how much uniformity is
expected here.
Rick, 'T m still enthusiastic enough to think that I have some positive
creativity to offer in the mix.” I’ll continue to be obstinate about that,
though open to listening to discussion.
(Field notes, March 2, 2000)
Thus the mixed messages Rick had been receiving gave him license to pursue his own
vision as a teacher. Rick had made a decision to "be obstinate” with a combination o f
academic freedom and unclear guidance to back him up.
The issue of clarity of departmental standards was one Rick and I did not
discuss during the fall semester. I knew he was consciously trying to leam the norms,
but my own analysis of why this was difficult led to the following conclusion: Rick
had trouble with departmental norms because he was trying to both leam what they
were and to categorize them as "rules” or "patterns of behavior”. In other words,
while he struggled to leam what was expected of him, he further had to decide whether
he was to do as expected (and would be wrong to do otherwise), or whether he could
find his own ways to fulfill expectations. For example, if you are expected to cover
the same material in your section of Pre-Calculus Mathematics as Beth does in hers,
are you further required to cover it in the same order she does and use the same tests,
or may you design the class as you see fit so long as you get to the same topics by the
end of the semester?

If it is expected that you will critique Problem Solving for

Elementary Teachers, is this expectation simply something the hiring committee felt
39 "It almost seems like I’m one more body to carry the course load of the department,
rather than one more creative vision to join in with, mix in with these other creative
visions.” (Recopied in the field notes from an interview on September 24.)
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you would be good at doing or is it something you are required to do on a given
schedule? The issue relates to Rick’s behaviors and the extent to which strategic
compliance is necessary in situations in which he is disappointed with current practice.
When a norm is no more than a pattern of behavior, there is no real expectation that
Rick conform to it. He should feel less pressured to comply.
I have described Rick’s practice of seeking feedback that one might expect
to be positive while avoiding feedback expected to be negative as subconscious
engineering of an easier path for strategic redefinition— making it easier for Rick to
contemplate instigating change. This distinguishing between rules and patterns of
behavior is a similar issue and related to assessing departmental openness to change.
Because it is important to verify whether Rick had trouble learning the norms for this
reason or for some other reason, and whether distinguishing between rules and patterns
of behavior was indeed a hurdle for him to overcome, I asked Rick to comment on the
theory.
At 9:43

PM on 3/22/2000 Tim wrote:

>A
si gn if i c a n t
struggle
for
Rick
during
his
first
>se mester was that in addition to trying to learn ab out
d e p a r t m e n t a l norms, he had al so to determine w h i c h of
>these we r e "rules" he was e xp ec te d to follow and w h i c h
>"patterns of behavior" that he m i g h t choose to a d o pt or
>not.
Rick r e s p o n d s :
Gee, I s uppose that's true to some extent -- dress code,
giving e x a m review sessions, k eeping office doors open,
using Lois for duplicating.
Seems I use Lois mor e than
others. I di dn 't really feel a need to not close m y door
when w a n ti ng to work w/o i n t e r r u p t i o n . David is p ro ba bl y
most rel ax ed dresser.
I do so far sense that re vi ew
sessions are e x p e c te d.40

40 Rick means that faculty are expected (in the sense of being required) to provide
evening review sessions for students before exams.
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I guess m y objection to y o u r original s t a t e m e n t is that
the hard thing is just d e t e r m i n i n g what the n o rms are -I never sent out mass e - m a i l s taking o p i n i o n polls on
issues.
(When I recently s e n t out a mass m a i l i n g on a
m a t h q u e s t i o n I receive [thus far] minimal response.) I
guess I n e ver felt that it w a s reliable to rely upon just
one person's opinion,
be t h a t person Lois or Ted or
a no t h e r
-and
usually
it
seems
that
there's
some
v aria n c e of opinions on n o r m s .

Rick s agreement was only partial. He believed conflicting messages coming from
different department members made it so difficult to leam the norms that he didn’t get
to the stage of characterizing them as rules or patterns of behavior. Thus, my analysis
was inaccurate.
While Rick did not attempt to distinguish between rules and patterns of
behavior, it is clear that his dramatically different second semester experience resulted
directly from the change in his approach to (or response to) departmental norms. He
began fall semester intending to leam the ways of the department and to fit in. One
might say he expected to respond to his new surroundings by internalized adjustment
and strategic compliance.

Spring semester’s dramatic change was a result of a

different posture, a posture of strategic redefinition made possible by Rick’s feeling he
could not progress as he had done, was not enjoying the benefits of academic freedom,
and could "plead ignorance” if he needed to. He recognized that department members
held widely differing expressions of "the department’s” view of things, and that rather
than simply learning that view he could to add to it from his own background,
experience, and professional expertise. Rick had come to see departmental behavior
not so much as something to be learned and complied with, but as something to take a
part in creating.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS
Rick’s learning process for the semester did not progress at a constant
pace. Rather, it was a process of punctuated equilibrium. Most of the time Rick’s
understandings were sufficient for him to proceed with work on his own, handling
minor problems on the basis of his own experience. It was only at pivotal moments
that Rick had to turn to others for advice and had to solve difficult problems. These
times of crisis represented opportunities for learning.
Throughout the learning process mathematics played a significant role by
shaping the social environment of the mathematics department at Mountain Town
State University.

The fact that the subject is required of all university students

influenced the nature of the work in the department. More important than the nature
of mathematics itself however was a public prejudice in favor of innumeracy. This led
to "the burden of mathematics”, a practice of downward social comparison toward
students, faculty members in other departments, and the public in general used to
generate self-esteem for the departmental identity.
Finally, as a newcomer Rick benefited by being able to participate in “the
burden of mathematics”. However, Rick felt that his enculturation was not so much a
function of the departmental climate as of his personal approach to the department.
Most important to describing his first semester experiences were personal struggles.
These included the difficulty of learning to balance the demands of family and work
life. At work, Rick struggled to understand departmental expectations of uniformity
and to mediate between these expectations and his own sense of the importance of
academic freedom and his belief in his own classroom methods. Second semester
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success was a result o f coming to terms with this issue and changing his response from
internalized adjustment and strategic compliance to strategic redefinition.
Punctuated Equilibrium
As a general epistemological observation about the acquisition of cultural
knowledge and the process of being socialized or of reversing that process and
imposing values on the institution, the theory of punctuated equilibrium provides
valuable insight. This is a theory of rate of change.
Darwin’s theory of evolution depends on the process of natural selection
which he describes as "‘daily and hourly scrutinizing, throughout the world, every
variation, even the slightest; rejecting that which is bad, preserving and adding up all
that is good” (Origin of the Species, 1859 cited in Gould, 1991).

In other words

change is a gradual and continual process, taking small steps at every point of
variation.

However, the fossil record does not record this change, rather “species

appear fully formed in the fossil record and do not change substantially during the long
period of their later existence” (Gould, 1991, p. 14). Gould and Eldridge’s insight in
developing the theory of punctuated equilibrium in 1971 was to abandon Darwin’s
notion of gradual change in favor of describing evolution as progressing through rapid,
distinct, changes in form, followed by extended periods of constancy—evolution is
punctuated.
When one considers Rick’s first semester learning process and notes the
pattern of progress, one must conclude that it is exactly a process of punctuated
equilibrium.

At most times during the semester, Rick was working within an

established routine. The problems that arose were problems for which his existing
knowledge sufficed to offer solutions. In the metaphor of evolution: for this routine
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Rick's understanding had developed to a level at which he could cope with the
occurrences in the environment. The form (or level) of his understanding remained
constant. Only when pivotal events took place that exceeded his coping capacity (his
understanding of how to respond) was the routine interrupted. It was then that he was
required to develop new understandings41.
During the first semester the time of the first exams in College Algebra
and in Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers was a point of upheaval. Rick then
put into action his plan to lecture in College Algebra and went through extended soul
searching about Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers and his expectations for
students. Later other incidents (such as a student asking about a kind of grade that
Rick had not encountered before) led him to ask colleagues for advice and to leam
more of the norms for Mountain Town. A department meeting on the subject of the
new evaluation system for faculty reinitiated his worries about his first semester
evaluations and led to working with Hemant on an analysis of the system and
increased discussions with his colleagues about the process. Finally, the change in
semesters was Rick's opportunity to change his approach to teaching at Mountain
Town, to give up his attempt to stay in lock step with his colleagues for the first year
or two, and to teach according to his own plan.
Linear models of learning would suggest that as new experiences are
encountered new understandings are developed. The punctuated equilibrium model
indicates that many new experiences are insufficient to trigger the development of new
understandings. Instead, many new experiences can be dealt with on a temporary basis
using existing knowledge; that is, the individual is able to use existing knowledge to
41 Here I am stretching the metaphor, as species evolve, but individuals do not.
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solve small problems, but may salt away memories of new experiences for later, more
thorough solution. Only extraordinary new experiences or challenges trigger learning
events in which the individual is forced to develop new understandings.

Evidence

from this study indicates that accumulated experiences (temporarily solved problems)
and input from peers (contemporary to the trigger experience) are important in the
development of these new understandings. Thus all experiences eventually enter the
equation as new ideas are developed, but the greater majority of experiences do so
long after they have occurred. As a result the accumulated knowledge curve is most
often level, but punctuated by brief, steep rises.
For Rick as a department newcomer this meant that he might be
consciously trying to leam department norms, but he was most often using his own,
previously developed, professional skills to meet the demands of his work. The many
conversations he held with colleagues in which he asked about departmental policy or
departmental opinion provided information that became most real and most useful to
him at pivotal moments in the semester. It was then that he was required to process
information about department norms and make personal decisions about how to
proceed, whether to do so in accordance with existing practice (either by internalized
adjustment or strategic compliance) or to be innovative and depart from established
practice (strategic redefinition). The most significant punctuation mark for Rick, the
point at which he committed to strategic redefinition, was Christmas Break.

His

learning over that period involved processing the entirety of messages from the
semester along with his own feelings about what kind of teaching he wanted to do.
The decision he made to branch out on his own and stop trying to just fit in meant a
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dramatically different, dramatically better, dramatically professionally more fulfilling
second semester.
Mathematics in the Academy
At Mountain Town State University, as at many institutions of higher
learning, mathematics is a required subject for all students.

As a result the

mathematics department works with a population of students that is most often
interested in other subject areas. These students take mathematics courses only to
fulfill university requirements. Many of these non-mathematics major students dislike
mathematics. Thus department members find that a good deal of their time is spent
working on low level material with students who are vocally unhappy about being in
class. The department clings to its few upper level classes as a way of denying the
possibility that it might become “a service department” and presumably be reduced to
working only with disgruntled attendees.
In his first semester many of the students Rick dealt with were members of
this unhappy, oppressed group, forced to study mathematics because of university
requirements. Such students in Rick’s Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers were
all the more stressful to deal with as Rick’s overriding interest was to teach
appreciation of mathematics.

He believed that appreciation more than subject

knowledge would be essential for classroom teachers, so these students’ attitudes were
an ongoing source of tension.
Public Prejudice
Part of what makes teaching mathematics non-majors difficult is a general
societal prejudice in favor of innumeracy. Faculty members felt this directly from
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their students in service courses, but this was made worse by their feelings that
colleagues in other departments not only did not understand mathematics, but did not
understand the burden mathematics department members were under. Telling stories
o f others’ mathematical shortcomings was a regular activity in the department and
functioned as a coping strategy (downward social comparison and venting stress) and
as a bonding agent.

Mathematics department members established a department

identity. Making fun of those who do not understand mathematics (be they students,
faculty, NASA scientists, or K-mart managers) was a method of praising themselves,
supporting each other, and developing group self-esteem.
Rick was able on his first afternoon at Mountain Town to tell stories about
how students and others make mistakes with mathematics. He was able to tell jokes
that others laughed at and he laughed at the jokes others told. Thus the “burden of
mathematics” provided Rick with immediate legitimacy for membership in the group.
It seems likely that this aspect of departmental social interaction is common in the
academic mathematics community. Rick took up the burden while in graduate school
at a large research university and his preparation there transferred well even into this
small, teaching-focused department.
As social beings mathematics departments develop identities.

At

Mountain Town State University this identity was defined in terms of teaching
mathematics and by distinguishing between outsiders who do not understand
mathematics and insiders who do. In order to protect itself, develop self-esteem, and
further define the difference between insiders and outsiders, the group used downward
social comparison. Whether or not an individual suffers from low self-esteem, this
technique is to be expected whenever the self is under attack. In this case attack came
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from societal prejudice and university requirements that force the mathematics
department to enroll unwilling students.
The Newcomer’s Personal Struggles
This document begins with an e-mail message sent during the second
week of Rick’s second semester at Mountain Town.

The message was strikingly

upbeat. So much so that understanding why things were different seemed to be at the
heart of understanding the defining elements of Rick’s semester experience. In talking
with him there were two significant changes. The first, relatively less important, was
that he was teaching only three classes spring semester, rather than the overload o f five
he taught in the fall. Most important was Rick’s decision to follow his own passions
in the classroom.

First semester, as second semester, he was teaching classes for

which the department ran several sections with other members teaching the other
sections.

First semester he tried to ’’live up to established norms” about testing,

material to cover, and classroom presentation.

He felt rushed and unable to

concentrate on the aspects of the material he most wanted to emphasize.
The four most important issues that stood out to Rick as playing a role in
his first semester were learning to balance family and work life, the difficulties
associated with finding a doctor for his wife and planning for her hysterectomy, his
mother’s death, and being swamped with grading. As grading became more taxing
Rick often worked in his office with the door closed or came in late at night. Rick
often coped with the demands of preparing for the classroom by limiting his contact
with colleagues.
Mathematics, or rather the role of mathematics in the academy and public
attitudes toward mathematics, played a role in defining the social structure o f the
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department. However, Rick’s experience of learning about his new colleagues and
how to be a member of the mathematics department at Mountain Town was most
strongly mediated by the kinds of personal issues that might be expected in any new
job setting: family, trying to live up to expectations, and more work than expected.
Mixed Messages and Academic Freedom
Rick’s first semester was made more difficult by conflict between his goal
of learning departmental practice and working within established guidelines for the
first year or two, and his desire to teach using his personal approaches to the material
and to the classroom.

In part because he taught sections o f courses that were

simultaneously taught by other department members, Rick had the sense that part of
conforming to departmental norms included teaching the same material, on the same
calendar, and using roughly the same pedagogy as others. Indeed, he was surprised to
hear it was uncommon for professors to share syllabi. Doing so had seemed the norm.
The conflict between Rick’s belief in academic freedom and his attempt to fit in led to
coping techniques that were largely unsuccessful and had a negative impact on his first
semester.
As the semester progressed, Rick channeled his academic freedom
energies, those energies that related to his excitement with mathematics and how to
share that with students, into diversions for himself. It was much too easy for Rick to
spend hours exploring a topic from Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers and then
write up two or three pages to hand out to the class, too easy and too appealing. In
contrast, Rick had trouble allocating time to work through student assignments. Their
work told him they weren’t addressing the ideas, the connections between topics, and
the mathematics appreciation that he wanted them to. Rick was not pleased with the
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progress of the course and felt that the pace he was forced to keep in order to follow
G reg's and Stephen’s schedule was the root cause of the problem. Students were
being pushed through material too quickly and this meant that Rick didn’t have time in
the classroom to engage students in the way he wanted to.
Being behind in his grading led to Rick’s further withdrawing from the
department. He worked at home or in his office with the door closed, cutting himself
off from interactions with colleagues. At a time when Rick was hoping to leam more
about departmental practice, this behavior was counter productive. Rick mentioned
more than once that it had taken conscious effort to build friendships with his
colleagues, or to ask someone for advice about his classes.
Again, there is a connection between withdrawing and the conflict
between academic freedom and following established practice.

Arguably the two

department members whom Rick should have gone to for advice, Greg, the senior
faculty member teaching Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers, and Ted, the
department chair and senior faculty member teaching College Algebra, each held
different views of the courses, their content and pedagogy, than Rick did.

On

occasion, Rick seemed to be going to others for advice, apparently knowing that the
advice he might receive from Ted or Greg would not be what he wanted to hear. In
this setting, withdrawing from the department was a behavior that helped Rick
maintain his sense of integrity, albeit through deliberately not allowing himself to
know what others might advise him to do.
The great change in Rick’s mood during second semester was largely due
to his resolving the conflict described above. Rick decided that academic freedom was
more important than fitting in. He determined there were so many different ideas
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about how things should be done in the department (e.g., Greg assuming that everyone
teaching Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers would use the same syllabi; David
being surprised that any two professors would use one syllabus; Ted excited about
using the computer software as the primary teaching tool in College Algebra; several
other faculty members expressing reservations and a preference for lecture style
presentation) that it was safe enough to branch out on his own and “plead ignorance” if
anyone complained or corrected him. He began to value his own judgements. For
second semester Rick decided he would teach his own courses, cover the
recommended material, but in his own fashion and on his own schedule.

He was

excited about teaching again. Rather than complain about how far behind he was or
h o w he'd like to do something different but didn’t have a chance, Rick now talked

enthusiastically about how well classes were going, about how his teaching was more
successful than it had ever been.
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CHAPTER VIII
IMPLICATIONS
This study has implications for small, teaching oriented mathematics
departments as they consider how new members will fit in and bring new ideas to the
department. Because of the highly personal nature of Rick’s experiences at Mountain
Town State University, it is difficult to suggest how this study might inform graduate
programs preparing future mathematicians. More important implications of this study
are to the field of mathematics education research.
Implications for Mathematics Departments
Societal prejudice in favor of innumeracy had a significant impact on the
way faculty members at Mountain Town State University thought about their jobs and
the role of the department within the university. Because this prejudice is widespread
and not local to Mountain Town, it could be valuable for mathematics departments to
assess the impact of this prejudice on their members and status. Thought should be
given to how or whether departments wish to address this prejudice and its affects.
Should the prejudice be addressed directly with students in service courses? Should
department members share their concerns with the university faculty as a whole? If
downward social comparison is the dominant coping mechanism, is the department
comfortable with this reality? These are some of the related questions that department
members should consider.
Another issue raised in this research was the difficulty Rick had in
determining exactly what the norms at Mountain Town State University were. He
received so many mixed messages that he finally decided he should follow his own
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passions and that it would be safe enough to “plead ignorance” if he broke a rule. New
hires would likely benefit from working with a peer mentor, a senior department
member who would assist the newcomer to filter diverse messages and could speak to
the kinds of questions of uniformity that troubled Rick. This person would need to
remain active in the mentoring position throughout the first semester as evidence from
this study suggests the more difficult questions related to understanding long-term role
in the department cannot be asked until the routine of the semester is well established,
perhaps not until the first semester is over and the newcomer has an opportunity to
step back and assess the first semester as a whole.
Finally, evidence suggests new faculty members are not aware o f how
difficult the job of being a professor really is. Department chairs should steer new
faculty members away from teaching overloads.

Indeed, newcomer teaching loads

should be lighter than normal in recognition of the time newcomers need to adjust and
leam the ropes.
Implications for Graduate Programs
Rick’s experiences and the factors influencing his learning at Mountain
Town State University were extremely personal. As a result it is difficult to make
general recommendations for the preparation of graduate students based on the results
of this work. It would be impossible to suggest preparation to help a newcomer deal
with the death o f a parent or with getting behind in grading as each situation is unique.
What can be said is that newcomers’ actions in departments influence the way
colleagues support them. Rick’s stories of self, begun in his first days on campus, set
him up as someone who would be self-reliant, someone who did not need organized
mentoring. Graduate students should be aware o f the power of these stories o f self and
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consider what stories they will tell. They should be aware that mathematical as well as
non-mathematical interests will be included in these stories and that stories are told
through actions. Not asking for help says as much to new colleagues as does asking
for help. The responsibilities newcomers volunteer for and the problems they solve on
their own all contribute text to newcomers’ stories of self.
Implications for Mathematics Education Research
Higher mathematics is a world strongly influenced by the greater cultural
milieu in which it is studied and taught. In particular, the public prejudice in favor of
innumeracy, a prejudice manifested in students’ and colleagues’ comments as well as
in the actions of our legislators, represents a constant source of attack upon
departments’ and department members’ self-esteem. Mathematics education research
should pay more attention to the impact of this prejudice at all levels. The source and
results of this prejudice should be studied and remedies should be considered. In
particular, the influence this prejudice may have on the students’ participation in
mathematics and on individuals' choices to pursue mathematics teaching should be
investigated.
As observed in the beginning of this paper, the mathematics education
research community has largely overlooked questions of what it means to do
mathematics at the career level. This study provides descriptive analysis of life in a
mathematics department focused on teaching. Similar studies are needed to describe
the lives of mathematicians in research oriented university mathematics departments
and in industry. Further, researchers should consider the results of this study in terms
of the questions it generates and pursue those questions. Some questions are:
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■ Students' negative attitudes toward mathematics played a significant
role, setting the department on the defensive. How might departmental
behavior be different in a setting where the majority of students have
more positive attitudes, say in a school with restrictive admissions
policies, one in which the department does not teach mathematics
below Calculus?
■ How aware are students of the societal prejudice in favor of
innumeracy?

Do they realize it is a prejudice?

How should this

prejudice be addressed, especially with preservice teachers?
■ It was suggested that the coping behaviors described under the heading
"burden of mathematics” are widespread (occurring throughout the
academic mathematics community), that Rick may have learned to
participate in these behaviors as a graduate student.

What is the

validity of this suggestion?
■ What implications for mentoring programs for new faculty does the
conclusion that Rick’s learning process was one of punctuate
equilibrium hold?
■ "Doing mathematics” at Mountain Town State University was
intimately related to teaching.

What are the socio-cultural lives of

mathematicians in departments that focus on research in mathematics
like?
Beyond the specific findings of this study, the form of the study itself
should be considered.

This was a long-term, continuous study.

Most long-term

studies are conceived as sporadic—subjects are tested or interviewed periodically or at
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crucial times over an extended period. This study’s finding that cultural acquisition is
a process of punctuated equilibrium would be impossible to detect in a sporadic
research setting. Sporadic study can reveal only cumulative change. It cannot reveal
or describe the nature or rate of change. The research community should give thought
to finding ways to observe developmental processes continuously.

Indeed, many

processes that have already been described by sporadic studies might benefit from
continuous analysis.
Finally, the reader will note that most of the research informing this work
in the areas of both methodology and analysis is not work normally categorized as
research in mathematics education.

This work makes a contribution to the

mathematics education research literature in large part by drawing on the contributions
of authors like Eisenhart (writing about stories of self), Tannen (writing about gender
and communication), Osborne (writing about personality and self-esteem), Gould
(writing about evolution), and the many authors whose work in the fields of
socialization and qualitative methods were cited in the literature review.

As

mathematics education researchers begin to study the practice of mathematics in social
contexts, they will benefit by being well read in a variety of areas.
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APPENDIX—COURSE OFFERINGS
The Mountain Town State University Undergraduate Catalog (19992001) lists the following courses offered in mathematics:

DVMT 100

Introductory Algebra

MATH 102

College Algebra

MATH 103

Trigonometry

MATH 104

Introduction to Mathematical Problem Solving

MATH 106

Algebra with Calculus for Business

MATH 120

Pre-Calculus Mathematics

MATH 200

An Introduction to Discrete Mathematics

MATH 206

Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers I

MATH 207

Problem Solving for Elementary Teachers II

MATH 209

Elements of Applied Probability and Statistics

MATH 219

Honors: Elements of Applied Probability & Statistics

MATH 220

Calculus for Applications I

MATH 221

Calculus for Applications 13

MATH 226

Calculus I

MATH 227

Calculus II

MATH 228

Calculus

MATH 320

Multivariable Calculus

MATH 240

Fundamental Concepts of Geometry

MATH 350

Matrix Algebra

in
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MATH 380

Introduction to Probability and Statistics

MATH 415

Foundations of Mathematics

MATH 420

Advanced Calculus

MATH 425

Introduction to Real Analysis

MATH 426

Introduction to Complex Analysis

MATH 432

Differential Equations

MATH 435

Numerical Analysis

MATH 436

Mathematical Physics (also PHYS 436)

MATH 437

Combinatorics and Graph Theory

MATH 440

Modem College Geometry

MATH 451

Modem Higher Algebra

MATH 452

Linear Algebra

MATH 460

Introduction to Topology

MATH 461

History of Mathematics

MATH 465

Theory of Numbers

MATH 470

Mathematical Models and Applications

MATH 480

Probability and Statistics

MATH 481

Applied Regression Analysis

MATH 482

Applied Nonparametric Statistics

MATH 483

Theory of Interest

MATH 484

Actuarial Mathematics I

MATH 485

Actuarial Mathematics II

MATH 490

Selected Topics in Mathematics

MATH 491

Seminar in Mathematics
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MATH 492

Internship Seminar

MATH 495

Internship in Mathematics

MATH 499

Individual Study in Mathematics
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